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Executive Summary
This report presents a qualitative study of worker representation on occupational safety and health
(OSH) in the European Union (EU) and is a follow-up to the second European Survey of Enterprises on
New and Emerging Risks (ESENER-2). It considers current practices within the EU and what these
suggest about the influences that determine them. The study focuses on the representation of workers’
interests in safety and health as experienced by the representatives themselves, by their fellow workers
and by their employers and managers. It is based on in-depth interviews with participants in 143
different establishments of various sizes, consisting of equal proportions of small (between 10 and 49
employees), medium (between 50 and 249 employees) and large (more than 250 employees)
establishments. These establishments are situated in seven EU Member States (Belgium, Estonia,
Greece, Spain, Netherlands, Sweden and the United Kingdom), representing a range of different
regulatory and industrial relations contexts. The majority of the interviewees were selected from the
population of respondents who had participated in ESENER-2 and who had agreed to be contacted for
follow-up investigations. They were drawn equally from three sectors: private manufacturing, the public
sector and private services. Their analysis was supported by a review of the literature and additional
interviews with key informants in relevant organisations, as well as by a further quantitative analysis of
relevant ESENER-2 data.

Key findings
The results of the secondary quantitative analysis of ESENER-2 broadly confirmed what had been
expected based on the review of the research literature. The results add further empirical evidence to
support the well-established association between the presence of arrangements for worker
representation on safety and health and that of management arrangements for safety and health. That
is, they demonstrate not only the existence of arrangements for worker representation in many
European workplaces but also the existence of a large number of worker representatives who contribute
to the operation of these arrangements, which are associated with best practices in relation to OSH
management more generally.
The results therefore also corroborate and are consistent with the more detailed quantitative findings of
ESENER-1. While, for various reasons having to do with the survey methods, they probably
overestimate the presence of representatives in comparison with the more conservative estimates of
most national surveys, the trends demonstrated are similar in national and European surveys in all the
countries that were studied. However, these positive findings need to be considered alongside the
evidence of the decline in worker representation on OSH in some countries; this is happening at the
same time as a continuing decline in organised labour, to which it is probably related. As a result, while
worker representatives and joint arrangements represent a significant contribution to the resources for
preventive OSH in the EU, there is nevertheless a substantial proportion of workers who are not
represented on OSH in their workplaces despite the statutory entitlements to such representation that
exist in all Member States. Furthermore, many workers, such as those in smaller firms, are not covered
by these statutory entitlements. In both situations, it appears that the proportion of workers without
representation is increasing.
Some of the reasons for this partial and incomplete cover of workers with representation and joint
arrangements can be found in the nature of the legislative measures on worker representation on OSH
in many EU Member States. As previous research has shown, these are, in practice, facilitatory rather
than compulsory, and they are seldom the subject of intervention or enforcement action by regulatory
inspectorates. The measures rely on the influence of trade unions, workers’ organisations in workplaces
and employers for their implementation and operation. This report confirms that this is still the case in
most EU Member States. Our qualitative findings further indicate that, with the possible exception of
Sweden, there is very limited, if any, contact between regulatory inspectors and worker representatives
in nearly all the establishments studied; there is even less indication of any regulatory intervention in
support of worker representation.
This is only part of the story, however, as our review and analysis of quantitative evidence also indicate
that, in at least some countries in these changing times, there has been not only a reduction in
representative arrangements but also a parallel increase in other methods of consultation; in particular,
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employers increasingly claim to have adopted some form of direct consultation with workers on OSH
matters. These changes hinted at the possibility of qualitative changes that might be taking place in the
practice of representation, raising a host of questions that the quantitative data could not answer. They
concerned, for example, the quality of representation, its operation, support for it and its character within
establishments, as well as the qualities of the individuals and institutions involved and their means of
engagement with representation on OSH. Such questions were the focus of the qualitative analysis,
which, in turn, addressed patterns of representation and their relationship with risk management
arrangements, support for representation and, finally, experiences of representing workers on OSH in
establishments where there were no formal arrangements in accordance with statutory requirements
on such matters.
Our study found strong qualitative evidence that confirms and corroborates previous research. Despite
differences in statutory provisions and labour relations institutions, in most countries where some, if not
all, of the preconditions for the effectiveness of worker representation identified in previous research
are in place there was evidence of its continued effectiveness. Specifically, where there is a strong
legislative steer; employer/management commitment to participatory approaches to OSH; supportive
worker and union organisation inside and outside the establishment; and well-trained and well-informed
worker representatives, there is robust evidence of autonomous worker-centred approaches to OSH
among representatives and their representative institutions and a positive relationship between these
approaches and the arrangements employers make to manage OSH in these establishments.
Representatives in such establishments behaved in ways identified in previous research when
engaging with managers, using the available regulatory support for their activities and seeking
information and support to help them do so. This was the case in Belgium, the Netherlands, Spain,
Sweden and the United Kingdom, and to a lesser extent in Greece and Estonia.
However, cases in which these practices were highly prominent were not in the majority among the 143
establishments. Indeed, they were exceptional. We have not attempted to quantify their presence in the
different countries because we were not dealing with a representative sample and, therefore, such a
quantification would be misleading. However, examples of worker representatives being able to operate
in this way seemed to be more numerous in Sweden and possibly also in Belgium and the Netherlands.
This may reflect, in part, the resilience of the trade union presence in establishments in these countries,
as well as the continued national statutory support for organised labour institutions in workplaces, such
as works councils and joint health and safety committees. More broadly, it may also be related to the
resilience of corporatist institutions and path dependency in the varieties of capitalism represented by
the political economies of these countries.
However, we found much that was of interest with regard to the effects of the changes that have taken
place since the introduction or extensive revision of statutory measures on worker representation on
OSH in the countries we studied. In many cases, there was evidence of the emergence of a different
approach from that which previous research has found to be effective. In particular, the strong influence
of managerial arrangements for OSH into which arrangements for worker representation on OSH
appear to have been incorporated to varying degrees was evident in a substantial proportion of cases.
Even when representation had not been incorporated into such systems, the guiding hand of managers
was nevertheless often apparent in the arrangements made for worker representation on OSH and in
their operation. This was true even in many cases where workplace organised labour institutions had
quite a strong presence.
In all these situations, the behaviour of the representatives was often quite different from the so-called
knowledge activism previously identified by some researchers as representing the most effective form
of engagement of worker representatives on OSH. Indeed, their behaviour was more typically described
as their being ‘the eyes and ears of safety managers’, both by managers and by the representatives
themselves. A key finding from our qualitative research, therefore, is that a change may have taken
place since the implementation of regulatory provisions that were largely based on pluralist assumptions
about the conduct of industrial relations and the capacity of organised labour inside and outside
establishments to support the autonomy of worker representatives in their dealings with managers in
regard to OSH.
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The determinants of practice
Worker representation on OSH is strongly affected by its context, which influences both the processes
and practices it involves as well as their outcomes. Previous studies have categorised such contextual
determinants as:




those within the establishment that have a direct influence on the presence and operation of
arrangements for worker representation on OSH and on how representatives act;
other internal determinants that influence the quality of representation on OSH more indirectly;
and
other determinants that operate largely from outside the workplace and act even more indirectly
but are important in terms of how worker representation is both constructed and construed
within workplaces.

Internal determinants include:









establishment size and sector;
knowledge held by employers, managers, workers and their representatives about regulatory
requirements on worker representation;
risk profiles of the establishment and the commitment of managers to introducing and
supporting participatory arrangements for safety and health to address these;
the relationship of these arrangements with those of the employer addressing OSH
management more generally;
institutional arrangements for worker representation on OSH in the workplace;
the extent to which OSH is explicitly addressed in collective agreements in the establishment,
or in other agreements made between employers and worker representatives;
the extent to which representation on OSH is prioritised by organised workers in the
establishment; and
the awareness of OSH among workers.

Many of these determinants also help to influence which people are selected or appointed as worker
health and safety representatives or committee members, what special skills they possess and their
access to the training they may be entitled to receive. The determinants also influence the means that
are used in practice to operationalise the various functions and entitlements given to representatives
and/or committee members by statute or otherwise, that is, to enable them to carry out their roles.
There are also more indirect determinants of the presence and role of worker representation on OSH
in establishments, such as:



those relating to the organisation of employment within the establishment (e.g. the use of
temporary or agency employees, contractors and subcontractors, and so on); and
the organisation of work (e.g. shift patterns, the internal organisation of the labour process and
work intensity).

These factors affect the presence and role of arrangements for worker representation, as do the extent
of trade union membership and the role of representation on OSH within broader provisions for labour
relations and collective bargaining in the establishment.
Other determinants, operating from outside an establishment, influence the ways things are done within
it. For example, macro-economic factors related to the labour market influence job security, job flexibility
and the labour market power of individual workers, and this may have a bearing on the nature and
extent of the arrangements that employers are prepared to make for representative participation, as
well as on the ways in which representatives carry out their roles. Other external influences include the
presence or absence of preventive services; the nature of external trade union support and commitment
to worker representation on OSH; the nature of sector- or national-level agreements on procedures for
collective bargaining and the extent to which these, or other agreements at these levels, refer to OSH;
and the business position of the establishment in relation to its buyers and suppliers. Finally, although
regulatory requirements on worker representation on OSH can be seen as a determinant operating
within establishments, they have a wider role as elements of a nexus of regulation that applies to both
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OSH matters and labour relations. The effects of these regulatory requirements are, in turn, influenced
by the compliance priorities and strategies of the agencies responsible for their administration and
enforcement, which may be further dependent on the prevailing climate for governance, regulation and
labour relations, as well as on the public perception of the risks subject to such regulation.
The following section briefly outlines what our findings suggest regarding the influence of some of the
key elements of the determinants outlined above and the ways in which their influence has developed
and changed since statutory measures on worker representation on OSH were introduced.

Workplace size and sector
Allowing for the heterogeneity of establishments overall and the differing national contexts, the research
found the expected influence of workplace size on arrangements for representing workers on OSH.
There was a greater prevalence of direct methods of consultation with workers in smaller
establishments and little sign of formal arrangements for representation in these establishments. There
was also a stronger sense of social cohesion and close personal relations between managers and
workers in some smaller establishments. In the relatively few cases where formal arrangements were
in place, managers had introduced them in conformity with certification standards and/or the demands
of clients on which the organisation depended for its business. They were almost never the result of the
demands of workers within the establishment and they did not usually include elected worker
representatives. More often, they were arrangements for regular works safety meetings, or,
occasionally, they involved the appointment of a workers’ ‘safety representative’ by managers. In many
of these smaller establishments, work — including arrangements for OSH — was subject to a greater
extent to the influence of external determinants resulting from the nature of business relationships with
clients than seemed to be the case in larger organisations. One exception to this pattern was found in
Sweden, where comparatively high levels of trade union membership meant that nearly all of the smaller
establishments had trade union members working in them and, as a result, had in place formal
arrangements in accordance with statutory requirements.
The influence of the risk profiles of the establishments on both the presence of representative
arrangements and their operation was less obvious. There were substantial differences in the presence
and practice of arrangements for worker representation between manufacturing establishments and
those engaged in public or private services; however, to explain these differences solely as responses
to different risk profiles would seriously misrepresent the situation. While risk profile undoubtedly played
a role in influencing the ways in which workers were represented on OSH, this was in combination with
a variety of other features including, for example, different ways of organising work and employment,
different external pressures in relation to resourcing and different expectations among workers, who
might, for example, be predominantly manual workers, administrative workers or care workers, with
different levels of qualifications, skills and professionalisation. These features acted to help determine
the extent to which workers in different establishments were given responsibility for OSH management
and the autonomy they were allowed in this regard. There were also different management and
industrial relations institutions and traditions in the sectors, which further influenced the ways in which
workers were represented on OSH at the establishment level. Finally, the power and presence of
organised labour within workplaces had an influence. All these factors acted in concert with the risk
profiles of the establishments to influence the presence and operation of arrangements for worker
representation on OSH.
A further sector- and size-related feature was the different arrangements that existed among
establishments for involving external prevention services. These have also been discussed in previous
research, which has demonstrated what the effects of national regulatory context, risk profile, workplace
size and sector are on the availability, nature and uptake of prevention services. Some of these
differences were reflected in the experiences reported in our study, as were differences in the rights of
the representative institutions within establishments to influence the employer’s choice of such services.
Generally, representatives reported mixed experiences in relation to their contact with prevention
services. Some representatives seemed to have had little say in the appointment of the providers of
these services but were satisfied with the personal contact they had had with them. In some cases,
external preventive services had conducted risk assessments without the representative’s involvement,
but the representative had subsequently been consulted on the results of these activities by
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management. Overall, the mixed experiences reported would seem to support extending the statutory
requirements found in some Member States with regard to cooperation between preventive services
and institutions for worker representation to all Member States, especially in relation to the right to veto
the provider chosen to deliver such services.

Relations with safety management systems within establishments
A well-established and significant direct determinant of practice on worker representation is its
relationship to the arrangements made by employers to manage OSH in the establishment, and this
was clearly the case in the establishments studied here. There are, however, some disturbing
developments. One of the products of the process-based regulation of OSH in the Member States of
the EU has been the increasing adoption of management systems approaches to OSH, especially
among larger organisations. As is well documented, these systems are widely accepted by employers
as providing the framework for their compliance with regulatory requirements to manage risk
competently and with the appropriate expertise — such as is provided in the now long-standing
transposition of EU measures such as the EU Framework Directive 89/391. A further product of these
measures seems to have been the widespread use of safety and health practitioners of one sort or
another to help to operationalise the arrangements made for OSH in larger organisations. Therefore,
both systems for managing safety and health and people designated as responsible for monitoring their
operation were commonly present in the larger organisations studied in all sectors, and in the private
manufacturing sector in particular. In many of these cases, not surprisingly, worker representatives who
were dealing with OSH worked in close cooperation with the safety practitioners whose job it was to
ensure the operation of arrangements for OSH management. The nature of this working relationship
varied among establishments, as did the way in which it influenced the role of worker representatives.
In some cases, such as those reported in detail from Sweden, good practice in this relationship required
both managers and representatives to have a clear understanding that there were common procedures
for the operation of safety management in the establishment and that both parties needed to use them
competently. At the same time, it was acknowledged that such relationships allowed room for different
perspectives on OSH issues, and consultative procedures were in place to resolve any conflict that
might arise from these differences. In some of cases relating to the involvement of the works council in
OSH activities, a similar approach was reported to be taken in the Netherlands. However, alongside
these examples, there were many others in which the relationship between the representatives, the
arrangements for managing safety and the managers operating them was less balanced. In these cases,
widely reported from all the countries we studied, representatives functioned as part of the system for
managing safety, usually following the lead of the responsible safety practitioners and often reporting
to them. Questions arise with regard to why this was so and what has determined developments in this
direction, as well as whether or not such developments have resulted in the effective representation of
workers’ OSH interests.
In many of the cases we studied, it appeared that the proximal reasons for the ways in which worker
representation fitted into arrangements for OSH management had quite a lot to do with the personalities
of the key players involved. For example, it was clear that some safety managers and prevention
advisers believed themselves to have been instrumental in shaping the nature of the arrangements in
place. Safety representatives and works councils had responded to their initiatives by fitting into these
systems in roles and functions largely determined by the direction of the safety manager or prevention
adviser, who assumed control over the whole operation of the system thus created. In these cases,
representatives tended to defer to the perceived superior knowledge and expertise possessed by the
safety practitioner, often turning to them as their major source of information and advice on OSH in the
establishment.
However, it is also clear that there were other determinants that enabled safety managers and
prevention advisers to assume these positions and exercise such control. A more in-depth qualitative
analysis than was possible in this study of the relationships involved in risk prevention within workplaces
and the contexts in which it occurs is required before definitive conclusions about these underlying
determinants can be arrived at. However, when the information we have obtained from these cases is
combined with the wider research presented in recent research literature on the structure and
organisation of work today, public perception of risk and the role of regulation, as well as on the nature
and role of power in workplace relations, the character of these determinants seems fairly clear. While
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the prominence of OSH management arrangements is, in part, explained as a combination of employers
responding to process-based regulatory requirements by adopting OSH management systems and the
appointment of specialists to deliver the OSH competence that is also a statutory requirement, in many
cases the incorporation of worker safety representatives into these arrangements was arguably also
influenced by the particular character of the OSH management systems in question. In our study, these
were often dominated by behaviour-based approaches that militated against an autonomous role for
worker representatives. This occurred particularly in cases where there was also a reduced presence
of organised labour both within and outside establishments, and where organisational and structural
changes in the nature of both work and employment reduced opportunities for representation. In these
situations, the influence of wider changes in public understanding of both collective action at work and
regulating OSH could also be seen.

Influence of union membership and other arrangements for collective
bargaining in establishments
Trade union membership within establishments has both a direct and an indirect influence and is an
important determinant of arrangements for worker representation on OSH. In some countries, such as
the United Kingdom and Sweden, it directly affected the kinds of arrangements in place. In all countries,
unions and the wider arrangements for collective bargaining that they have usually helped to create
have an indirect but nevertheless important influence on the form and practice of worker representation
on OSH. The research literature, as well as trade union rhetoric, suggests a ‘preferred model’ in which
worker safety and health representatives ideally operate from within the workers’ collective organisation
in establishments; the representative is supported by the organisation’s prioritisation of OSH in
collective agreements with employers, as well as by the activities of the other representative institutions
in the establishment. In this model, representatives are trained and informed by trade unions using
worker-centred education techniques that combine an understanding of the representative role with that
of technical and legal matters relating to OSH.
We found that, in establishments in virtually all of the countries we studied, where there was a strong
presence of organised labour (whether through union organisation or through works councils) and OSH
issues were prioritised, there was usually effective representation of these issues to management.
However, the way in which such representation occurred varied across a spectrum ranging from conflict
to consensus and, as the previous subsection suggests, the cases we studied provided quite strong
evidence of its moderation by the arrangements for OSH management put in place by employers. An
extreme consequence of this was the virtually complete incorporation of the safety representative’s role
into the safety management system, but more balanced forms of cooperation were evident in some
cases. In Sweden, for example, testimonies from both safety representatives and their managers made
clear that, while consensus on OSH was the stated objective of dialogue between representatives and
managers, they respected each other’s’ entitlement to different perspectives on the nature of OSH
problems and the best solutions. This was largely because of the strength of the trade union
organisations within the workplace and sector. It was also because the role of trade unions continued
to be acknowledged in society in general, resulting in an acceptance of norms regarding worker
representation. This remained influential in the cases we studied, despite the significant erosion in trade
union density in Sweden in recent decades. Equally important in this respect was the legitimacy afforded
in Sweden to the autonomous actions of safety representatives in exercising their statutory rights to
stop dangerous work and to appeal to the regulatory agency when, in their view, employers failed to
take appropriate measures on OSH.
Essentially the same patterns were observed in countries where, unlike in Sweden and the United
Kingdom, trade unions were not mandated by statute to represent workers on OSH. In countries such
as the Netherlands (where works councils take on this role), Belgium (where it is the role of a joint
committee) and Spain (where safety delegates operate alongside union delegates), the cases we
studied demonstrate that in situations in which workplace worker organisation is strong, the
representative role on OSH is supported by trade unions both inside and outside the workplace. Where
the worker organisation sought to prioritise actions on OSH among its concerns, there was little
difference between practice and outcomes in these cases and in those in countries, such as the United
Kingdom and Sweden, where trade union involvement was more direct. There were also other situations,
albeit less common, where conflict between workers’ interests and those of managers was openly
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acknowledged and where strong collective organisation, supported by trade unions, sought to represent
and protect workers’ interests. It would appear that strong collective arrangements were helpful in
enabling representatives to achieve the protections that they sought for workers in such scenarios.
A further finding on the influence of institutional arrangements for labour relations on arrangements for
representation on OSH relates to the role of collective agreements. The early research literature on
worker representation on OSH often pointed to the potential benefits of including details of
arrangements for OSH representation in such agreements at both establishment and sector level. This
would enable such details as entitlement to take time off for representative activities and training to be
spelled out, and would make it possible to jointly determine provisions that might go further than the
statutory requirements. However, in the cases we studied there was little knowledge of such
agreements and it appears that, even if they existed at some level, they were in the main perceived to
have limited influence on workplace practices.
Significantly, in many cases from across all countries and sectors, workplace organisation (whether
trade union or otherwise) did not have a strong presence, and it was in these situations that worker
safety and health representatives were most likely to be absorbed into employers’ arrangements for
safety management. In other cases where weaknesses in collective organisation were evident,
representatives had not been incorporated into management arrangements. Instead, they had been
marginalised by managers with safety and health responsibilities and, at the same time, they often
struggled to maintain a profile in the eyes of their fellow workers, who questioned their relevance. In
such situations, the representatives were aware of the limitations of their effectiveness and often
frustrated by their inability to make their presence felt. The absence of support from an effective union
organisation in the workplace, combined with a lack of involvement of regulatory inspectors with the
establishment, left them with few resources at their disposal or little ability to influence OSH
arrangements.
However, it was not only in cases where there was little worker organisation in the workplace that
representatives were incorporated into employers’ arrangements for OSH. There were cases in nearly
all countries where it appeared that, although there was workers’ collective organisation in the
establishment, representation on safety and health functioned more or less separately from it, with the
OSH representative working more closely with the safety manager or prevention adviser than with the
union or worker organisation in the workplace. Furthermore, in these workplaces systematic
approaches to safety management had been adopted, often along lines required by certification
standards. Moreover, this was a situation that the interviewees — whether representatives, workers or
safety managers — generally found to be acceptable. We think this is an interesting development that
requires further study. It is not possible to judge from the cases studied how widespread this trend is,
or the extent to which it reflects a decline in trade union influence or the consequences of an acceptance
of the dominant ‘expert’ approach to OSH on the part of trade unions. Whatever the cause of this trend,
however, it represents, as we have already pointed out, a set of relations with regard to OSH that are a
far cry from the ‘knowledge activism’ that previous research has claimed characterises more effective
forms of representative engagement with OSH.
Overall, therefore, we conclude that the cases studied confirm that collective organisation, within and
outside workplaces, remains an important determinant of effective representation on OSH. However,
the interviews suggested that such organisation was by no means ubiquitous across the establishments
studied, and the lack of organisation often left representatives feeling unsupported, marginalised and
even, in some cases, vulnerable. In other cases, including some in which institutions for collective
representation of workers’ wider interests were present, those relating to OSH were largely subsumed
into the safety and health management systems in the establishment. In such cases, the capacity of
worker representatives to deliver autonomous representation of workers’ separate interests in OSH was
reduced.

Influences of the employment contract
Many of the structural and organisational changes associated with a diminished role for collective
representation within workplaces in the current economic climate in the EU also serve to change the
nature of the risks that are faced by workers and, arguably, increase their vulnerability. Quite a large
body of research demonstrates that increased outsourcing of work, increasing use of external
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contractors, rising numbers in micro and small firms, temporary and migrant labour, zero hours
contracting and so on create situations in which new and emerging risks take on greater significance.
Furthermore, the workers who experience these risks and the work situations in which they occur may
be less accessible to conventional forms of protection, whether through collective representation or
regulatory inspection. Further research indicates that, in most EU Member States, as elsewhere, the
power of organised labour has been substantially eroded and resources for inspection reduced, with a
parallel reduction in enforcement actions. In addition to these changes in the organisation of
employment, equally well-documented changes have led to work intensification and to the introduction
of more demanding work patterns, as well as to greater accountability and surveillance of performance.
All of these have been seen to contribute to important increases in time off work resulting from mental
and emotional stress and fatigue, as well as to other harms associated with increased psychosocial
risks.
It would be surprising if these developments had not been felt by workers, managers and employers in
the cases we studied since, as the national reports detail, they are a significant element of the changes
that have occurred in the wider economic and regulatory profiles of the countries from which they were
drawn, and, indeed, their effects were reported in the interviews. For example, some representatives
reported difficulties when dealing with contractors and their workers or, conversely, in accessing the
client employer when it was they who were working for a contractor. Representatives also reported
difficulties when trying to represent the interests of workers from temporary employment agencies,
casual workers and others who worked largely beyond the reach of the conventional institutional nexus
of labour relations procedures created by the employment contract. In addition, they reported frustration
caused by lack of consultation and inability to influence planning of work as a result of decisions taken
by employers to meet the price and delivery demands imposed by clients or buyers. With regard to
psychosocial risks, while there is widespread and growing recognition that these are a significant
problem in all sectors, there remains a paucity of solutions that emphasise the representation of workers.
The main reason for this is that root causes of psychosocial risks, which are found in the way in which
work is organised by establishments, largely lie beyond the remit of the safety management system
and, therefore, beyond what is regarded as the legitimate remit of most safety and health
representatives.
This is not to say that there were no examples of good practice in relation to these challenges. For
example, Swedish provisions extend the remit of safety and health representatives not only to workers
who have the same employer as the representatives, but also to the employees of contractors. There
were also examples of cases where representations had been made on behalf of workers who were
not covered by the standard employment contract. In relation to psychosocial risks, there were some
examples among the cases studied of effective management involving representatives, and even cases
where representatives and sometimes their trade unions had taken successful unilateral initiatives to
address psychosocial risks.
However, generally, the effects of the changes that have occurred in the nature of work and employment
on the representation of the safety and health interests of workers were quite difficult to measure. They
had occurred over a period of time and were often accepted by workers and their representatives as
aspects of employment over which they had no influence. Indeed, the insecurity that they generated in
relation to employment often served to reinforce the feeling among workers and representatives that
they were matters that were beyond the reach of representation — a feeling that may have been further
reinforced by the declining influence of organised labour. Many of the consequences of change were
also frequently regarded as lying outside the specific remit of both safety management and
representation on OSH. This observation gives pause for some reflection, since it seems that
challenges to workers’ health and well-being that have resulted from changes in work and employment
in recent decades have often not been understood by the affected workers or their managers as having
anything to do with ‘occupational safety and health’. A possible explanation for this might be found in
the significant change that the meaning of this term has undergone in recent times.

Change in what is valued
Even if at first they might seem a little distant from worker representation on OSH at the establishment
level, two further changes in the way in which OSH is understood in wider public discourse are relevant.
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On the one hand, as already pointed out, ‘occupational safety and health management’ has become
almost synonymous with ‘safety management’ in the lexicon of the practices and procedures that
employers are obliged to follow under process-based regulatory requirements. Emerging risks of
restructuring and reorganisation mainly originate in a variety of forms of employment degradation and
work intensification, which occur at some distance from the set of activities embraced by concepts of
‘safety management’. As a result, the focus on proximal events, such as physical incidents, behavioural
patterns, housekeeping standards and safe working practices, as well as safe plant and workplace
standards and measurements, effectively excludes scrutiny of structural and organisational elements
of modern work practice that affect the working conditions and well-being of workers. When worker
representatives are incorporated into this system by safety managers, it also reduces or entirely
removes the potential of representative participation on OSH to identify and intervene in the prevention
and monitoring of these emerging risks. In practice, this has led to a host of potential OSH issues that
are products of the ways in which work and employment are organised and of how employers conduct
business in response to cost-efficiency and competitiveness pressures, which are regarded by
representatives and managers alike as existing beyond the influence of worker representation on OSH.
On the other hand, at the same time as these developments have taken place, and related to them in
some respects, quite a profound change has occurred in public discourse about safety and health at
work in some countries. As the structure of work has changed from an industrial to a service-based
economy, the influence of organised labour has been reduced, and neo-liberal political prescriptions
have become increasingly accepted as the norms of public discourse, greater individualisation has
occurred in many elements of the employment relationship, with a parallel growth in management
prerogatives. As a result, as many researchers have noted, there has been not only an erosion of
organised labour and employment rights for many workers, but also an increase in the extent to which
they have been made individually responsible in relation to OSH matters. These changes have been
more strongly apparent in some EU Member States than in others and have attracted greater analysis
in these countries too. In the United Kingdom, for example, a combination of media influence and neoliberal political strategies have served to trivialise OSH issues in the public eye, directing public
perception of workplace risks away from the damage they can cause and instead towards the
supposedly harmful effects of regulation on personal freedoms. Of course, the wider intent of these
developments is considerably greater than changing the nature and purpose of safety and health
regulation and its enforcement. They are part of a way of thinking that is intended to achieve cultural
change in British society in keeping with neo-liberal precepts, in accordance with which an effort has
been made to influence prevailing societal norms regarding the freedoms and responsibilities of
individuals in economic and social life.
In the United Kingdom, worker representation on occupational safety and health currently takes place
within this context, and it would certainly be surprising if this had not had an effect on how such
representation is perceived and practised in British workplaces. Indeed, in many respects the
representation of the collective interest in protecting workers from harm would seem to be profoundly
out of step with the dominant discourse in the media and in political thinking about the value of regulating
OSH. Determining how widespread these changes in the values of public discourse on OSH in EU
Member States were more generally was beyond the remit and resources of this study. However, if, as
the British literature makes plain, in the United Kingdom such approaches have been conveniently
exploited by current governance in support of economic policies to stimulate business growth, it seems
highly likely that broadly similar patterns will be nascent in other countries where the aim of national
economic policy is the same. Clearly, organised worker resistance to these processes is inconvenient
at all levels. It is surely not lost on some employers that one small way in which this can be avoided at
the establishment level is by incorporating worker representatives into OSH management systems that
are operated by safety managers or prevention specialists — as had been done in many instances
reported in our study, both in the United Kingdom and elsewhere.

The impact of economic crises
Many of the wider trends in work and employment noted in this study operate on a global scale and are
widely seen as the consequences of globalisation of the economy more generally. As is universally
acknowledged, the trajectory of economic globalisation has not proceeded without a hitch. It was subject
to a particularly serious crisis in 2009, an event that affected every Member State in the EU, but which
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led to more profound changes in the political economies of some Member States than in those of others.
Two of the more profoundly affected Member States were included in this study and it is instructive to
examine the extent to which respondents in these countries perceived their arrangements for worker
representation on OSH to have been influenced by these developments.
In Spain, the worker representatives perceived the economic crisis to have had two main effects:
companies prioritised their concerns about production and costs over dealing with demands from
representatives for OSH improvements; and companies were generally less willing to accede to such
demands. Interviewees claimed that the stress created by insecure employment and increased
workloads had negatively affected workers’ health. Representatives suggested that the greatest barrier
to the improvement of OSH outcomes in Spain now is companies’ need to improve production and
productivity to keep abreast of global competition. They argued that this pressure had made employers
more demanding of their workers, in terms both of more and more extra hours over longer periods of
time and improved productivity.
Similarly, in Greece revised legislation since the crisis in 2009 has resulted in substantial changes to
collective bargaining; respondents in the study saw these changes as being generally unfavourable to
trade unions and workers. Labour market features such as job insecurity, job mobility, flexible working
patterns, subcontracting and so on had increased. Privatisation of several public organisations had also
begun, and civil servants’ jobs had become less secure. Restructuring and downsizing placed additional
workloads on employees and reduced the time available for representative activities on OSH matters.
This resulted in hard-pressed unions and their representatives not prioritising OSH matters and the
formation of health and safety committees being discouraged. In some of the Greek cases that focused
on large public sector services, such as hospitals or municipal administrations, there were reduced OSH
personnel, and the budget for OSH was also reduced. Worker representatives in these organisations
felt that there was little room to play their role, and a strong focus on cost savings everywhere made
worker representatives and management reluctant to demand more resources for OSH issues.
Management commitment to OSH was affected, since the available means were not sufficient to sustain
standards that had been in place prior to the crisis. In the Greek establishments that had worker
representation, job insecurity was reported by several trade unions. In these situations, established
trade unions remained active despite the economic crisis, but labour issues were the priority for worker
representatives in many companies.
In most of the north-western European countries in the study, the crisis was perhaps not experienced
quite as sharply as in Spain or Greece. However, the processes of post-crisis reforms in these countries
were in many cases the same as those of work restructuring and reorganisation, with reductions in
protective regulation, trade union rights and the resourcing of regulatory enforcement occurring, albeit
at different rates, in all the countries in the study. As a result, many embattled trade unions and
workplace worker organisations indicated that they had little time to focus on OSH, because their
primary focus was on the very survival of their jobs and their workplace organisation. In short, all of
these processes threaten what previous research has established as a precondition for effective worker
representation on OSH in accordance with statutory models and are therefore of serious concern.

Concluding remarks
This was primarily a qualitative study and has aimed to provide a detailed analysis of the processes
that explain its empirical findings. As with all qualitative studies, it has not set out to provide robust or
representative quantitative analysis. Caution is therefore warranted before claiming too much for the
quantitative representativeness of the patterns of worker representation and participation on OSH that
we have identified in our cases. That said, we have nevertheless studied and compared a very rich and
varied range of practices on worker representation in this study and we discuss how many of their
features can be linked to the influence of underlying determinants in the workplace and beyond. These
linkages remain valid despite caveats relating to quantitative representativeness.
We have undertaken a comparative study and we have noted differences between regulation and
institutional arrangements for worker representation in various countries in Europe –see country reports
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for in-depth description of the national findings in each of the seven countries covered in the project. 2
However, what stands out in our findings is not the differences between countries but the similarities
between them in workplace practices and the relations that determine them. This applies to both the
nature of support or preconditions for effective worker representation on OSH in different countries and
the factors that undermine them, which would appear to be converging towards a changed situation
with regard to the representation of workers on OSH in European countries generally.
In this respect, we think this study goes further than previous research in demonstrating the effects of
changes that have taken place since regulatory provisions on worker representation on OSH were first
introduced. While our findings confirm much that is already known from previous studies, they are
distinguished by the rich and varied forms of worker participation on OSH that they describe.
Furthermore, they show that arrangements for representative participation identified by previous
research to be effective are now in evidence only to a reduced extent, or not at all in many
establishments. If we accept that our sample probably included a larger than average proportion of
cases in which respondents believed that they had something positive to say about their arrangements
for worker participation on OSH, the fact that it shows such a limited presence of arrangements deemed
to be effective in previous studies might be considered a surprising finding.
However, perhaps this is not so surprising after all, as our findings also confirm the existence of strong
connections between the nature of the practices that appear to predominate in approaches to worker
participation on OSH today and prominent features of the current organisation of work and employment.
These features characterise not only labour relations, safety management and the organisation of work
and employment within establishments, but also other equally important determinants of the position
and practice of worker representation on OSH, which exert an influence from outside establishments.
These include patterns and trends in the content and enforcement of regulation not only on OSH
specifically but also on labour relations, working conditions, labour standards and, more widely, the
freedoms of business. They also include long-term changes in the sectoral composition of work,
increased outsourcing and patterns of fragmentation in the organisation and management of work,
growth in numbers of small and micro enterprises, temporary and migrant employment, and generally
more insecure work. In parallel, in many countries, there has been not only a major decline in trade
union density, but also a reduction in levels of industrial action by organised workers, and related
developments. What seems to be the most obvious consequence of these wider changes is a
deepening of management hegemony, widespread if not universal, and the decline of oppositional,
pluralist ideology and arrangements for worker representation on OSH.
We therefore conclude that the patterns we have seen in the practice of worker representation on OSH
in the cases studied and the parallel changes occurring in all of these determinants are related. The
latter changes are emblematic of those that have occurred more widely across political economies and
which now predominate in the Member States of the EU. We further conclude that it is these changes
and the political support for them that have led to the reduced presence of preconditions previously
identified as important for the effective operation of worker representation on OSH. Under these
circumstances, our study provides some evidence of a growing divergence between statutory
provisions and current workplace practices.

2
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1 Introduction
This report presents the findings of a mainly qualitative study of the representation of workers on
occupational safety and health (OSH) in establishments in Member States of the European Union (EU).
It was commissioned by the European Agency for Occupational Safety and Health (EU-OSHA). It is a
follow-up to the Agency’s Second European Survey of Enterprises on New and Emerging Risks
(ESENER-2) which was completed in 2014. The present study was undertaken during the following
year, in 2015-2016.
As the review of the literature presented in Chapter 2 demonstrates, there is now a substantial body of
research concerning the extent, practice and support for worker representation on health and safety
and its contribution to improving OSH arrangements and their outcomes. However, very little of this
research attempts a comparative approach to these matters in different countries. In this respect,
therefore, the present study makes a significant contribution to existing literature. It aims to combine
analysis of the relevant quantitative data gathered in ESENER-2 with that collected and analysed in a
detailed qualitative investigation of the experiences of a selection of respondents drawn from
participating establishments in ESENER-2 in a range of EU Member States 3 , in which influential
differences in regulatory, economic, labour relations and other relevant contexts are acknowledged.
This has required an in-depth, mixed-method study of these experiences in seven countries.
The study has further aimed to provide a better understanding of what supports or limits the
engagement of workers and their representatives in workplace OSH arrangements. It has, therefore,
examined participants’ experiences of factors that have been reported, in other studies, to influence the
effectiveness of arrangements for worker participation in OSH arrangements. In this respect, therefore,
the study has explored perceptions of the role of health and safety representatives held by
representatives themselves, by their fellow workers and by employers and managers, through in-depth
interviews in 143 different establishments, supported by a thorough review of the literature and
additional interviews with key informants in peak organisations.
The research has taken as a point of departure the widespread knowledge that for the past several
decades a characteristic feature of the world of work in the EU has been one of structural and
organisational change. This transformation results from changes at the level of the global economy,
which have influenced Member States and the EU itself, in which a combination of political, economic
and technological change has transformed the experience of work and its contexts. A great deal has
already been written concerning the effects of these changes and their consequences for the safety,
health and well-being of the millions of workers they affect. They occur, for example, as outcomes of
the restructuring of the organisations in which work takes place, how it is managed, where it is situated
and its relation to the conduct of the business of which it is part. It is also widely acknowledged that
bound up with these structural changes in the way work is organised are others that have taken place
in the national and global economic, political and regulatory contexts in which it is located, where
substantial emphasis on supply-side economics and the withdrawal of the state and its institutions from
control have characterised political and economic policies. Increasingly, as a consequence, nationalor sector-level institutional arrangements previously mediating both regulation and labour relations have
given way to individualised arrangements at company or even establishment levels. It would be
surprising if these changes had no effect on arrangements for the representation of workers’ interests
in safety and health at work. And indeed, one result of these changes and the parallel reduction in
importance and size of traditional heavy industries has been a decline in the membership and
institutional presence of trade unions in most EU Member States (and indeed elsewhere). In so far as
organised labour is a key agent in the advancement of social protection and the fettering of market
forces, its capacity in this respect has been much reduced, not only by reduced trade union membership
and restrictions on what trade unions may do, but also more generally by the strictures of governance
requiring more ‘business-friendly’ approaches to regulation and by an increased culture of
individualisation and responsibilisation within workplaces.
The scale of this upheaval gives rise to questions concerning its effects on the continued operation of
institutional arrangements that were conceived in relation to norms of a very different era. Regulatory
measures on worker representation on OSH that apply within western European Member States of the

3
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EU date mostly from the so-called ‘golden era’ of the post-war compromise in which, in the decades
following the Second World War, labour strengthened and social protection in health, welfare and work
increased. Even among Member States whose histories followed different trajectories, membership of
the EU brought them within the general rubric of institutional rights for the representation of workers’
interests on OSH, such as those embraced within Framework Directive 89/391. But at the same time,
whatever their pluralist origins, these representational rights are also among the core features of a
particular conceptualisation of regulatory responsibilities for OSH and their delivery by duty-holders.
This takes the form of process-based requirements to manage workplace risks in ways that are inclusive
of the representation of workers’ interests. Here again, however, this process of regulatory
transformation from prescriptive to inclusive and process-based approaches had its origins in northwestern European systems and structures that were of a very different character to those that have
subsequently emerged as a result of the economic restructuring in the EU in recent decades.
Assumptions concerning the operational effects of the pattern of institutional power that were current at
the time of the development of both the measures on worker representation and their embedding within
wider process-based measures for OSH management are no longer generally valid anywhere within
the EU. Under such changed conditions, it becomes important to ask what the reality is of the current
experience of the measures on workers’ participation that are in operation within the EU.
Addressing this question, however, is complicated by differences in national OSH systems and by those
in wider systems of regulation and labour relations, both of which have helped determine the character
and operation of provisions on worker representation on OSH. Although the research literature suggests
that the above generalisations concerning the origins and operation of systems for worker
representation on OSH and their relation to those of OSH management, as well as the common
experience of change, broadly apply across different national European systems, it also suggests that
various national contextual factors are important determinants of differences between them (see, for
example, Walters et al., 2013; Walters and Wadsworth, 2014). Based on these understandings, in the
present study we have hypothesised that such patterns of similarity and divergence are likely to be
present for worker representation on OSH, its relations with OSH management and the factors that
determine the in different Member States. We have, therefore, tried to contextualise our empirical
findings concerning workplace experiences of these matters within the wider systems that help
determine both practice and outcomes.
This implies a need to first pause for some reflection, both on what is understood by terms such as
worker ‘representation’ and ‘participation’ and what, more precisely, are these broader features of the
national contexts in which worker representation on OSH takes place that are most likely to influence
both its definition and practice. By doing so, we help to define the focus of our study and its comparative
perspectives. The following section, therefore, offers an outline of the understandings of these terms
that have informed this report.

1.1 Questions of definition
Research exploring the evidence for the effective operation of arrangements for worker participation in
OSH generally distinguishes between direct and indirect, or representative, forms of participation.
Evidence concerning the origins and operation of the latter is considerably clearer and stronger than
that for the former. Regulatory provisions in the EU are similarly more clearly defined and more detailed
in relation to arrangements for representative participation. It is mainly with this form of participation that
the present report is concerned, since this was the primary concern of the ESENER-2 survey. Indeed,
the call for tenders to which this report is a response requested a study ‘to properly capture the views
of worker representatives and how worker involvement is organised’. However, difficulties arise
because terms such as ‘consultation’ and ‘participation’ have come to cover a range of different
practices, often with different expectations, supports and constraints influencing their outcomes (see,
for example, Rest, 1996; Alder et al., 2000; Eklund, 2000; McQuiston, 2000; Bell and Phelps, 2001;
Shearn, 2004). These terms are widely used by policy-makers and practitioners, and also by some
researchers, to mean very different things. These range, for example, from practices in which
‘participation’ and ‘involvement’ seems to consist of little more than individual workers being the passive
recipients of top-down managerial instruction, and the monitoring of their compliance with its
behavioural requirements; to those in which the involvement of workers with OSH arrangements at their
workplace is mediated through systems of worker representation framed by statutory provisions and/or
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those of collective bargaining, in which workers’ interests can be defined autonomously by workers and
their representatives, and negotiated with employers and managers.
These are clearly very different situations involving different processes and possible outcomes, and it
is important to be clear about the meaning of the terms used to define and analyse them, especially in
comparative studies.
What is discussed in this report is primarily workers’ representation on OSH — that is, the operation of
statutory or bargained arrangements under which workers’ collective interests on OSH are represented
and articulated. However, we also need to acknowledge that, in practice, the overlap between this and
more direct forms of worker engagement in OSH is considerable and, moreover, the role of
representative participation is acknowledged in the research literature to be significant in facilitating
these more direct forms of engagement. Also, as we shall see in the accounts of our findings, there are
many establishments in which there are no formal arrangements for representative participation.
Therefore, in addition to focusing on the experiences of worker representatives, the findings presented
in this report inevitably also include some perspectives on what happens to the representation of
workers’ interests on OSH in these latter situations — which implies some discussion of practices of
direct participation.
Nevertheless, for the purposes of this report generally, workers’ representation is distinguished from
vague notions of ‘consultation’, ‘engagement’, and ‘participation’ on OSH. As Walters and Nichols (2007)
have previously made clear 4, two sets of distinctions are needed. One is whether managers relate to
workers on an individual basis or whether they do so through their collective representatives; and the
second concerns whether workers are passive recipients of information concerning the requirements
of health and safety management or whether they have some opportunity to influence the direction of
the outcomes of such engagement. Such different usages are explicable partly because, whereas
approaches to representative participation originated in pluralist terms and were based on a framework
that built on the idea of collective worker rights, those on direct participation usually originate in the
more unitary idea of advancing a cooperative dialogue between workers and managers, where the
control of this dialogue by managers is also usually unstated but assumed. However, it seems things
may not be quite so straightforward in current practice, for while the specific measures of legislation on
worker representation on health and safety may have originated within pluralist understandings of work
relations, more unitary frames have arguably been dominant during most of the period of their operation
in EU Member States. Later chapters will explore the consequences of this.
A further complication to understanding the language of worker representation in OSH results from
different approaches to the governance of labour relations in different Member States. For example,
while it might be argued that in general in western Europe measures on worker representation in OSH
were originally based on a regulatory framework that built on the idea of collective workers’ rights, the
ways in which this was achieved and subsequently operationalised in different countries differed
markedly according to national contexts. At the time at which the regulatory provisions were introduced,
in countries of north-west Europe, for example, the strong corporatism of the Nordic countries and the
Netherlands contrasted with the tradition of so-called ‘free collective bargaining’ in the United Kingdom
and Ireland. This helped influence both the extent to which organised labour was embedded in
institutions of governance of labour relations generally and the ways in which the representation of
workers’ interests on OSH were understood. In the rest of western Europe, further divergent patterns
of labour relations were evident. For example, the ‘co-determination’ characterising labour relations in
Germany, with Mitbestimmung — consensus between workers and managers — occupying a central
place, contrasted with the adversarial patterns more evident in the sectoral negotiations and legally
binding industry collective agreements in Italy, as well as with the relatively immature institutions of
labour relations in southern European countries, many of which had recently emerged from totalitarian
regimes in which labour relations had been dominated by institutions of state control. And, of course,
at this time different forms of state control still played this role in eastern Europe.
Clearly, in such widely differing contexts, what constitutes ‘participation’ is likely to be understood
differently, and the meaning and role of ‘representation’ and ‘consultation’ as ways of operationalising
such engagement will vary considerably. Harmonisation of the regulatory measures in which these
processes are framed, such as is anticipated by EU directives, may produce a degree of superficial
4

See Walters and Nichols (2007: pp. 11-18), also Walters and Frick (2000) for a fuller discussion of these distinctions.
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commonality in the appearance of the institutional frameworks for worker representation on OSH, but
does not fundamentally alter underlying national determinants of their outcomes. Since it is with the
comparative analysis of the experience of arrangements within establishments to achieve these
outcomes that this report is concerned, it is important that its analysis recognises these problems of
definition and goes some way to account for them.
In all EU Member States, the collective representation of workers’ interests in health and safety is
nowadays made possible through formal arrangements, by statutory or voluntary means. Requirements
on such participation provide for a number of minimum legal rights for effective worker representation
through:





employees’ selection of representatives in health and safety;
protection of representatives from victimisation or discrimination as a result of their
representative role;
paid time off to be allowed to carry out the function of a safety representative;
paid time off to be trained in order to function as a safety representative and, in so doing, further
rights to:
o

receive adequate information from the employer on current and future hazards to
the health and safety of workers at the workplace;

o

periodically inspect the workplace;

o

investigate complaints from workers on health and safety matters;

o

make representations to the employer on these matters;

o

be consulted over health and safety arrangements, including future plans;

o

be consulted about the use of specialists in health and safety by the employer;

o

accompany health and safety authority inspectors when they inspect the
workplace and make complaints to them when necessary.

Here too there are two fundamentally different ways in which the operation of representative worker
participation can be understood. One is to acknowledge that it has its roots in the representation of
workers by organised labour both within the workplace and outside it. This view links to a historical
process that is associated with the development of collective labour rights and the institutions of socially
democratic welfare societies. These are manifest in the agreements negotiated by trade unions with
employers found in national labour legislation and in international provisions such as International
Labour Organization (ILO) Convention 155 and the EU Framework Directive, and operationalised within
establishments in relation to their arrangements for labour relations.
However, as we have noted, the other set of influences on representative participation, like those behind
direct participation, is framed by a more unitary conceptualisation of relations between workers and
their employers/managers. It underpins the idea that workers might appoint representatives to
participate in a cooperative dialogue with managers in order to better understand and perform what was
required of them (and arguably so that managers and employers might also better understand the
practical implications of their requirements by listening to those who actually undertook them). It was
these latter influences that informed many of the early, voluntary approaches to participative
arrangements on health and safety. In the United Kingdom, they also largely informed the thinking
behind the recommendations of the 1972 Report of the Committee into Safety and Health at Work
(Robens, 1972), widely seen as one of the key influences on the development of process-based
regulation, not only in the United Kingdom, but elsewhere in the world as well. This approach appears
to take for granted assumptions of shared interest and does not question management control. It
assumes that health and safety is a consensus issue and, as such, is different from other, more
conflictual aspects of employment relations, such as the determination of pay and working conditions.
As Lord Robens famously put it in the Report of the Committee in 1972:
… there is no legitimate scope for ‘bargaining’ on health and safety matters.
(Robens, 1972: para. 66)
In the past, such a managerialist approach has often been associated with emphasis on the individual
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causation of work injuries and behaviour-based strategies towards safety arrangements. Under such
influences, therefore, health and safety representatives may also be expected to supervise and control
their workmates’ risk behaviour. As several writers have noted, changes over time in the way in which
OSH arrangements are operationalised have increased the presence of these approaches and both
representatives and workers have been subject to and complicit in the encroaching effects of the
‘responsibilisation’ of the individual in the workplace (see, for example, Gray, 2002).
In sum, the participation of workers in matters that affect their health and safety at work takes various
forms and can be the subject of quite different interpretations when it is referred to in research and
policy writing on OSH. It is, therefore, important that we are clear what we mean by the terms we use.
We are primarily interested in worker representation on OSH and, although there are minor variations
between them, statutory arrangements for worker representation on OSH exist in all of the countries in
the study. Since previous research shows that statutory provisions are one of the important
determinants of workplace practices on worker representation on OSH, it follows that the definition of
our interest in worker representation on OSH takes account of these arrangements within each country.
But, as we have already made clear, it is impossible to ignore other forms of worker participation or the
effects that policies promoting them have on what happens in the practice of worker representation on
OSH within establishments. Therefore, while our central and defining interest in this report is to compare
and contrast practices and outcomes based around arrangements for the representation of workers on
OSH and what they mean for the workers, representatives and managers involved, in so doing we will
try to situate our analysis of these experiences in relation to the wider contexts of worker participation
on OSH more generally.

1.2 The structure of the report
In this report, we have focused mainly on experiences and relations of representation on OSH at the
level of the establishment. This said, these relations and experiences occur within a variety of labour
relations, regulatory and management contexts that influence both their practice and their outcomes.
Such contexts are themselves not static but are subject to change and, as is well documented, have all
undergone substantial changes in recent decades. This is reflected in the national reports on which this
account is based. The challenge in writing a comparative account based on these findings has been
not only to capture what is going on at the workplace level in the practice of worker representation on
OSH in different countries, but to explain its quality and its outcomes in terms of the presence and
influence of national contextual variables, while at the same time using a common understanding of the
key features of these practices and their influences. Therefore, while findings from establishment-based
cases are at its core, contextual material on the economic, regulatory and industrial relations
background have the clear purpose of explaining these findings and what determines them.
In Chapter 2 we present a review of the findings of previous research on the practice of worker
representation on OSH and what influences its outcomes. Broadly, this research indicates that, provided
certain preconditions apply, the operation of arrangements for worker representation on OSH is
associated with improved health and safety performance. Such preconditions include:






the statutory arrangements themselves and support for them from regulatory inspection,
support from employers and managers both for health and safety generally and for participative
arrangements to achieve it;
support from trade unions both within and outside the establishments — in the case of the
former, this includes support from organised workers within the workplace, workplace union
branches, works councils and the like, and from unions outside the workplace, especially
support from training and the provision of information as well as from specific interventions from
union officials;
support from the workers who are the constituents of the representatives.

This past analysis of ‘preconditions for effectiveness’ provides a useful starting point from which to
examine the findings in the present study. Another useful point of departure for the present study that
can be derived from previous literature is found in the extent to which it explores the processes with
which representation takes place, the ways in which worker representatives understand their role and
what influences different understandings in this respect. A further important finding that emerges from
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the review of past research concerns the predominance of Anglo-Scandinavian perspectives in this
work, reflecting where the majority of previous studies have been situated. This has some implications
for the present study. As we have already outlined, it concerns not only United Kingdom and
Scandinavian contexts but also those in other EU Member States with different regulatory, labour
relations and economic profiles. It means that if, as we have hypothesised, these features are significant
determinants of the operation of arrangements for worker representation on OSH at the establishment
level, we need to identify the significant elements of the national profiles in this respect, as well as what
provision they make for support for worker representation on OSH. We therefore outline the institutional
structure of worker representation on OSH in the seven Member States of the EU that were studied,
including its basis in regulatory and labour relations provisions and its relationship with other elements
of the national health and safety systems. We pay particular attention to similarities and differences in
these arrangements, which might influence establishment-level practices, as well as the impact of
change upon them.
Having set the scene in relation to existing knowledge and its implications, Chapter 3 presents the
research design and methodology of the study. As we have already pointed out, the research uses a
mixed-methods approach. Along with the review of the literature and the qualitative analysis of
workplace experiences of arrangements for worker representation, the study also includes a
quantitative secondary analysis of the ESENER-2 data on the practice of worker representation in the
countries covered. We outline the methods we have used to conduct all these elements of the study,
beginning with the literature review and following this with the methods employed in undertaking the
comparative quantitative secondary analysis of the ESENER-2 data. However, our main focus is on the
central concern of the study, the qualitative analysis of the experience of worker representation on OSH
within establishments and the comparison of this experience by size, sector and country across the
seven Member States included — which, at the time of the research design, were thought to be
representative of various forms of regulatory and labour relations contexts typically found in the EU. We
focus especially on providing an account of the sequence of the development of data collection and
analysis, beginning with the selection of cases and the development of the comparable methods and
instruments that were used in data collection in each of the seven countries studied, as well as their
subsequent comparative analysis. A participative process towards the conduct of the research was
employed throughout the study, in which intensive discussion at research workshops attended by all
the research partners helped facilitate the development of a common approach to analysis at the
national level, which in turn served to support comparative study at the supra-national, European level.
The main elements of this approach are outlined in Chapter 3.
Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 present an analysis of the findings of the study. The aim was to base the analysis
in these chapters on orientations derived from previous research concerning what is known about the
operation of worker representation on OSH at establishment level, what supports it and what makes it
effective, while at the same time both taking account of the changes that have taken place in the
contexts in which it occurs and identifying points of comparison and difference between practices that
might be attributable to their national contexts, or the sector size of the establishment in which they
occur.
Firstly, in Chapter 4 we present a quantitative analysis of data concerning the occurrence and role of
arrangements to represent workers on OSH in the EU Member States included in the present study.
Two categories of data are used. The first is our secondary analysis of the quantitative data from
ESENER-2 concerning the role of worker representation on OSH in OSH management more widely.
This secondary analysis offers some possibilities for comparison between Member States and with
findings for the EU overall. Secondly, in Chapter 4, we also draw upon data from the national reports
concerning the same issues, partly because they supplement the material available as a result of
ESENER-2 and partly because there are some differences between the ESENER data (from both
waves of the survey) and data from national sources, which require explanation.
In Chapters 5, 6 and 7, we turn our attention to our qualitative analysis of experiences in the nearly 150
establishments across the seven countries we have studied. The organising principles we have adopted
to address the key points emerging from the wealth of detail found in the national reports allow, first,
the presentation of something of the experience and functioning of arrangements for representation on
OSH. This begins in Chapter 5 with practices and perceptions concerning the setting up of the
institutional arrangements for representing workers on OSH within establishments, and some
consideration of key comparative features of their operation. We continue in a similar vein in Chapter
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6, examining practices in establishments in which we found formal arrangements that were more or
less in line with relevant statutory requirements. Here we explore the experience of support for the role
of workers’ representation on OSH, looking specifically at the evidence from the cases concerning the
time allowed for representatives to conduct their OSH activities, training, provision of information and
so on. We also explore the perceptions of representatives and others concerning support for
representation from workers, unions and employers more generally.
As we have detailed in the account of our methods in Chapter 3, our cases were nearly all selected
from a population of respondents to ESENER-2 who had previously signalled willingness to take part
in a follow-up study and indicated that there were arrangements for worker representation on OSH in
place in their establishments. However, on closer inquiry, we discovered that a significant proportion of
these respondents had no such arrangements in place; while there were arrangements in some, others
departed both from what might be anticipated from the implementation of the relevant statutory
provisions and from our definitions of worker representation outlined previously in this chapter. Many,
but not all, of these were small workplaces. Reasoning that they represented an important proportion
of EU workplaces employing a substantial part of the EU labour force, we decided it was important to
understand how workers’ voice on OSH was represented in these workplaces as well as in those where
formal arrangements in line with statutory measures were in place. For convenience, we have presented
our findings on these experiences and their determinants in Chapter 7, although we recognise that the
distinction between these and the other workplaces in our study is not quite as sharp as this separation
might imply.
Chapter 8 completes the analysis of our findings with a discussion of the key points emerging from
them. Its focus is on the practice and outcomes of arrangements for worker representation on OSH and
their contextual determinants found in the different cases in the study, although it also includes some
consideration of what happens when such arrangements are absent or only partial. It takes
understandings derived from previous research on worker representation on OSH as its starting point
and presents a comparative discussion of current experience and its determinants in relation to them.
In so doing, it not only evaluates the findings from the seven countries in relation to what might be
anticipated from previous research, but it also offers a consideration of the factors of change within the
wider environment that influence practice And it does so in a comparative way, having regard to the
similarities and differences both in practice and in the context in which that practice takes place in the
seven Member States included in the study. Essentially, it uses a matrix of the processes and contexts
we found to be present in our cases to better understand the social and economic relations and the
outcomes that underlie the operation of arrangements for worker representation on OSH and are
important influences upon them.
Chapter 8 also identifies key features of the qualitative findings in each country, noting especially points
of comparison and difference, and presents a reflection on the extent to which these findings help to
enrich the quantitative analysis of ESENER-2. Drawing on approaches in previous studies, the
influences of external drivers of workplace arrangements on OSH and the internal drivers of its practice
in the establishments we have studied are examined. This allows an evaluation of the quality of worker
representation on OSH in the examples we have studied.
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2 Current knowledge of worker
occupational safety and health

representation

on

2.1 Introduction
There is fairly extensive international literature on the role of worker representation in health and safety
at work. It has been reviewed in several previous publications by the authors of the present report (see
especially Walters, 2006; Walters and Nichols, 2007; Walters and Nichols (eds), 2009; Walters et al.,
2012). It was widely accepted at the time of their publication that these reviews were comprehensive,
and the review of the literature presented here, therefore, draws on these sources and updates them
with reference to more recent research. Its aim is twofold.
Firstly, it addresses the issues discussed in previous research that are most pertinent to our
comparative EU analysis following up the ESENER-2 quantitative results. This means that we are
primarily interested in what previous research indicates about the effectiveness of worker
representation on OSH, what the mechanisms of such effectiveness are, what supports or constrains it
in its immediate and wider contexts, and what previous studies suggest might be learned from
comparative study. The research literature includes a substantial number of contributions from
Scandinavian and British sources as well as some from other EU Member States, such as the
Netherlands and Spain. Also relevant are numerous studies from advanced market economies
elsewhere in the world, including Canada, Australia and New Zealand, where regulatory and labour
relations conditions are broadly similar to those found in the EU.
Secondly, since we are concerned with comparison and wish to explore the effects of context, in this
chapter we also review the institutional structures and contexts for the practice of worker representation
on OSH in the seven Member States on which our study is focused. This means also paying some
attention to comparison of the features of the regulatory frameworks for worker representation on OSH
in these seven countries. Previous research has noted similarities and differences in these frameworks
and some accounts of such variations in legislative requirements have been published (see, for example,
Gevers, 1989; Walters et al., 1993). More recently, several agencies within Europe have also published
compilations of the regulatory provisions in different Member States (ETUI, 2014; Eurofound, 2016)
noting similarities and differences. Comparison of legislation alone is a necessary but fairly limited
exercise since it yields little knowledge concerning practice. Most detailed studies of the latter have
pointed out that what occurs at the workplace level is frequently different from what is specified in legal
regulation. This research has argued that among the reasons for this mismatch are the variations found
in the influence of broader institutional contexts in the wider political economy and labour relations
environments in which the legal framework and ensuing practice are embedded. In this chapter, we
therefore outline some of the key features of relevant regulatory provisions in the countries studied and
point to some of the more obvious ways in which they can be compared and contrasted. There are
three comparative aspects of particular relevance in the present study. First is the relationship of the
regulatory provisions to institutional labour relations contexts; the second concerns significant
inclusions or exclusions to the provisions; while the third addresses particular enhancements in the
provisions that might be anticipated to play a significant role in their operation. We consider each of
these in what follows. Finally, of course, these provisions and their operation do not occur in a vacuum
but are further subject to contextual influences found in the wider political economy of the countries in
which they occur. We therefore end this chapter with some reflections concerning these wider
influences.

2.2 The effectiveness and coverage of worker representation on
safety and health
Research literature addressing worker representation on occupational safety and health is mainly
concerned with the extent of the uptake of such arrangements, the consequent activities undertaken by
worker representatives and those representatives’ perceptions of the health and safety issues they
confront, as well as supports and constraints to their participation. Some of this research has looked at
measures of effectiveness of representative engagement, mostly using proxy indicators of effectiveness,
while a smaller number of studies have attempted to use more direct measures of health and safety
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outcomes to gauge the effectiveness of arrangements for representation. A few studies have also tried
to explain the mode of operation of worker representation on health and safety, mostly within a wider
labour relations context.
We address the question of the spread and uptake of arrangements for worker representation in the
countries we have studied in some detail in the review of data from recent surveys and other relevant
information in Chapter 4, where we compare this information with data from ESENER-2. We therefore
limit our observations in the present chapter to two of the main conclusions that emerge from this
forthcoming analysis. The first is the somewhat obvious but often unstated fact that a consequence of
the regulatory measures on employee representation and consultation on health and safety in force in
most EU Member States for several decades is the presence of a great number of workers’
representatives in EU workplaces. The representatives possess a degree of knowledge concerning
OSH and the potential to contribute in some way to preventive arrangements and the improvement of
the work environment in these establishments. The extent and means with which such knowledge and
the potential of this role is exploited to its best advantage is a question that is still to be explored, but
the fact remains that its potential as a resource is very substantial indeed.
However, our second conclusion is that the occurrence of representation on health and safety would
seem to follow patterns for representation generally. This means that although there is a substantial
presence of worker representation on OSH within the EU, it is a presence that is declining — in parallel
with the decline in the representation of organised labour more generally. Moreover, there are
indications from some countries that this decline contrasts with simultaneous growth taking place in socalled direct methods of consultation with workers over OSH matters. These conclusions, which emerge
from the analysis that is presented in Chapter 4, might also be anticipated from what is known of the
restructuring of work during the past few decades. This has included the emergence of greater numbers
of smaller workplaces, the shift away from employment in sectors with traditionally high levels of worker
representation and the increased proportion of non-unionised employees in the labour force, as well as
the challenges to organising representation among contracted, temporary, subcontracted and agency
workers employed on the same worksites as organised permanent employees.
The remainder of this section is concerned with what previous studies tell us concerning the features
of worker representation on OSH, the ways in which worker representatives go about their activities,
their effectiveness and what supports or constrains their effectiveness.

2.2.1 Characteristics of health and safety representatives
Numerous studies include a description of the characteristics of health and safety representatives.
Generalisations based on such descriptions fail to identify any particularly obvious features that
distinguish health and safety representatives from other worker representatives. They are likely to be
reasonably experienced workers and the majority are men, although a substantial proportion are women,
especially in sectors in which there is a high percentage of female workers 5.
Different regulatory frameworks and labour relations practices in different countries mean that there are
a range of relationships between representatives and trade unions. In some cases, the health and safety
representatives are by definition trade union representatives. In other cases, they may be elected
candidates from trade union lists. In some situations, they are non-union representatives. However, for
the most part, the relationship between representatives and the autonomous organisation of workers
within workplaces is close, whether such organisation is through trade unions or works councils. The
literature further indicates that trade unions also play the major role in the provision of training and other
forms of support for the majority of health and safety representatives in most countries. Although there
are examples of non-union health and safety representatives operating as alternatives to trade union
representatives in workplaces where employers are hostile to trade unions, the limited evidence on their
activity suggests that to be successful such representatives require a level of support similar to that
present in workplaces where there is some form (trade union or otherwise) of genuinely autonomous
worker organisation in place (Walters and Frick, 2000).

5

This overview is based on a number of sources including Beaumont and Harris, 1993; Biggins and Phillips, 1991a and 1991b;
Blewitt, 2001; Hillage et al., 2001; McDonald and Hyrmak, 2002; Walters and Gourlay, 1990; Walters and Nichols, 2007.
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The importance of training in supporting health and safety representatives is widely accepted and in
some countries training provision has been subject to detailed study in which the advantages of a labour
education model for the pedagogy and delivery of training have been claimed (Biggins and Holland,
1995; Raulier and Walters, 1995; Walters, 1996a; Walters et al., 2001; Culvenor et al., 2003). Previous
studies indicate that, not infrequently, representatives find difficulty getting time off to attend such
courses, as well as, in some cases, experience difficulty in obtaining access to them because they are
not conveniently situated in relation to their home or place of work. A less obvious problem reported in
some in-depth studies (see, for example, Walters and Nichols, 2007) is that, although arrangements for
time off for training are, in theory, in place, the lack of replacement for the representatives concerned
means that they are unwilling to burden their colleagues with the additional workload that is perceived
to be a consequence of their absence on training courses. In times of economic downturn, such
pressures are likely to be even greater and further reduce attendance on such courses as a
consequence.

2.2.2 Activities of worker representatives on health and safety
A range of studies and surveys undertaken in different countries have focused on the activities in which
health and safety representatives have been engaged, the factors they perceive to support or constrain
these activities, their perceptions of workplace risks and risk management, and what they consider to
be their training needs 6. Generally, they indicate a variety of health and safety representative activity,
mostly orientated towards improved prevention. Despite this, common findings relate to limited
involvement in risk assessment and undertaking formal inspection procedures, and lack of consultation
‘in good time’ in relation to plans involving health and safety issues. Reasons given for the limitations
to their activities are commonly related to the time allowed for them by employers, lack of interest or
understanding on the part of managers or supervisors — for example, older studies report evidence
suggesting that many managers have considerably poorer knowledge of the work environment than
health and safety representatives (Hudspith and Hay, 1998; Milgate et al., 2002) — and sometimes
representatives may also lack support from constituents. More in-depth studies have shown that the
perception of insufficient time to undertake health and safety activities is more complicated than the
straightforward denial of such rights by employers/managers. As with the experience in relation to time
off for training mentioned in the preceding subsection, intensified and ‘lean’ work regimes may operate
to prevent health and safety representatives from feeling that they can take time out of their normal
work activities to carry out health and safety functions without inadvertently placing greater work
burdens on colleagues. Shift patterns, lone working and travelling within and between worksites are
also formidable barriers to health and safety representative activities (Walters and Nichols, 2007).
In-depth studies also point to a tendency towards a greater concentration on ‘safety’ issues than on
‘health’ issues by health and safety representatives. In many cases this may be a reflection of the
limitations on what they are able to achieve, caused by poor understanding of the issues involved
among their management counterparts (Walters and Frick, 2000; Walters and Nichols, 2007). Although
trade unions and trade union-approved training often focus on the underlying issues of work
organisation that lead to poor health and safety outcomes, such as stress and musculoskeletal injuries,
it is not clear that more than a minority of health and safety representatives are able to engage
successfully with their management counterparts on the resolution of these issues in their workplaces.
Indeed, new and emergent risks, such as the psychosocial risks that are the consequence of the
restructuring and reorganisation of work, seem to be both particularly challenging for worker
representatives and at the same time relatively little studied.
Some studies have confirmed that provision of information and advice, publications, training and
campaigns were among the main actions undertaken by trade unions in relation to supporting
representation on workplace stress. A Eurofound (2001) survey, for example, found them to be an
important means of training workers who have traditionally concentrated on physical and chemical risks,
and also detected a common practice in the introduction of specific modules on psychosocial risks in

6

See, for example, Garcia et al., 2007; Biggins and Phillips, 1991a and 1991b; Blewitt, 2001; Cassou and Pissaro, 1988; Frick
and Walters, 1998; Hillage et al., 2001; Kawakami et al., 2004; Labour Research Department, 1984; Shaw and Turner, 2003;
Spaven and Wright, 1993; Walters and Gourlay, 1990; Walters et al., 2005; Warren-Langford et al., 1993.
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the training courses for safety representatives. Most cases of successful involvement of worker
representation in the management of psychosocial risks reported in the literature describe a model of
prevention in which health and safety representatives address psychosocial risks by including them in
their approach to risk assessment. A number of trade unions have published accounts of successful
interventions to address psychosocial risk. In 2002, a special issue of the TUTB Newsletter devoted to
trade union action on stress gave an indication of the range of trade union involvement in stress
prevention, including quantitative and qualitative surveys identifying stressful work, information
dissemination, counselling services, campaigns, training activities and the development of guides and
training materials on psychosocial risks (Koukoulaki, 2002). At the same time the review noted that very
few trade unions took a holistic approach to stress prevention; most focused on psychological
harassment or workload, in line with their national legislative provisions on prevention.
In a more recent symposium on workers’ participation in risk assessment organised by ETUI (2009),
several examples were presented of trade union-supported initiatives for psychosocial risk assessment
developed by trade union researchers in Spain, and other countries including Belgium, Germany, Italy
and the United Kingdom. There are indications of some transference of some of this work internationally
with, for example, work originally developed in Denmark being taken up by trade union researchers in
Spain and advanced considerably in its application there (Llorens et al., 2010). There are signs that
unions are aware of the need to address psychosocial risk more holistically. In the United Kingdom, for
instance, some trade unions, including Prospect, have produced material on organisational change and
psychosocial risks which presents numerous examples of how worker representatives and their trade
unions have tried to address the problem (Prospect, 2009). In other countries, unions have used
arguments on psychosocial risk when successfully negotiating changes in staffing levels (see Gordon
et al., 2008).
But, while these examples provide detailed anecdotal material to support the thesis that worker
representation can make a significant contribution to preventing or ameliorating the psychosocial
causes of harm to workers, they do not, in the main, present robust evaluative research. They also tell
us precious little about the extent or the sustainability of this form of involvement, the preconditions
necessary to achieve it, the parameters within which it is allowed to function or its place within the
realities of economic restructuring and business reorientation that dominate the modern world of work.
Overall, previous research studies tend to demonstrate the extent of a dependency on the prior
existence of competent health and safety management arrangements and management commitment
to participative approaches in order that health and safety representatives can meaningfully contribute
to preventive activities (Walters and Nichols, 2007). Some recent studies of the activities of worker
representatives in situations in which employers and their managers are hostile to representative
participation, however, suggest that in these scenarios workers representatives’ can nevertheless
function quite effectively in the interests of their fellow workers by ensuring they act within the terms
provided for in the regulatory provisions that govern them, and operate with the support and
understanding of organised labour at their workplaces (Walters et al., 2016a, 2016b).
There has been some limited discussion in the literature concerning the mode of action of health and
safety representatives. Early writings tended to focus mainly on conflict or consensus approaches (for
examples see Bagnara et al., 1985; Gustavsen, 1988). More recent explanatory frameworks focus on
the nature of participation in political and labour relations contexts and on power relations in
organisations, as well as on different understandings of health and risk and their implications for action
(Walters and Frick, 2000; Walters et al., 2016b). Canadian authors have, for example, suggested that
the ideal form of action for worker representatives on health and safety is represented by ‘knowledge
activism’. This means that worker representatives are able to engage in a kind of a ‘political activism
organised around the collection and use of a wide variety of health and safety knowledge’. Within this
activism, they are able to avoid their marginalisation which is otherwise brought about by professional
and managerial colonisation of technical knowledge, and at the same time also avoid polarising
dialogue between themselves and employers into disputes in which occupational health strategies are
simply a manifestation of the wider conflict between labour and capital (Storey, 2005; Hall et al., 2006).
On the other hand, Scandinavian researchers suggest that the relationship between safety
representatives and their managers is generally characterised by convergent views on OSH and a high
degree of cooperation between them. However, importantly they also suggest that there are times when
safety representatives diverge from managers in what they regard as appropriate actions and here they
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rely on their regulatory mandate to protect their fellow-workers: an approach Kvernberg Andersen et al.
(2009), refer to as being ‘one of both boxing and dancing, not either or’.
European writers have suggested that health and safety representatives operate in practice at various
points along a continuum of possible participatory processes according to a range of economic, labour
relations and personal circumstances (Walters and Frick, 2000). Another view focuses on ‘worker
centred’ experiences and distinguishes this way of understanding health and safety issues from that of
professional and managerial approaches. It suggests that such understandings can be reinforced
through labour education and through trade union meetings inside and outside workplaces, thus
strengthening a particular conceptualisation of occupational health that is useful in representing the
interests of workers (Walters and Frick, 2000; Walters et al., 2001; Jensen, 2002). Relatedly,
understanding not only the formal representational activities of health and safety representatives, but
also their roles as a part of workers’ communities, in practice involves similar issues (Knudsen, 2009).
Such a broader perspective and its ‘bottom-up’ relationship with organisational learning are important
conceptually, but somewhat underdeveloped in terms of empirical study. In the main, this kind of
theorising concerning ways of conceptualising the actions of health and safety representatives is limited
in the extent of its development in the literature and not nearly as much written about as are the mainly
managerially orientated conceptualisations of safety culture, risk awareness, risk communication and
so on, in the wider literature on preventive health and safety.

2.2.3 Effectiveness
Surprisingly, much of the research literature does not address the question of the effectiveness of
representation on OSH directly and, when it does, it focuses more on relationships between
representation and proxy indicators of health and safety outcomes than on objective measures of
outcomes such as work-related injuries, ill-health or mortality. There are some good reasons for this
that are mainly to do with the reliability and interpretation of available data.
For example, a number of studies consider the relationship between representative worker participation
and better OSH management activities. They investigate the relationship between, for example, the
presence or absence of worker representatives, trade unions and joint health and safety committees
and specific aspects of OSH management activity undertaken by employers. The measures of such
activity vary between studies but include such things as: the presence of health and safety policies and
their communication to workers; provision of improved safety and health information and training; the
use of health and safety practitioners; the presence of written evidence of risk assessment; the
existence of health and safety audits and inspections; accident investigations and so on.
Walters et al. (2014) pointed out that previous studies of this sort indicate that participatory workplace
arrangements are associated with improved OSH management practices which, in turn, might be
expected to lead to improved OSH performance outcomes. A range of older studies of this kind was
reviewed by Walters (1996b). They included investigations on the role of joint safety committees in the
United Kingdom (Beaumont et al., 1982; see also Coyle and Leopold, 1981) in which improved health
and safety management practices were found to be associated not only with the presence of joint health
and safety committees but with well trained committee members and the use of established channels
for relations between management and workers. Findings in other countries are broadly comparable
(see for example, Bryce and Manga (1985) for Canada; Roustang (1983) and Cassou and Pissaro
(1988) for France; Assennato and Navarro (1980) for Italy and Walters et al. (1993) for EU countries
generally).
A series of Australian studies also generally support the positive relationship between the presence of
representative participation and better health and safety management arrangements, as well as raised
awareness of health and safety matters (Biggins and Phillips, 1991a, 1991b; Biggins et al., 1991;
Gaines and Biggins, 1992; Warren-Langford et al., 1993; Biggins and Holland, 1995). For example,
Biggins et al. (1991:145-146), who surveyed health and safety representatives in an Australian state
government power utility, found that they had an overall positive response to the operation of joint union
committees, over a third of them judging these to have considerably improved health and safety in their
workplaces and as many again thinking that they had done so to a moderate extent.
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In Canada, a study found that non-unionised workplaces had lower levels of compliance than unionised
ones which had procedural requirements for joint health and safety committees. It also found that worker
members of joint health and safety committees who had completed core certificated training were more
likely than those who had not begun such training to report improvements in a wide range of conditions.
These included improved inspections, improved personal protective equipment, safer work practices,
reduced stress and better ventilation (SPR, 1994:33, 56). Studies in the United Kingdom indicate that
(trained) representatives participate in and stimulate workplace OSH activity through engagement with
management structures and procedures, tackling new OSH issues and ‘getting things done’ to help
resolve health and safety problems (Walters et al., 2001). More recently, Yassi et al. (2012) undertook
a realist review of the effectiveness of joint health and safety committees (JHSCs). Thirty-one studies
met their inclusion criteria and mechanisms they identified as important determinants of JHSC
effectiveness across various jurisdictions included: adequate information, education and training;
appropriate committee composition; senior management commitment to JHSCs; and especially a clear
mandate with a broad scope and corresponding empowerment (through legislation and/or trade union
presence). From a rather different perspective, in another recent study based on data from the VII
Spanish Working Conditions Survey, Ollé-Espluga et al. (2015) found that workers reporting safety
representatives’ existence were protected by greater preventive action than those who reported not
having safety representatives and those who were unaware that they were represented by a safety
representative.
In small workplaces, regional health and safety representatives are found to stimulate ‘activation’ of
health and safety as well as engaging with employers and workers in more prescriptive aspects of their
tasks, such as inspecting workplaces, as is shown in reviews of the Swedish experience (Frick and
Walters, 1998; Walters, 2002b). In the United Kingdom, the evaluation of the Worker Safety Advisor
pilot scheme provided detailed evidence on how ‘the activity of Workers’ Safety Advisors made a
difference to perceived standards of health and safety practice at small workplaces’ (Shaw and Turner,
2003). Such findings are further supported by reviews of experiences in other European countries such
as Norway, Italy and Spain, where the engagement of trade unions and peripatetic workers’
representatives are influential in raising awareness and contributing to the establishment of better OSH
arrangements in small firms (Walters, 2001, 2002b). There is also evidence that the presence of
workplace trade union organisation can influence the enforcement of OSH regulation (for example,
Robinson, 1991; Weil, 1991,1992).
Studies attempting to establish a more direct relationship between the role of worker representation and
indicators of improved health and safety performance such as injury or illness rates include studies of
specific exposures, where incidences of ill-effects were greater in non-unionised situations. For
example, Fuller and Suruda (2000) show that deaths from hydrogen sulphide poisoning were more
frequent in non-unionised workplaces than unionised ones in the United States. Further examples
include a comparison of health and safety outcomes for unionised and non-unionised construction
workers in the United States (Dedobbleer et al. (1990) and Grunberg’s (1983) early work on safety in
manufacturing in Britain and France. Both of these studies indicate that better standards of health and
safety were achieved in unionised workplaces than in non-unionised ones.
Historically, studies of joint arrangements and their relationship to OSH performance were not entirely
in agreement concerning the beneficial effects of such arrangements. In the United States, for example,
Cooke and Gautschi (1981) researched manufacturing plants in Maine and found that joint
management-union safety programmes in larger companies reduced days lost and that such plantspecific arrangements were more effective than external regulation. Another American study based on
manufacturing, this time in New York State, concluded that major safety improvements were less a
function of union participation in safety committees than a direct consequence of external regulations
(Kochan et al., 1977:72). Earlier research by Boden et al. (1984) on manufacturing plants in
Massachusetts found that there was no general discernable effect of joint health and safety committees
on the level of hazard in the plant (as judged by inspectors’ citations). They also found that this was the
case when committees were perceived to be effective, though conceded that the particular evidence
on which this was based was ‘quite limited’ (1984:833). More recently, a study of US OSH committees
conducted in public sector workplaces in New Jersey found that ‘there was little consistent evidence for
any significant effect of the simple existence of a committee on reports of illness or injury cases’ (aside
from there being ‘some evidence that aspects of committee functioning play a positive role in
perceptions of committee effectiveness’). However, ‘committees with more involvement of non-
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management members, both in sheer numbers and in agenda setting, are associated with fewer
reported and perhaps fewer actual illnesses and injuries’ (Eaton and Nocerino, 2000:288-89).
In Canada, Lewchuck et al. (1996) found that where management and labour had some sympathy for
the co-management of health and safety through joint committees, the shift to mandatory joint health
and safety committees was associated with reduced lost-time injuries 7 . Also in Canada, whereas
Havlovic and McShane (1997) concluded that ‘there was some support for the idea that structured joint
health and safety committees’ activities help to reduce accident rates’, an earlier comparative study on
the North American logging industry had found that although joint safety committees were associated
with improved fatality rates, they were only one of a number of factors associated with such
improvements (Havlovic, 1991). Other factors included training, enforcement and changes in
managerial practices. Consistent with some of the above findings, a further Canadian study by Shannon
et al. (1996) found that ‘participation of the workforce in health and safety decisions’ was one of several
factors related to lower claims’ rate. Further, an overview of Canadian work on this subject suggested
that ‘empowerment of the workforce’ was one of a number of organisational factors consistently related
to lower injury rates (Shannon et al., 1997). In an earlier study Shannon et al. (1992) had indicated that
such ‘empowerment’ included the presence of unions and shop stewards, union support for worker
members of joint health and safety committees and general worker participation in decision-making. A
later extensive review of the literature, again conducted in Canada, pointed to ‘a correlation between
unionisation and the effectiveness of the internal responsibility system’ and that joint health and safety
committees were ‘more likely to be found in unionised workplaces and [to be] more active in those
workplaces’ (O’Grady, 2000:191).
Exceptionally in the United Kingdom, it has been possible to undertake multivariate regression analyses
of the relationship between various workplace employment relations structures, such as the presence
of trade unions, safety representatives and safety committees, and the incidence of injury and ill-health,
by using data collected in the Workplace Industrial Relations (later Workplace Employment) Relations
Surveys 1990-2004. Again what can be achieved with these methods is somewhat constrained by the
range and quality of available data. Moreover, such multivariate analyses also face methodological
problems. For example, the effects of trade unions on health and safety at work are difficult to
disentangle because of the possibility that union presence may itself increase reporting, at least for
certain types of injury, and because adverse conditions of work may bring trade unions into workplaces
in the first place (Nichols, 1997). Either one of these processes could lead to the counter-intuitive result
that trade union presence correlates with higher injury rates, not vice versa. In fact, as the authors of a
review of the literature on this particular issue conclude, British studies using the WIRS/WERS data
failed to establish a statistically significant relationship between the incidence of trade union
membership and low industrial injuries (Davies and Elias, 2000:28). These include, for example, Reilly
et al. (1995), Nichols (1997), Litwin (2000), Robinson and Smallman (2000), and Fenn and Ashby
(2004), as well as studies in other countries that used similar surveys (such as Currington (1986) in the
United States, and Wooden (1989) and Wooden and Robertson (1997) in Australia).
Such lack of consistency prompted Walters and Nichols (see Nichols et al., 2007; Walters and Nichols,
2007:30-40) to conduct a statistical reanalysis of 1990 WERS data as part of their larger study to
investigate the effectiveness of health and safety representatives in the United Kingdom (Walters et al.,
2005). This sought to improve technically on previous multiple regression analyses 8 . Their results
suggest, with a fair degree of robustness, that, as judged by serious injury rates in manufacturing, it is
significantly better to have health and safety committees with at least some members selected by trade
unions than to have such committees with no members selected by trade unions. This suggests that
there is a mediated trade union effect on safety; and that the presence of health and safety
representatives also has a beneficial effect — and this after controls had been made for a number of
variables including the percentages of manual and female employees, industry and region, union
7

A further caveat that needs to be borne in mind here is that the variety of socially constructed reasons for reporting injuries may
themselves be a powerful influence on data based on lost-time injuries, making such measures less reliable than those of
fatalities or serious injuries.

8

Briefly, as compared to Reilly et al. (1995), they reduced the large number of regional and industry dummies to make a more
robust model; reduced the number of independent variables, some of which rested on fine and unclear distinctions; used a
Poisson count method instead of a Cox zero corrected method (which entailed adding a bit to the many zero observations); and
tested for endogeneity and interaction effects.
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density and also size of establishment (which, as in many other studies, was found to have a negative
relation to injury rate). These findings were supported in a further study based on the WERS series in
which Robinson and Smallman conclude:
The empirical modelling of workplace injuries reveals that representative participation matters.
Participation is associated with lower levels of injuries and, conversely, non-participation is
associated with a higher incidence of injuries. This adds to the empirical literature on institutional
arrangements by linking union effectiveness to the level and access to participation they enjoy
vis-a-vis management. Specifically, this perspective reveals that some participation is better than
none, higher is better than lower and that the alignment of voice between management and
unions is fundamental to success.
(Robinson and Smallman, 2013:698)
This perhaps best sums up the current consensus in the published research concerning the
effectiveness of worker representation on OSH.

2.2.4 What makes worker representation effective?
If, as the evidence suggests, arrangements for worker representation on OSH are effective, it gives rise
to the question: under which conditions and with what support is this so?
The answer seems clear from the previous sections. As is evident from both qualitative and quantitative
studies, worker representation is more likely to be effective when there is a strong legislative steer which
sets out respective rights and duties and provides a framework governing the required structure and
functions of joint arrangements, to which representatives, their employers and managers can relate.
These arrangements operate in accordance with the labour relations situation within workplaces,
sectors and even countries and in accordance with the extent to which employers have the will and
capacity to engage with participative approaches to OSH management. Arrangements are more likely
to be perceived to function better in situations in which workplace labour relations are harmonious, but
even where they are antagonistic and employers and managers are not supportive of cooperative
approaches to OSH, worker representation may still play a strong role in protecting the safety and health
interests of workers.
Adequate support from employers and managers helps to ensure that workers’ representatives involved
in joint arrangements have sufficient time to conduct their various OSH functions, possess the
necessary competencies to do so, and receive appropriate training to ensure this. It also extends to the
provision of information to enable representatives to undertake these functions. But employers and
managers are not the only source of support. Trade unions play a substantial role in the provision of
training and in determining the kind of training that representatives receive. They are also important in
the provision of information, but in addition provide the necessary security and protections afforded to
representatives in situations of conflict with employers and managers. All of these things help to
enhance the legitimacy of representatives in their own eyes as well as in the eyes of their fellow workers
and those of managers and employers.
This said, there is a further set of considerations which influence what kind of representation is
conducted within workplaces. Although perhaps less extensive than the research on the effects of
arrangements for worker representation on health and safety, as the previous subsections also make
clear, some studies have focused on the ways in which worker representatives conduct their activities.
They reveal a range of approaches where, at one extreme, there are those in which individuals help
provide a conduit allowing communication on safety and health matters between the management and
workforce and sometimes vice versa, but do not adopt a more proactive or autonomous role. At the
opposite extreme there are those in which representatives act as ‘knowledge activists’ who, with the
support of their constituents and other workplace representative institutions, foreground their
representative role, proactively pursuing the representation of workers’ OSH interests with their
managers and employers, preparing themselves for this role autonomously from managers and even
going beyond the workplace for information and support to carry it out. And there are a variety of other
approaches adopted by representatives in carrying out their functions, situated somewhere along a
spectrum of actions between these two extremes. They would seem to be generally influenced by the
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climate of labour relations prevalent in the establishment, the nature of the safety management systems
present and the style in which they are managed. In the main, however, most European research
studies that have examined these matters further point out that, while representatives determine the
actions they pursue according to circumstances, the same representative may be capable of adopting
quite different approaches according to their understanding of what is most appropriate in any given
context.

2.3 The institutional structure and contexts for the practice of
worker representation on occupational safety and health in
seven EU Member States
There is a regulatory framework for worker representation on OSH in place in all seven countries on
which this study focused, as is the case for all EU Member States. Details of the regulatory provisions
and their location in wider institutional frameworks are provided in the national reports for each country
included in the study. In outline, these provisions varied between countries but, despite this variation,
in all cases the regulations were broadly compliant with what might be anticipated from the transposition
of the Framework Directive 89/391 and with the relevant provisions of ILO Convention 155. Previous
research has noted these similarities and differences in the provisions. As we have already noted,
comparison of such accounts is an exercise of limited value to the present research, since the legislation
alone yields little knowledge concerning practice, which often falls a good way short of the potential
anticipated from the legislative requirements.
Nevertheless, the variation in regulatory requirements is important in several respects. To begin with, it
demonstrates the influence of broader national patterns in the regulation of safety and health on the
specific provisions for worker representation on OSH, as well as providing further clues to the important
influence of national institutions and procedures on labour relations on these specific measures.
Together, therefore, this provides indications of the likely character of arrangements at the workplace
level that might be expected from such influences as well as some indications of the kinds of supports
and constraints that may follow from them. In the following sections, we outline key features of the
regulatory provisions in the countries studied and point to some of the more obvious ways in which they
compare and contrast. There are three comparative aspects we think are of relevance in the present
study. First is the relationship of the regulatory provisions to institutional labour relations contexts; the
second concerns significant inclusions or exclusions to the regulations; while the third addresses
particular enhancements in the regulations that might be anticipated to play a significant role in their
operation. In what follows we consider each of these in turn.

2.3.1 Institutional labour relations contexts
The structure of worker representation on OSH in the EU has several broad forms. First, Fulton (2013)
suggests that most frequently found are arrangements in which employee health and safety
representatives, with specific rights defined by regulation, are elected or selected. Their presence is
most frequent in larger workplaces in combination with a joint health and safety committee — of which
some representatives are members, along with managers and (sometimes in an ex officio capacity) the
health and safety professionals in the company. Fulton indicates that arrangements of this sort can be
seen in 13 Member States. In our study, Estonia, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom broadly follow
this approach. In this model the essential drivers are the health and safety representatives. A second
model that occurs in some countries tends to promote the position of the joint health and safety
committee as central and the employee members of the committee may also act as health and safety
representatives. Fulton identifies five countries following this model and, in our study, Belgium would
fall into this category although, as we detail below, the trade union delegation in Belgium may also
address health and safety functions where there are not enough employees to make having a joint
committee a requirement. Third, in five other EU Member States, the institutional focus of the regulatory
structure is solely on health and safety representatives, as is the case in Greece (although it does also
make provision for an employee-only committee in larger workplaces), and the regulations provide for
regular meetings between the employer and the employee health and safety representatives. But, fourth,
perhaps the biggest departure from these varieties of focus on health and safety representatives and
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health and safety committees occurs in countries in which the works council is the institutional focus for
employee representation on OSH. In these countries there are neither health and safety representatives
nor joint health and safety committees in the sense in which they are found in other models, but their
functions are nevertheless undertaken through the works council. There are five Member States
illustrating various forms of this model and in our study it is seen in the Netherlands, where health and
safety issues are mainly addressed through the works council or a subcommittee of it set up for this
purpose (and through the employee representative body — the personeelsvertegenwoordiging — in
workplaces with 10-50 employees).
Several further points are relevant, perhaps the most important being the relationship of the institutional
actors, such as representatives and committees, defined in the regulatory provisions to institutional
contexts and actors involved in wider labour relations in the countries studied. In some countries, such
as Sweden and the United Kingdom, the regulatory systems provide a framework of rights for health
and safety representatives that are based around patterns of labour relations existing at the time at
which they were introduced (or in the case of Sweden substantially reformed), and trade unions play a
central and significant role in these measures. In the United Kingdom, for example, ‘recognised trade
unions’ had sole rights to appoint health and safety representatives in the 1977 Regulations and it was
not until 20 years later that this right was extended to all workers (and then only if the employer wished
to adopt this approach to worker participation). In Sweden, meanwhile, rights to appoint health and
safety representatives date from the early years of the 20th century (but were substantially strengthened
in a Work Environment Act in 1974). In workplaces with more than five employees, they provide that
the trade union that has a collective agreement with the employer may appoint representatives to
represent all employees and, since 2010, these representatives may also act on behalf of contract
workers.
Moreover, in these systems, although duties are held by employers to set up other joint arrangements,
such as joint health and safety committees, union representatives are further mandated to play a key
role in both their instigation and operation.
In other EU Member States there is no such specific mention of trade unions and trade union
representatives in the regulatory measures on worker representation on OSH. Rather, rights and
functions are bestowed upon ‘worker representatives’ and employers have duties to facilitate their
election. In Estonia, for example, the Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1999, as amended in 2012,
provides that in workplaces with 10 to 49 employees, at least one working environment representative
(Töökeskkonnavolinik) should be elected by the employees. The Act specifies that employers should
consult with workers or their representatives in advance on all issues relating to the working
environment. In larger workplaces (50 or more employees — or where the labour inspectorate thinks
the workplace is particularly hazardous), there is also provision for a working environment council
(Töökeskkonnanõukogu) made up of representatives of the employees and management. Given the
very low union density in Estonia, what this means in practice is that most employee safety
representatives are not trade union members or representatives and have little or no connection to
trade unions.
A similar focus on workers’ representatives as opposed to trade union representatives is the case in
the remaining countries in the study. However in many such situations the representatives may include
trade union representatives, and are also supported in practice by trade unions, the presence of which
varies from place to place, but which is always more substantial than in Estonia.
In some countries, such as Belgium, what is sometimes referred to as a ‘dual model’ prevails. Formal
social dialogue at the workplace level may take place through the trade union delegation, the works
council and the committee for prevention and protection at work. Although it represents all employees
and trade unionists, only trade unions are able to nominate to the works council, and the key body in
this respect is the trade union delegation. While the works council has extensive information and
consultation rights, it is the union delegation which negotiates key issues with management. It is
important, not least because Belgium has sustained a comparatively high trade union density at a time
of general decline elsewhere. The main task of the trade union delegation is to defend the interests of
workers through collective bargaining, while other bodies instituted within the company are mainly
advisory. Since 1971, union delegations have been deemed competent for negotiations in setting up
collective agreements within the company. They also have a right of control on the application of social
laws, of collective agreements concluded at other levels, of the work rules and of individual employment
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contracts. They have a right to information on modifications concerning working conditions, wages and
professional classifications, and the right to be heard by the company director when there is a dispute
with a collective character, or when such a dispute is at risk of escalating.
In Belgium, the works council is a body for information and consultation within companies (in both public
and private sectors) with at least 100 employees. It consults on all measures with the potential to alter
the organisation of work, working conditions and the output of the company, HR policy, employment
questions, the modification of structures and the economic situation of the company, and so on. The
company director is also obliged to provide workers’ representatives with economic and financial
information about the company. In some matters, such as setting up or modifying works rules, the works
council has decision-making powers.
Finally, also in Belgium, the Committee for Prevention and Protection at Work is a bipartite consultative
committee set up in companies employing more than 50 workers. It is composed of the head of the
company and employee representatives, as well as the prevention advisor 9. In companies where no
committee is elected, the trade union delegation takes on this role within the company. If there is no
trade union delegation, the employer must consult the employees directly on matters concerning their
well-being at work. The committee has a general mission to promote the well-being of employees at
work. Besides giving opinions, the committee also makes proposals on policy on well-being at work. It
gives its views on the overall health and safety plan and the annual action plan drawn up by the
employer, and also has a right to information on issues relating to the well-being of workers in the
performance of their work, and on the internal and external environment. The committee must
encourage the activities and monitor the functioning of the internal service for prevention and protection
at work.
In Spain, a system derived from somewhat similar principles prevails. This dual model provides for
unitary or legal representation regulated under Part 2 of the Workers' Statute 10 and under Article 192.2
of the Spanish Constitution. Through this form of representation, company works councils are created
and personnel delegates are appointed. In parallel, the law provides for union representation as set out
in Articles 7 and 28 of the Constitution and the Organic Law on Freedom of Association 11 (OLFA).
Through this provision, union delegates represent workers from companies that are affiliated to different
unions. In many companies, especially small ones, personnel delegates tend to take care of the specific
functions of health and prevention. The powers of these delegates are the same as those of the works
councils (WC) established in companies with more than 50 employees.
The employer must consult with workers and their representatives on a wide range of issues including
the organisation and development of the protection of health and prevention activities and occupational
risks in the company; information; documentation; and the organisation of training on prevention. With
regard to the systems for worker’s participation in risk prevention, in companies or workplaces with six
or more workers, such participation is normally channelled through their representatives. Briefly, it
results in a mixed system including general representation by personnel delegates, works councils and
union delegates, and specialised representation by delegates of prevention and health and safety
committees. This dual system involves a degree of complexity in the opinion of legal experts (Agra,
2005, 2009; García et al., 2009), but conforms to the EU Framework Directive on Safety and Health at
Work.
In companies with 6 to 30 workers, the prevention delegate is normally the same person as the
personnel delegate, while in companies with between 31 to 49 workers, the prevention delegate is
chosen by and from the personnel delegates. In companies with more than 49 workers, a health and
safety committee must be established. It has to be bipartite and formed directly by delegates appointed
by the workplace institutions of prevention and business representation. Prevention delegates are
elected by and from the staff representatives and their number varies in proportion to the size of the

9

In the Member States of the EU, specialists on health and safety are often employed by organisations to advise and sometimes
manage OSH arrangements. They are variously called prevention advisers, health and safety advisers or managers, health,
safety and environment advisers/managers.

10

Estatuto de los Trabajadores.

11

Ley Orgánica de Libertad Sindical.
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company. In practice, there is a strong overlap between staff representatives and those with prevention
functions on OSH.
In addition to this system, the central law on OSH — the 31/1995 Act of 8 November 1995 on Prevention
of Occupational Risks (LPRL) — includes a clause that allows collective agreements to establish other
selection systems for prevention delegates. This gives collective bargaining processes the ability to
define the selection systems and competences of prevention delegates and utilise and develop
refinements to systems which, for example, are known to have worked well in specific sectors.
In Greece, the law specifies a potentially dual system for representation on OSH. There are
requirements to establish consultation and participation systems on OSH at establishment level. The
Law 3850 of 2 June 2010 consolidates a number of previously separate provisions on OSH in a ‘Code
of Laws for the Health and Safety of Employees’ (Law 3850/2010). It includes provisions regarding the
consultation of workers; the right of workers and their representatives to make proposals; and balanced
participation in accordance with national laws and practices. In companies with fewer than 50
employees, workers have the right to select health and safety representatives (one through negotiation
among the employees in companies with fewer than 20 employees, or two through elections in
companies with more than 20 employees). Workers in companies which employ more than 50 persons
have the right to set up a health and safety committee, with solely worker membership. However, the
few studies that have been conducted in Greece have revealed that the institutions of OSH
representatives have not been widely implemented (Krieger, 1990; Banoutsos, 1994; Walters, 1995;
Boukouvalas, 2005; Eurofound, 2007; EU-OSHA, 2010). Works councils are also provided for by law
and these requirements provide that they should be involved in deciding ‘occupational health and safety
internal rules of procedure’ for the company (Law 1767/1988, Law 2294/1994). They also have a role
in deciding appropriate tasks for those returning to work following a previous work accident in the
company. However, again research suggests that works councils are in fact relatively rarely found in
Greek companies (see Robolis, 2008; Koutroukis and Jecchinis, 2010; Walters et al., 2012).
Another related difference between arrangements in different Member States concerns the method of
selection of worker representatives. Fulton (2013) notes a predominant approach (evident in 14 Member
States) in which regulation requires worker representatives to be elected by the workforce. Member
States in the present study in which this approach is followed include Belgium, Estonia and Greece,
while in Sweden and the United Kingdom 12 health and safety representatives are appointed by the trade
union. In Spain, health and safety representatives are selected by other existing representatives. In the
Netherlands it is predominantly the works council that takes on the role of workers’ representatives in
OSH matters. However, nearly half of works councils choose to install a specific subcommittee dealing
with OSH issues, the members of which are appointed by the works council itself (and not directly by
the workers). However, as the majority of the committee must be drafted from (elected) works council
members, the workforce may indeed exert some influence on the constitution of the OSH committee.
As with the relationship of representatives and joint arrangements on OSH to the institutions of
workplace labour relations, comparative research on the consequences of these different arrangements
for practice is largely missing from the literature.
Finally, as also noted, there are those Member States in which works councils play a central role in
workplace labour relations and these bodies also undertake the function of workers’ representation on
OSH. This is the case in the Netherlands, in which formal rights to representation on OSH are provided
to the works council and employers have duties to consult with it (or, in workplaces with 10-50
employees, the same rights and functions apply in relation to the employee representative body — the
personeelsvertegenwoordiging). The Netherlands is also unique in as much as, unlike other countries
(such as Austria, Germany and Luxembourg) where a similar approach also applies, there are no other
joint workplace institutions for consultation on OSH that operate alongside works councils within
establishments.
In short, therefore, formal arrangements aimed specifically at worker representation on OSH vary
substantially according to the institutional arrangements for workplace labour relations within the
countries studied, and they are generally formulated in ways that fit with these existing wider institutional
12

That is, in unionised workplaces under the SRSC Regulations 1977. In non-union workplaces, since 1996 the Health and Safety
(Consultation of Employees) Regulations apply. They include the possibility of representatives being elected by workers — —
but do not require it.
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patterns of labour relations. They are based around essentially three approaches, again largely
reflecting national institutional labour relations practice. In the model most frequently found, it is the
workplace representatives that are at its core and around which the various provisions for joint
arrangements for health and safety tend to revolve. In a second model it is the joint institutions — the
health and safety committees — that form the main focus, with members of the committee acting as
health and safety representatives. Whether these different institutional focuses contribute to differences
in practice is hard to say. Previous research on the practice of worker representation in the countries
displaying these different approaches is patchy and has not been comparative in this respect. The third
model extends the representational role of the works council to health and safety and, in this manner,
uses existing institutions of workplace representation rather than creating new ones specifically for OSH.
However, in this respect it is probably not hugely different in its practice from other models, where one
of the preconditions for their successful practice has been shown to be their integration into the
institutions for employee representation more widely. Again, however, comparative research on these
matters is largely absent from previous literature.

2.3.2 Inclusions and exclusions in the statutory provisions
While the influence of different institutional contexts for labour relations has led to the variations of
approach discussed in the previous section, there are some important further differences in the
coverage and remit of regulation between countries which are relevant to comparative study of their
operation. The most obvious influence on the extent and detail of arrangements for worker
representation on OSH is workplace size. In the majority of EU Member States there are size thresholds
below which there is no regulatory requirement for any form of employee representation on health and
safety. Commonly this is where there are 10 or fewer employees (this is the case in Estonia from the
present study). In Sweden it is five or fewer, in Spain it is six, while in the United Kingdom and Greece
there are no size thresholds applied to the appointment of worker representatives on health and safety
(although in Greece health and safety committees are only required in workplaces with more than 50
employees). In Belgium and the Netherlands the size thresholds that apply are the same as those in
relation to other workplace institutions of representation. Thus in Belgium only workplaces with more
than 50 employees have a Committee for Prevention and Protection at Work, while in smaller
workplaces the trade union delegation — if it exists — takes over the function of employee
representation for health and safety. If there is no trade union delegation, the employer must consult
the employees directly on matters concerning their well-being at work. In the Netherlands the
restrictions that apply are those for works councils (over 50 employees) or the
personeelsvertegenwoordiging for between 10 and 50 employees.
These restrictions are particularly important in view of the fact that the vast majority of companies in the
EU are micro or small enterprises (MSEs) with fewer than 10 workers, and that around half of the EU
labour force is employed in such enterprises (see Table 2.1). These workers, therefore, have no rights
to formal representation on OSH.

Table 2.1: Micro and small enterprises and large enterprises: number of enterprises, value added
and employment in the non-financial business sector of the EU-28 in 2013
Micro

Small

MSEs

Medium

Large

Total

Number of enterprises
Number
%

19,969,338

1,378,374

21,347,712

223,648

43,517

21,614,908

92.4 %

6.4 %

98.8 %

1.0 %

0.2 %

100 %

22,860,792

44,053,576

132,897,040

Employment
Number

38,629,012

27,353,660

65,982,672
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%

Micro

Small

MSEs

Medium

Large

Total

29.1 %

20.6 %

49.7 %

17.2 %

33.1 %

100 %

Value added at factor costs
Million euros
%

1,362,336

1,147,885

25,102,221

1,156,558

2,643,795

6,310,557

21.6 %

18.2 %

39.8 %

18.3 %

41.9 %

100 %

Source: European Commission, Annual Report on European SMEs 2013/2014

There are other ways of measuring the role and significance of MSEs in the economy and, when
measures of ‘performance’ are used, a different and more nuanced picture emerges. But however the
role of micro and small companies in the economy of the EU is measured, it is significant, and in terms
of the employment of workers in establishments within this size range, it is very significant indeed. It
follows from this that arrangements for the health and safety of the substantial proportion of EU workers
in these establishments are also very important and the protection of these workers from harm is every
bit as important as that of workers in larger establishments. Yet it is well known that, for a host of
reasons, these arrangements are far less well developed in smaller firms than in their larger
counterparts. As a consequence of this and the ‘structures of vulnerability’ (Nichols, 1997) with which
both workers and employers are surrounded in many of these establishments, the outcomes for health
and safety among them are worse than in larger workplaces. Although it is very difficult to measure
reliably, such evidence as there is points to a comparatively greater incidence of serious injuries and
fatalities in smaller organisations than in their larger counterparts, when other confounding factors are
taken into account — indicating a size effect. Comparative data on workplace size effects on health
outcomes, well-being and the working environment are less reliable but they leave little cause for
complacency in relation to the patterns of poor outcomes that are influenced by workplace size. A recent
report for EU-OSHA, on the situation of health and safety in micro and small firms, concluded that the
business, regulatory and economic contexts of a substantial proportion of such firms in the EU drew
them towards the pursuit of so-called ‘low-road strategies’ to ensure economic survival, often in quite
high risk sectors and it was among these companies that the most significant and substantial effects on
workers’ health, safety and well-being were likely to be seen (Walters and Wadsworth, 2016). It is,
therefore, of some concern that it is also among such firms that the presence of arrangements to
represent workers on health and safety matters is likely to be least developed.
Attempts to address this situation are found in the legislative arrangements for worker representation
in a few EU Member States. The best known of these is in Sweden where, since 1974, there have been
provisions that govern the appointment by trade unions of ‘regional health and safety representatives’.
These representatives have rights to visit small firms in which they themselves are not employed, but
where there is at least one trade union member, to advise on health and safety and support the
development of participative approaches to the prevention of injuries and ill-health. As the report on
Sweden makes clear, most evaluations have found these provisions to be a success. However, in the
main they have not been taken up elsewhere within the EU. There are provisions for ‘territorial health
and safety representatives’ in Italian legislation but it is unclear how widespread or successful they have
been, and there are various voluntary initiatives to create similar arrangements within sectors or regions
in some other countries, either by trade unions unilaterally or through bilateral agreement of some kind.
Again, the research literature is comparatively silent on the effects of these arrangements (but see
Walters (2002a) for some exceptions).
Included in the present study are several countries in which such arrangements have been instituted
— either by legislative means, such as in Sweden, or through various voluntary initiatives, such as in
Spain and the United Kingdom, and other countries where there are no obvious institutional
arrangements supporting the representation of workers on OSH in small firms. This allows some
possibility of examining the diversity of practice in relation to representation in these firms. This is also
made possible by the size range included in the population of respondents to ESENER-2, from which
the cases of workplace practice have been drawn. In Chapter 7 of this report we discuss our findings in
relation to the practices we have examined in these establishments where their size determined that
there were no formal arrangements for worker representation on OSH.
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2.3.3 Enhancements to the regulatory measures
Finally, in terms of comparative accounts of regulatory support for worker representation on OSH, it is
important to mention some further differences between countries in the degree of explicit support for
worker representatives’ actions that is found in the regulatory provisions. While the regulatory provisions
are broadly comparable in terms of the rights and functions they grant worker representatives or their
representative workplace institutions, they differ in a few important details. For example, in a few
countries in the EU, including Sweden in the present study, there is an explicit right for representatives
to stop dangerous work and/or to report incidents if managers refuse to take the actions they desire to
the regulatory inspectorate. In other countries, such as Spain, this right to stop dangerous work is not
conferred on safety delegates but on general trade union representatives. Prevention delegates have
the right to propose to the employee representatives at the establishment that they order a halt to work
to avoid a serious and imminent danger. The legislation makes plain that the rights and functions of
prevention delegates and health and safety committees do not remove the right of the existing
structures of employee representation — the personnel delegates (delegados de personal), the works
council and the union representatives — to defend the interests of employees in the area of risk
prevention, and it is these structures that in Spain normally have the right to halt work in cases of
imminent and serious risk.
In the main, the research literature that has examined how these rights are used suggests that they are
important in the legitimisation of worker representatives in the eyes of both managers and their fellow
workers (Walters et al., 2016a, 2016b). It further indicates that the recorded incidence of their use (which
suggests they are used rarely) probably seriously underestimates reality because generally it only
reports incidents in which the regulatory agency has become formally involved. There are many more
incidents of their use which are resolved within establishments, without the need to involve regulatory
inspectors (Forseth et al., 2009). Other research findings suggest that the power conferred on worker
representatives by such provisions is important. It results not so much in their excessive use, but in
widespread awareness among managers of the potential disruption their use might cause, which leads
them to respect the requests of representatives concerning remedial actions, without representatives
having to resort to the use of these powers. At the same time, this encourages representatives to use
these powers sparingly, often as a last resort or only in situations where there is an imminent risk of
serious harm (Walters et al., 2016).
There were several other ways in which regulation supports the rights of worker representatives to take
certain actions which might enable them to engage with their employers in ways that help counter the
differences in the relative power of the two parties involved. These methods might also give worker
representatives a chance to influence the ways things are done in establishments for the collective
benefit of workers, even in scenarios where employers and managers may not see it as in their own
interests to do so. For example, in the Netherlands regulatory requirements provide works councils with
rights of approval in relation to employer actions on several aspects of OSH. In Belgium too there is a
strong role conferred on the Prevention Committee, the employee members of which, it will be recalled,
are elected from nominations provided by the trade unions. As in the Netherlands in relation to the work
council, the employer is required to obtain the agreement of the committee before, for example,
appointing internal occupational health experts and works doctors, and also before deciding the amount
of time the experts should spend on health and safety. Moreover, if the employee members of the
committee have lost confidence in the external occupational health experts or the works doctor, they
must be replaced. In Sweden, the legislation requires employers to inform health and safety
representatives of relevant changes to working conditions and to involve them in planning preventive
measures in relation to such changes. In Spain, prevention delegates must be consulted by the
employer in advance about various OSH matters including the OSH effects of work organisation,
planning and the introduction of new technology. Consultation in this sense means that the employer
must give the prevention delegates a period of 15 days to respond to proposals, and must provide the
grounds for any rejection of the response. In the United Kingdom formal powers of representatives to
influence the practice of OSH are less explicit. However, even there, health and safety representatives
must be consulted ‘in good time’ on new measures that might affect OSH and the regulations indicate
the right of representatives to ‘make representations’ on OSH matters on behalf of their constituents.
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2.4 Wider national contexts
We have chosen to situate our study in seven EU Member States which we believe represent the broad
types of national context found across Europe in relation to size, regulatory style, employment relations
traditions, social protection systems and economic and social characteristics. This develops the wellestablished idea that certain criteria can be used to group EU Member States into various combinations
for purposes of comparison according to features that are of particular interest (see, for example,
Walters et al. (2013)). Selection of one or more Member States from each of these combinations for the
purposes of more detailed study was undertaken with the intent of it being representative of the broad
features of the group from which it is selected. In making such a selection we have had in mind:






The labour relations context of OSH management — in which not only is the relevant legislation
addressing worker representation and consultation on OSH and that influencing direct
participation in OSH of interest, but also the key features of labour relations systems such as:
the extent and form of trade union penetration; the role of workplace representation; national,
sectoral and local arrangements for social dialogue; the position of OSH in trade union and
employers’ organisation policies; and the support provided for directly informing and consulting
with workers in workplace relations.
The style and character of the national regulatory regime for OSH management — in particular,
the origins and character of the provisions made for participation on OSH, size limitations
imposed on these requirements, and the length of time present arrangements have been
embedded in the regulatory systems for OSH in the Member States concerned; the extent and
for how long which the regulatory environment could be described as being characterised by
process-based (goal-setting) requirements as opposed to prescriptive ones; and national
infrastructures for OSH support (such as the availability and competence of OSH services,
training, and information provision) in as far as they may have a bearing on the will and capacity
of managers to manage OSH participatively.
Wider features of national socio-economic systems — including country size and economy,
features of the labour market and the structure and organisation of work, including the extent
of restructuring of work, shifts in preferred business processes, the position of organisations in
value chains and other aspects of work restructuring and reorganisation.

From existing knowledge of the comparative European contexts of OSH labour relations and regulation
(see, for example, Walters et al., 1993; Walters and Jensen, 2000; Walters (ed.), 2002; Walters, 2004;
Westerholm and Walters (eds), 2007; Walters, 2008; Nichols and Walters (eds), 2013; Walters et al.,
2013), as well as wider understandings concerning ‘varieties of capitalism’ (see, for example, Hall and
Soskice, 2003; Hancké et al., 2007), we created several groupings of countries reflecting broadly similar
contextual influences in terms of these features. These were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Western EU: Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Austria;
Scandinavian: Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden;
British Isles: Ireland, the United Kingdom;
Southern/Latin EU: Greece, Spain, France, Italy, Cyprus, Malta, Portugal;
Central and Eastern European Countries: Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Croatia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia.

Each of the countries selected from these groupings (namely Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden, the
United Kingdom, Greece, Spain and Estonia, as indicated in italics) also had some special features that
were either representative of the group as a whole or that we reasoned may be particularly significant
in relation to the practice of the representation of workers on OSH. For example, for reasons of its
dominant size among the Nordic countries, and its long-established and extensive system of worker
representation on OSH, including in small firms, we selected Sweden as representative of Scandinavian
countries. These countries can be grouped together in terms of the extent to which they have similar
labour relations features including relatively significant trade union presence and involvement in OSH,
as well as social democratic traditions and strong welfare provisions, which are arguably influenced by
the strong political presence of labour and a similar history of process-based, goal-setting approaches
to regulating OSH management in a participative way. Indeed, in several respects this latter feature
was a significant influence upon the development of requirements addressing worker participation in
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the Framework Directive, as was the broad definitional understanding of OSH in terms of the ‘work
environment’, also of long standing in these countries.
We selected the United Kingdom as representative of the Anglo/Irish group of countries because of its
dominant size and also because a great deal of the past research on worker representation on OSH in
English-speaking countries was undertaken in the United Kingdom. It has a number of unique features
that are especially relevant to the remit of this study. It is a large post-industrial economy that has
undergone profound restructuring in recent decades. As in the Nordic countries (but for different
reasons), trade union influence was strong during the post-war period and was at its height during the
1970s, when the British approach to process-based OSH management regulation, including that
explicitly identifying the role of trade union health and safety representatives, was developed. Like
Sweden, therefore, its approach to worker representation on OSH is also long standing and predates
that of the Framework Directive by more than a decade. There are further unique features that
characterised the development of post-war labour relations, such as the comparatively low level of
legislative influence on collective bargaining prior to the 1980s and the prominence of non-statutory
workplace trade union representation in the strategies and practices of organised labour until the 1980s.
Since that time, the political economy of the United Kingdom has changed considerably and it has
experienced a strongly neo-liberal political and economic environment, both prior and subsequent to
the introduction of the EU measures that embrace participative approaches to OSH management. As
we argued in the previous chapter, one of the more significant effects of these changes has been the
extent to which individualisation and responsibilisation have come to characterise establishment-level
labour relations. These changes have occurred in tandem with a strongly evident change in the public
perception of safety and health and its regulation in everyday life, which has been greatly encouraged
by sections of the media and by government. Therefore, the effects of this scenario, in which the
arrangements for worker representation on OSH that were the product of a previous era are currently
operationalised in British establishments, where trade union influence has been substantially eroded,
is clearly of interest.
The countries in the group we have termed ‘Western EU’ (i.e. Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Austria) are perhaps where the similarities between one another in terms of labour
relations and OSH systems are most stretched. Nevertheless, they have some important features
broadly in common. As we discussed in the previous chapter, the most significant of these in relation
to the interests of the present study is the position of works councils as a central institution of the
representation of labour in larger workplaces. A second is the level of corporatism in these Member
States during the post-war period and, in parallel with this, the extent of statutory provisions surrounding
their institutions of labour relations at workplace, sector and national levels. As we have already pointed
out, most of these countries (with the exception of the Netherlands) came later to process-based
regulation than was the case in the Scandinavian and Anglo-Irish groups. Consequently, in some of
them the level of institutional reforms required by the transposition of EU Directives has probably been
greater than in the previous two groups. We have chosen to situate our study of the establishment-level
experiences of worker representation and participation in two of the Member States in this group:
Belgium and the Netherlands. Belgium is a relatively small economy but, as we saw in previous chapters,
trade unions have tended to maintain a stronger position there in terms of their membership relative to
the declining trend in Europe as a whole. National-level collective agreements also remain relatively
important in labour relations and are legally binding. In particular, sector-level collective bargaining
remains a cornerstone for regulating a broad range of working conditions and working environment
issues, and this is especially important when sectoral collective agreements are made legally binding
for all companies in the sector. The institutional model on which workplace representation is based, as
in other countries in this group, is one in which the works council is central and within which financial
matters, productivity, work and staff organisation, shift patterns and so on are discussed. However, in
contrast to other countries (such as the Netherlands), only trade union members can be elected, giving
trade unions a formal role at the establishment level. For health and safety matters, a separate
Committee for the Prevention and Protection of Health and Safety in the Workplace is required in
workplaces with 50 or more employees. Also, in terms of OSH regulation, internal prevention services
and advisors in Belgium are highly regulated, for instance in terms of certified qualifications and their
association with the management of the company.
The other country from this group in our study is the Netherlands, which is an example of a mediumsized economy with a strong post-industrial character and highly developed reforms of its social welfare
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systems. Although we have placed it in this Western EU group because of similarities with aspects of
the institutional infrastructures for labour relations and those of the corporatist state, there are several
good reasons for regarding the Netherlands as different from other countries in this group and having
much in common with the Scandinavian countries and the United Kingdom, in as far as the ‘goal-setting’
measures of EU directives are concerned (see Walters et al., 2013). The Dutch approach to processbased regulatory reforms also predates the Framework Directive and is acknowledged to be influenced
by Scandinavian approaches and by the recommendations of the British Robens Report (Popma et al.,
2002; Walters (ed.), 2002). However, as we saw in the previous sections in this chapter, the institutional
elements of the provisions for participative OSH management in the Netherlands are quite different
from those in both Sweden and the United Kingdom, most especially in their emphasis on the central
role of the works council. There are some further reasons for regarding the Netherlands as both
exceptional and of interest in the present study. For example, Dutch initiatives to achieve greater
engagement from stakeholders in workplace OSH management have been both innovative and unique
— and, alongside works councils, of particular relevance in relation to the role of worker representation
are its schemes for ‘covenants on health and safety at work’ (1999 to 2007) and for the current ‘OSH
catalogues.’ These OSH catalogues are agreements between trade unions and sectoral employers’
organisations fleshing out the general goal-oriented provisions in Dutch OSH legislation. Finally, the
determined stance pursued by the Dutch state in relation to the governance of OSH, in particular its
attitude towards ‘soft law’ and a mix of public and private regulation in which the role of social partners
is encouraged, make it an important country in which to examine the influence of changing wider
contextual features of policy on the operation of establishment-level arrangements for worker
representation.
The two ‘Southern European/Latin EU’ countries in the study, Greece and Spain, are representative of
two extremes in terms of country size in this group (which also includes France, Italy, Cyprus, Malta
and Portugal). Spain is an example of an EU Member State that used the opportunity of the Framework
Directive to undertake a major reform of its regulatory system for OSH. Indeed, only after the entry of
Spain into the European Economic Community in 1986 was there an in-depth legislative development
in OSH in the country, including provision for worker representation, which had been absolutely
forbidden under the long dictatorship (1939-1977). As we have described, participation provisions
(mostly covered through the election of safety representatives) are compulsory for all companies with
6 or more workers, and safety and health committees are established in those with 50 or more workers.
Although Spain is a relatively large economy, the economic crisis has been particularly severe, the
effects of which are noted in the national report and may be important to explore further in this
comparative study
In contrast, Greece is an example of a much smaller Mediterranean economy with a relatively low
proportion of large employers in the private sector and a preponderance of small and micro firms in the
economy generally. Trade union density is estimated at around 28 % (but is considerably lower in the
private sector). As is widely known, the economic crisis has also been felt especially severely in Greece
and the response of the state has impacted considerably on both labour relations and arrangements
for OSH, changing many long-term arrangements for employment security and labour relations as well
as introducing a reduction in the number employed in the public sector and consequently altering the
role of labour inspection. The system for collective bargaining in Greece, originally centralised, has
become increasingly decentralised, with a significant shift towards bargaining at the company level. At
the establishment level, we saw above that three main forms of worker representation are possible:
works councils (in enterprises with more than 50 workers), trade union representatives, and health and
safety representatives (safety and health committees in companies with more than 50 workers). Greek
law gives the right of OSH representation in all companies (one safety and health representative in
companies with fewer than 20 employees). However, in practice, the company’s trade union or other
type of workers’ organisation is the catalyst for electing a safety and health representative, and therefore
low union density negatively influences the prevalence of representation.
Finally, from the last group of ‘Central and Eastern European Countries’, arguably the most disparate
grouping in our classification, we have selected Estonia. What the countries in this group share in
common is their relatively recent adoption of labour relations systems that are appropriate in a freemarket economy, along with the even more recent adoption of EU measures on participative OSH
management such as those of the Framework Directive 89/391. Their imposition of these and other
reforms during their ‘Europeanisation’ has meant change of a fundamental nature in both the systems
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for labour relations and in the orientation of regulatory strategies on OSH — with, in the latter case, a
rapid move from prescriptively-based approaches to regulation to those that are more process-based.
Of course, these were part of other much larger reforms that took place in many of these countries at
the same time in the Europeanisation project. They also followed quite rapidly on the heels of even
greater reforms in the economic and regulatory context and environment in these states, occasioned
by the move many of them made from a controlled economy to a capitalist one following the demise of
the Soviet bloc. The Baltic States are arguably among the more extreme examples of such change,
having embraced a neo-liberal political economy with both rapidity and fervour in the period immediately
after the ending of Soviet influence (Sommers and Woolfson (eds), 2014). Partly for this reason, we
have chosen to focus the fieldwork on establishments in Estonia as an example of a post-controlled
economy national situation. Trade union density is relatively low and declining in Estonia, with estimates
of some 6-10 % of employees being trade union members. Small and micro enterprises are
predominant (and union membership even lower here) and the majority (nearly two-thirds) of
employment is in the services sector. Collective bargaining is mostly at the enterprise level. Worker
representation at the establishment level is both through union representatives and separately though
‘employee trustees’. Despite the ‘dual track’ system of employee representation at the workplace level,
evidence from previous studies, including the BWEL (Baltic Working Environment and Labour) survey,
points to limited articulation of employee ‘voice’ on OSH through employee trustees and, in the recent
period of economic downturn, the increasing marginalisation of organised trade unions as a legitimised
channel of employee representation across the whole range of policy concerns, including safety and
health that would previously have been matters for tripartite consultation (Woolfson et al., 2009; Kallaste
and Woolfson, 2013).
A previous comparative discussion of the effects of national contexts in relation to the analysis of the
ESENER-1 data on worker representation and consultation and OSH management is also relevant here
(see Walters et al., 2012, 2013). Essentially, in that discussion we suggested that the analysis of the
ESENER-1 macro-data on worker representation and consultation pointed towards the conclusion that
countries with more embedded approaches towards participative OSH management in their regulatory
systems were more likely to exhibit the indications of the combined effects of the involvement of workers
and their representatives with the high commitment towards OSH management associated with positive
measures of health and safety management than were countries in which these approaches to
regulating OSH management were the result of more recent legislative changes. As far as the changes
in the survey methods employed in ESENER-2 allow, we have examined the ESENER-2 quantitative
data to explore the extent to which the same can be said for the findings of this more recent study
(Chapter 5). But if one of the key contextual differences that emerged in the previous analysis of
ESENER-1 concerned the ‘embeddedness’ of the approach to participative risk management that is
found in the EU Framework Directive 89/391, a further related feature of these arrangements and their
labour relations contexts in the countries in which such ‘embeddedness’ was most pronounced,
significant in relation to the present study, is that in these countries there is a similar emphasis on the
role of trade union health and safety representatives at the workplace level. This itself is part of a wider
set of similarities in the role and relative bargaining power of organised labour during a particular time
period in the 20th-century economic history of these countries, when the role of trade union
representation, negotiation and consultation were prominent, as was a relatively high trade union
density and strong union bargaining power. In other Western European countries a similar level of trade
union power and influence existed, although it was mediated through rather different institutional forms
at the establishment level, such as in the Netherlands and Belgium, where the role of works councils
and the Prevention Committee (in the Belgian case) continue to be paramount in the institutions of
representation on OSH.
A combination of these factors leads to the postulate that, for at least three groups of EU Member States,
namely the ‘Western EU’ and ‘Scandinavian’ countries and the ‘British Isles’, the operation of national
process-orientated regulatory standards means that a participatory approach to OSH management
might demonstrate comparable outcomes. However, such features have changed in these countries
since their origins in the post-war compromise. The findings of the national reports in the present study
provide evidence of these changes and their relative influence in recent decades. We therefore explore
some of the effects of change in our qualitative findings on the nature of arrangements for worker
representation on OSH in later chapters.
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2.5 Conclusions: representing workers’ occupational safety and
health, regulation, industrial relations and times of change
This review of existing research was undertaken in order to help situate the present study in relation to
what is already known concerning worker representation on OSH and the determinants of its practice.
Its aim was to provide the background to the empirical analysis of the data collected in the present
study, which is considered in some detail in subsequent chapters. It has done so by providing a review
of current knowledge concerning worker representation on OSH and influences on its practice and
outcomes at the workplace level, and also by reviewing literature outlining what is known of the wider
contexts in which they occur. The focus here has been especially on what is comparable and what is
different about these wider contexts in different national settings. These issues are addressed in much
greater detail in each of the national reports on which this European comparative study has drawn, and
this chapter is restricted to some generic observations concerning regulatory and labour relations
frameworks in which worker representation on OSH at the establishment level is situated.
Nevertheless, there are several common themes that emerge. For example, all of the countries in the
study have undergone substantial changes in the orientation of their political, economic and regulatory
policies and practices in the decades since the period in which origins of the present statutory provisions
on worker representation occurred in most countries. It would be naïve to imagine that these changes
would have had no effect on the nature of the arrangements for their operation. And, indeed, these
effects are to some extent reflected in the research literature in some countries, showing, for example,
a decline in representative arrangements and a parallel growth in the proportion of employers who claim
to use direct methods of consultation with their employees on OSH. Similar general effects are seen in
the decline in trade union organisation, manufacturing and large, centrally organised enterprises, with
parallel increases in small firms outsourcing and the like. There has also been a decline in the
resourcing of public regulation and in state support for public institutions for research and information
dissemination on OSH in several of the countries in the study. Most of the research previously
undertaken on worker representation on OSH does not explicitly address these changes and only
exceptionally does it consider changes in practice over time. What is apparent in some of the profiles
of representation on OSH presented in these studies, however, is an emergent distinction between
worker representation in labour relations scenarios that are understood along pluralist lines and that
understood to be operating in organisations where more unitary approaches towards the employment
relations are predominant. The predominance of more pluralist understandings was also typical of the
period in which the current regulatory provisions originated in most countries, while the emergence or
resurgence of the unitary approach is a more recent trend — also associated with changes in the wider
economic and regulatory contexts noted above. These are, of course, rather simplistic generalisations
and we explore examples of these differences in our own qualitative findings in subsequent chapters
— and as a result offer a more empirically informed understanding of what seems to be the predominant
contemporary approach, as well as what makes it so.
The exploration of these developments is important because they have implications for the relevance
and application of research findings on worker representation on OSH. The review of research
presented in this chapter shows that worker representation on OSH is effective in contributing to
improved outcomes, provided certain preconditions prevail. But findings from the wider situations in
which it occurs suggest that these preconditions are the very things being eroded by changes taking
place in the structure and organisation of work and employment and their political and regulatory
contexts. Not only do such changes undermine the conditions necessary to support effective worker
representation, but they also help to marginalise processes of representation, couched, as they are, in
pluralist understandings of labour relations. If, as some of the contextual literature seems to suggest,
current trends in the organisation of work in the EU are moving towards more unitary models of human
resource management, this gives rise to a number of questions concerning what is happening to the
role of representation on OSH and especially to those elements of it which previous research has shown
to underpin effective ways of improving OSH outcomes for workers. It is to these questions that we
address our analysis of the quantitative and qualitative data from ESENER-2 that is presented in the
following chapters.
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3 Research methods
This was a complex and challenging research project. It sought to combine relevant quantitative
ESENER-2 data with an in-depth qualitative investigation of workplace experiences in order to consider
the role of the representation of workers on OSH. These analyses were carried out in seven EU Member
States — countries selected because of their differing OSH regulatory, labour relations, economic and
other contexts. The aim was to explore and compare the extent, practice and support for worker
representation on OSH and its contribution to OSH management arrangements and their outcomes, as
well as the drivers for and barriers to its effective operation, in these differing contexts.
The project was carried out in three main work packages by a consortium of European researchers,
with the support of an advisory board of international experts. The research team and the approach we
took to the project are described in the following sections.

3.1 The consortium and methodological approach
To reflect the comparative nature of the research, the research team comprised partners from
institutions in each of the countries that were the focus of the project. The team was led from the Cardiff
Work Environment Research Centre at Cardiff University in the United Kingdom. The partner institutions
included HIVA at KU Leuven in Belgium, Tallinn University of Technology in Estonia, the Hellenic
Institute for Occupational Health and Safety in Greece, the University of Valencia in Spain, the
University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands and IVL, the Swedish Environmental Research Institute.
The advisory board comprised internationally renowned experts from both within and outside the EU.
They were Theo Nichols (Cardiff University, United Kingdom), Richard Johnstone (Queensland
University of Technology, Australia), Katherine Lippel (University of Ottawa, Canada), Laurent Vogel
(European Trade Union Institute, Belgium) and Philip James (Middlesex University, United Kingdom).
The methodological approach to the project was designed to maximise the effective deployment of the
expertise within the research team. This involved the participative development of the detailed
methodology by the whole research team through three workshops. As is described in the next sections,
this collaborative developmental approach was central to the effective completion of the study.

3.2 The national contexts
The first work package was a review of the research literature, in English and in the national languages,
which led to the portraits of the national contexts in which worker representation and consultation take
place in the seven countries that were the focus of our study. While these were carried out by each of
the research partners separately, early drafts of each were presented to the whole research team at
our first and second workshops, as well as to the research team and advisory board at our third
workshop. The final versions, revised in the light of the discussion and comments from the research
team and advisory board, are presented in detail and separately for each country in the national reports.
In addition, these formed the basis for the overarching review given in the previous chapter.
A literature search was the main research tool employed to identify relevant material on structural,
labour relations, regulatory, economic, political and cultural contexts of each country. In particular, the
search included relevant literature relating to the areas detailed in section 2.4.

3.3 ESENER-2 secondary analysis
The second work package was a secondary analysis of the ESENER-2 data. Its aim was to explore
associations between worker representation (and worker involvement) and good practice in the
management of OSH, both in general and specifically in relation to the new risks that were the focus of
ESENER-2 — that is, psychosocial and ergonomic risks. This work package was led by the earlier
secondary analyses of ESENER-1 (van Stolk et al., 2012a, 2012b; Walters et al., 2012) by using similar
analytical approaches and techniques. In addition, it was designed to complement the more recent
secondary analysis of the ESENER-2 data (Walters and Wadsworth, 2016) by using the same set of
key composite variables.
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Most of the data presented in this report are simply descriptive, but binary logistic regression analyses
have been used to consider associations between worker representation and good OSH management
practices independent of enterprise size, sector and country.

3.4 The cases
3.4.1 Sampling
The third work package was the fieldwork study of arrangements for the representation and consultation
of workers on health and safety in a range of establishments in each of the seven countries that were
the focus of our study. As this project was a follow-up to ESENER-2, our aim was that all of these were
to be establishments that had already participated in the main ESENER-2 survey. As part of ESENER2, all respondents were asked if they would be prepared to be recontacted about future research. For
the survey as a whole, over three-quarters (78 %) of respondents agreed, though there was some
variation for the countries in our study: Belgium, 75 %; Estonia, 60 %; Greece, 87 %; Spain, 77 %; the
Netherlands, 76 %; Sweden, 81 %; and the United Kingdom, 81 %. Our intention was to carry out case
studies in 20 to 21 establishments in each of these countries according to the matrix in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Matrix of target participating establishments for each country 13
Private producing

Private services

Public

Small: 10 to 49

3

3

3

Medium: 50 to 249

2

2

2

Large: 250+

2

2

2

Some time was spent at our first workshop discussing the sampling frame for the case studies. It was
agreed that they would focus on establishments with some participative arrangements in place, and,
for comparability reasons, that those establishments would be drawn from particular sectors. For the
former, therefore, medium and large establishments were restricted to those that indicated in their
ESENER-2 survey responses that they had at least one of the following: a works council, a trade union
representative, a health and safety representative, or a health and safety committee. For small
establishments, these criteria were widened to also include those that had indicated that their
employees were usually involved in the design and implementation of measures taken following a risk
assessment or of measures to address psychosocial risks. This, of course, was to take account of the
fact that most smaller establishments do not have formal representative arrangements in place. For the
latter, our selection of sectors was pragmatic, in that we had to be governed by the distribution of
available cases in each sector across all of our countries of interest. The result was that:


private producing establishments were drawn from the manufacturing sector (NACE 14 C);
o



but also from the electricity, gas, steam and air-conditioning and water supply,
sewerage, water management and remediation activities sectors (NACE D and E), if
insufficient cases were found in manufacturing alone;

public sector establishments were drawn from the education and human health and social work
activities sector (NACE P and Q);
o

but also from any sector (i.e. also NACE O) if insufficient cases were found in the
education and human health and social work activities sectors;

13

The matrix indicates the target distribution for 21 participating establishments per country, but in practice partners aimed for a
minimum of 20 establishments to follow this distribution as closely as possible.

14

NACE is the commonly used abbreviation for the statistical classification of economic activities in the European Union. The term
is derived from the French nomenclature statistique des activités économiques dans la Communauté européenne.
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private services establishments were drawn from any sector (NACE G to N and R and S).

The aim was to use these criteria to identify 375 establishments per country to be approached by TNS 15
about the current study, with a view to finding 150 establishments per country that both met the criteria
and agreed to be contacted by the researcher partners’ teams, according to the matrix in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Matrix of enterprises for research teams to approach each country
Private producing

Private services

Public

Small: 10 to 49

21

21

21

Medium: 50 to 249

14

14

14

Large: 250+

14

14

14*

*The remaining three establishments were not targeted to a specific matrix cell.

TNS supplied the contact details of 150 establishments according to these criteria to the research teams
in six out of the seven countries that we focused on. The exception was Greece where, because of the
smaller number of establishments meeting the sampling criteria, only 134 sets of contact details were
made available. The research teams then contacted the establishments directly with further information
about the project and an invitation to participate by allowing researchers to visit and carry out interviews
with a manager and, where present, a health and safety representative (or, where there was none, a
general representative), and if possible, at least one worker. Where there were no worker
representatives of any kind present at the establishment, an interview was sought with the worker
thought by the establishment contact to be most knowledgeable concerning workers’ interests in OSH.
As the national reports make clear, this process was sometimes lengthy because several phone calls
were often required to reach the contact and, in many cases, several further calls and emails were
needed before approval for participation in the study was obtained from all the relevant parties in the
organisation. In larger organisations, this tended to involve more organisational levels and so took
longer. In addition, refusal or failure rates were high in some countries. Most refused on the grounds
that they were too busy and/or the visit and interviews would take longer than staff could be spared
from their posts. However, occasionally some potential participants within an enterprise were willing to
take part in the project but others were not. Where this happened, it was generally the representatives
that were unwilling to participate, which we think is a reflection of the fact that the project’s initial contact
with enterprises was most often through a manager (see below) — so the project may have been
perceived by representatives as management ‘owned’ rather than independent. Failures included those
cases where the contact details provided were not (or no longer) valid, and those for which repeated
attempts at contact produced no response. In addition, in some cases contact attempts were deemed
inappropriate — for example, where establishment contact details and/or sector categorisations did not
match what was already known about the organisation.
For most countries, this process led to the successful recruitment of sufficient establishments to fulfil
the matrix shown above (Table 3.1). However, in Belgium, Estonia and the United Kingdom, this was
not the case. In these instances, research partners completed their case study sample through their
own contacts (two establishments each in Belgium and Estonia, and four in the United Kingdom). The
final sample for all seven countries is shown in Table 3.3. An important comment on this table concerns
the reported presence or otherwise of arrangements for representation. As the research sought to
investigate the operation of these arrangements, we naturally attempted to identify cases in which they
were present, although we anticipated some problems finding them in smaller establishments, as is
reflected in Table 3.3. However, when we came to undertake the qualitative fieldwork, in several further

15

TNS is a global market research company. It carried out the ESENER-2 survey on behalf of EU-OSHA and was also
commissioned by EU-OSHA to deliver the sample, according to the criteria agreed by the research team at the first workshop,
for the current project.
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cases for which it had been reported that there were arrangements for representation in place, as we
discuss in detail in Chapter 7, there was in fact none.

Estonia

Greece

Netherlands

Spain

Sweden

Total

Grand total

Small

0 [3]

2 [0]

0 [2]

2 [1]

0 [4]

1 [0]

0 [2]

5 [12]

17

Mediu
m

2 [0]

2 [0]

3 [0]

1 [2]

2 [0]

3 [0]

1 [1]

14 [3]

17

Large

2 [0]

3 [0]

1 [1]

1 [2]

2 [0]

2 [0]

2 [0]

13 [3]

16

Small

0 [3]

2 [1]

0 [1]

2 [0]

0 [3]

2 [1]

0 [3]

6 [12]

18

Mediu
m

2 [0]

2 [0]

1 [1]

2 [0]

1 [0]

1 [0]

0 [0]

9 [1]

10

Large

2 [0]

2 [0]

3 [0]

2 [0]

4 [0]

3 [0]

1 [0]

17 [0]

17

Small

0 [3]

1 [1]

0 [1]

2 [0]

2 [1]

2 [0]

0 [2]

7 [8]

15

Mediu
m

2 [0]

2 [0]

1 [1]

2 [0]

2 [0]

3 [0]

2 [0]

14 [1]

15

Large

2 [0]

2 [0]

4 [0]

2 [0]

2 [0]

2 [0]

4 [0]

18 [0]

18

Total

12 [9]

18 [2]

13 [7]

16 [5]

15 [8]

19 [1]

10 [8]

103 [40]

Private
producin
g

Private
services

Public

United
Kingdom

Representative
arrangements [no
representative
arrangements]

Belgium

Table 3.3: The case studies

143
Grand total

21

20

20

21

23

20

18

3.4.2 Fieldwork
Preparation for the case study fieldwork was the main focus of the second project workshop. Using an
initial draft framework detailing the information we planned to seek in each case study, the research
team developed a set of themes around which the case study interviews would be based. From this, a
series of interview guides was produced (Annex 1). Given the experience of the partners’ research
teams and the need to be sensitive to and flexible about the various experiences and backgrounds of
the project’s interviewees, these were not interview schedules. Rather, as guides, they were intended
as a suggested framework for interviews with managers, workers and representatives in participating
establishments.
Wherever possible, interviews were carried out face to face by two interviewers at the participating
establishment. In most cases, this also allowed the interviewers to see at least some of the
establishment’s operations in practice and discuss experiences more informally with those they met
during their visit.
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3.4.3 Analyses
The fieldwork generated a great deal of rich, qualitative data. The third project workshop was a crucial
part of the development of our strategy for its analysis. At this workshop, the emergent findings from
the case studies in each country (which were circulated prior to the workshop and presented by each
partner to the whole research team and advisory board) were used as the basis for an analytical seminar.
This focused on data screening, the identification of criteria for comparative analysis and grouping, and
the identification of common patterns, similarities and differences among the sectors and countries
involved. The intention was twofold. First, we wanted to identify the key issues emerging from the
research and establish how to substantiate those issues in the national reports. Second, we wanted to
be clear about the key comparative issues for this report and to ensure that they captured the important
issues emerging in the national studies, from which sufficient relevant material would be used to
describe and substantiate those issues in the national reports.
Working as a team and with expert input and insights from the advisory board, we were able to produce
an analytical model, which was used to guide the analyses at both the national and overarching EU
levels. The model was intended to capture the relationship between (largely) external and internal
factors which, in combination, make up the contextual influences which determine how (and whether)
representatives operate, as well as affecting the quality of their actions and their relations with the
statutory provisions and (sometimes) with the collective bargaining and other arrangements under
which they operate. These are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 8.

3.5 The data
Most of the study’s data were derived from case studies of enterprises that took part in the ESENER-2
survey, a secondary analysis of which also forms part of the dataset from which our findings are drawn.
The ESENER-2 survey, like its predecessor ESENER-1, is unparalleled in its coverage of European
countries and workplaces. In ESENER-2, this meant responses from over 49,000 enterprises with five
or more employees, in 36 countries. Inevitably, however, ESENER-2 has a number of limitations.
Perhaps the greatest of these, which has been acknowledged by EU-OSHA and discussed by others
including ourselves (see, for example, Walters et al., 2012; Walters and Wadsworth, 2016), and which
it shares with all other similar surveys, is its self-selection bias. Contact with potential participants, quite
correctly, opened by explaining that the survey was on health and safety and that the person the
interviewer would like to speak to was the ‘person who knows best about health and safety’. Inevitably,
this has led to the inclusion in the survey of a preponderance of respondents that regard themselves as
active on OSH and compliant with requirements. This may be reflected in the survey’s cooperation rate
(22 %), which varied with establishment size (from 17 % among the smallest enterprises to 33 % among
the largest) and by country (from 11 % in Poland to 51 % in Malta). In addition, the influence of this selfselection bias is reinforced by the reliance on respondents’ self-assessment of their situation. Although
respondents were those who knew ‘best about health and safety’ in each establishment, in practice this
most often meant a manager (59 %). The net result is that absolute levels of, for example,
implementation of good OSH management practices reported in the survey, are generally considerably
higher than national measures of the same indicators, and they likely predominantly reflect the
management view. However, previous analyses of both the ESENER-1 and ESENER-2 data have
suggested consistency in relation to the comparative findings of the surveys — such that, for example,
smaller firms consistently implement fewer good OSH management practices than their larger
counterparts (Walters and Wadsworth, 2016), as do some countries and groups of countries (Walters
et al., 2013). In addition, despite the substantial overall sample size, at the country level there were
responses from between 750 and 1,500 enterprises in most countries, with up to 4,250 enterprises in
the country with the largest sample size (the United Kingdom) 16. The approach we have taken to the
quantitative analyses, therefore, has been designed to take into consideration the relatively small
sample size at this level, and to focus on comparisons between sub-groups (countries, etc.).

16

If the dataset is restricted to EU-28 enterprises with 10 or more employees, responses range from 395 (Malta) to 2,862 (United
Kingdom), with most between 500 and 1,200 (total N = 29,921).
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Turning to the qualitative analyses, most of the case study enterprises took part in the ESENER-2
survey. As described above, they were approached because they had agreed to be recontacted about
further research, and they then agreed to participate in this follow-up study. In effect, therefore, they
were not only an even more self-selected group than the ESENER-2 participants generally, but also a
sample of those enterprises that had successfully continued trading for at least the year between
ESENER-2 and the fieldwork for the current project. This means that they are even more likely than the
ESENER-2 participants generally to represent very much the ‘best end of the spectrum’. As we reflect
in Chapter 8, this selection is also likely to have introduced a further bias created by the position and
perspectives of the persons who were contact points for ESENER-2 within the participating companies
and the gatekeepers to the representatives and workers we interviewed. This is not to say that the
experiences those interviewees described to us are of any less value, but rather to point out that they
almost certainly represent close to the ‘best case scenario’ in many instances.
It is important in the chapters that follow, therefore, to focus on comparative findings and to bear in mind
the likelihood that, for the substantial majority of EU enterprises and their workers, their reality is less
positive than the picture painted by ESENER-2 and our qualitative results. Given that neither of these
suggest that participative arrangements are functioning as fully and effectively as they might, the
implication is that there is considerable room for improvement.
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4 A quantitative analysis of worker representation on
health and safety in seven Member States of the EU —
drawing on the findings from ESENER-2 and national
data
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents findings relating to worker representation and worker involvement from both the
ESENER-2 dataset and national sources. Its secondary analysis of ESENER-2 focuses mainly on data
from respondent enterprises in the seven countries on which this follow-up study is focused, but it also
compares these responses with those in the survey from respondents from EU-28 Member State
enterprises with 10 or more employees. It updates the more detailed secondary analysis of worker
representation previously carried out in relation to data from ESENER-1, to which we referred in Chapter
2. Essentially, our analysis of the ESENER-2 data is not as detailed as that undertaken for ESENER-1
because changes in the survey methodology did not allow this. However, it nevertheless contains some
broadly comparable data on the extent of worker representation on OSH, and other data that allow a
limited measure of the role of representation in OSH management to be made.
At the same time, as we noted in Chapter 3, we are aware of significant differences between the
numbers and proportions of establishments in which some form of representative participation on OSH
is claimed in ESENER-2 and those in relation to similar matters reported in national surveys. Therefore,
where such information is available in the national reports on which this study is based we explore this
material too. This combination allows us to compare quantitative findings from both national and
European surveys, and enables the identification of some key quantitative indicators of both the
occurrence of arrangements for worker representation and their contributions to OSH management in
the EU Member States in this study. In some (but by no means all) of the Member States in the study,
the quantitative data provide further indication of trends in the occurrence and practice of worker
representation on OSH. We discuss the data in these terms too, and in so doing help to set the scene
for the more qualitative evaluations of practice and what determines it, that are the focus of subsequent
chapters.

4.2 Worker representation on occupational safety and health in
ESENER-2
The ESENER-2 survey asked about four forms of worker representation: works councils, trade union
representation, health and safety representatives and health and safety committees. Grouping the first
two of these together as ‘general’ worker representation and the second two as ‘specialist’ OSH
representation, among EU-28 respondents from enterprises with 10 or more employees, 36 % reported
having both general and specialist OSH representation arrangements in place, while 23 % reported
having neither arrangement. As is clear from Figure 4.1, while a similar pattern of results was apparent
for the United Kingdom, there was also substantial variation across the seven countries that were the
focus of our follow-up study. Proportions of enterprises with both forms of representation were highest
in Sweden, followed by the United Kingdom and then Spain and Belgium; and proportions of enterprises
with neither form of representation were highest in Greece, followed by the Netherlands and Belgium.
Within these findings, there was also a wide range in the proportion reporting arrangements for
specialist OSH representation only (from 57 % in Estonia to 14 % in Belgium, and 35 % for the survey
overall), reflecting the different legislative arrangements in our countries of interest.
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Figure 4.1: Proportion (%) of enterprises reporting the presence of general and specialist health
and safety arrangements for worker representation, by country
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Not surprisingly, these distributions varied with both enterprise size and sector: large enterprises and
those in the public sector were most likely to have both forms of representation in place (Figures 4.2
and 4.3 respectively). While these trends were apparent for the EU-28 generally and in each of the
seven countries individually, again there were also substantial differences between the countries we
focused on. In particular, proportionally fewer of the large enterprises and of the public sector
enterprises in Estonia and Greece had both forms of representation in place when compared with their
counterparts from the other countries.

Figure 4.2: Proportion (%) of enterprises reporting the presence of both general and specialist
health and safety arrangements for worker representation, by enterprise size and country
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Figure 4.3: Proportion (%) of enterprises reporting the presence of both general and specialist
health and safety arrangements for worker representation, by sector and country
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4.3 Involvement
ESENER-2 respondents were also asked about the involvement of workers in the design and
implementation of two types of prevention measure: the first in relation to measures taken following risk
assessment and the second concerning measures to prevent psychosocial risks. For ESENER-2 EU28 enterprises with 10 or more employees, 33 % reported that their workers were involved in the design
and implementation of both these types of prevention measure, while 21 % reported no involvement in
either. Considering the seven countries we were focused on, variations were again apparent, with
comparatively lower proportions of Spanish, Swedish and United Kingdom enterprises reporting no
worker involvement in either measure (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4: Proportion (%) of enterprises reporting worker involvement 17 in the design and
implementation of measures taken following risk assessment and measures taken to address
psychosocial risks, by country
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Involvement is defined as the respondent agreeing that, when measures had to be taken following a risk assessment, employees
were usually involved in their design and implementation and that employees had a role in the design and set-up of measures to
address psychosocial risks. The former was only asked of respondents whose establishment carried out regular risk assessments,
and the latter was asked of those respondents whose establishment had used any of four measures to prevent psychosocial risks
in the previous three years.
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4.4 Participation
Considering worker representation and worker involvement together, when compared with the EU-28,
fewer enterprises in Sweden and the United Kingdom had no arrangements for worker representation
in place and reported no worker involvement, while substantially more enterprises in Greece fell into
this group (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5: Proportion (%) of enterprises reporting no worker participation 18 arrangements for
ESENER-2 EU-28 respondent enterprises with 10 or more employees, by country
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4.5 Comparisons with national data
As we indicated in Chapter 3, concerns have been raised about the reliability of the seemingly high
levels of the various measures of representation and participation on OSH reported in ESENER-2 (as
indeed was the case in relation to ESENER-1). To put the ESENER-2 figures in perspective, therefore,
we also looked at available national data in each of the seven countries — which in most cases serve
to add support for such concern, either directly or indirectly, as they are not always measuring the same.
That is, where national measures of representation and participation are available they indicate a lower
presence of such arrangements than is evident from both ESENER-1 and ESENER-2.
For example, in the United Kingdom, probably the best and most consistent series of surveys of the
institutions and practice of employment relations is that provided by the Workplace Industrial Relations
Survey (later Workplace Employee Relations Survey (WERS)) series. Between 1980 and 2011, six of
these surveys were conducted. They collected information on health and safety arrangements in British
industry, albeit with some differences in the minimum threshold of establishments surveyed. From them
it can be seen that broadly comparable information exists for the period 1980 to 1998, which relates to
three types of arrangement whereby employees had a formal voice in health and safety together with a
further residual category of ‘other arrangements’. The three formal arrangements are those for joint
committees, which deal exclusively with health and safety matters; for joint committees that deal with
health and safety along with other matters; and cases where individual safety representatives are
present but in the absence of a committee. Based on these data, it seems that although joint committees
were less in evidence in 1998 than they had been in 1980, there was no clear trend and little sign either
of the effect of the new Health and Safety (Consultation with Employees) Regulations that had been
introduced in 1996. However, the effect of this new legislation became clear in a later WERS. Using a
new categorisation of health and safety arrangements, the 2004 WERS indicated that, since 1998, there
had been a shift from joint committees dealing with health and safety and an increase in resort to socalled ‘direct methods’. In fact, there had been a drop in the established means of giving employees
formal voice, from 51 % to 42 % of workplaces, and a rise in so-called ‘direct methods’, from 47 % to
57 %.

18

No arrangements for worker representation (either general or specialist OSH) and no involvement of workers in the design and
implementation of either type of prevention measure.
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Table 4.1: United Kingdom health and safety arrangements, 1998 to 2011
Percentages

1998

2004

2011

Single- or multi-issue joint committees

26

20

11

Free-standing worker representatives

25

22

21

Direct methods

47

57

66

No arrangements

2

1

2

Note: Workplaces with 10 or more employees. Source: Kersley et al., 2006:204, Table 7.12.

In their presentation of these data Kersley et al. (2006) were careful not to refer to ‘direct consultation’
(the category of consultation brought into existence by the 1996 regulations). This was advisable
because, as Nichols and Walters (2009) argue, the category they did use (‘direct methods’) is a ragbag.
It includes not only ‘consultation directly with the workforce’ but management chains, cascades and
staff meetings and also the use of newsletters, noticeboards and email. The term ‘direct methods’ thus
contains the possibility that what takes place may not, in any meaningful sense, be consultation at all
but just the more or less substantial one-way provision of information from management to employees.
Whatever the precise content of ‘direct methods’, these methods became more widespread between
1998 and 2005, at the expense of joint committees and worker representatives, each of which
arrangements for health and safety consultation fell. The findings of the 2011 WERS show this pattern
continues, and the more recent picture of consultation on health and safety in the United Kingdom
provided by the 2011 WERS (see Table 4.1 above) shows that, of the range of approaches used to
consult employees on health and safety, the most popular continued to be ‘direct methods of
consultation’, used in 66 % of workplaces. A fifth of workplaces (21 %) consulted through free-standing
employee representatives (that is, ones who do not sit on a consultative committee), 11 % had a
consultative committee which covers health and safety, and 2 % did not consult on health and safety.
These latter percentages, while not directly comparable, would be lower than those reported in
ESENER-1 and ESENER-2.
Similarly in Spain, the development of the figure of the prevention delegate can be followed through the
National Survey on Working Conditions 19 (ENCT) (Table 4.2). Overall, their spread increased from 54 %
in 2007 to 61 % in 2011, with a substantially greater presence in larger workplaces and a greater
presence in manufacturing (79.4 %), followed by construction (64.3 %) and services (58 %); the lowest
frequency is observed in the agricultural sector (32.5 %).

Table 4.2: Existence of prevention delegates in the workplace in Spain, by number of workers on
the establishment or workplace size
TOTAL

VI NATIONAL SURVEY OF WORKING
CONDITIONS 2007 (N=6,833)

19

1-10

11-49

50-249

>250

%

Yes

54.5

23.9

43.6

63.1

71.8

No

24.7

48.3

31.2

17

14.4

Don’t know/did not answer

20.4

27.7

24.7

19.7

12.7

Encuesta Nacional de Condiciones de Trabajo.
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TOTAL

VII NATIONAL SURVEY OF WORKING
CONDITIONS 2011 (N = 5,733)

1-10

11-49

50-249

>250

%
Yes

61.1

40.4

56.0

70.3

84.3

No

25.1

44.8

27.6

15.6

9.4

Don’t know/did not answer

13.7

14.8

16.4

14.0

6.3

Source: National Survey on Working Conditions (2007, 2011).

For the Netherlands, the ESENER data also appear to be an overestimation. According to the latest
Dutch data, 75 % of all companies with over 50 employees have a works council, that is, a form of
general representation 20. In companies with over 200 employees, this is 98 % 21. However, only half of
all works councils have also installed ‘specialist health and safety arrangements’ (OSH committees) 22,
so it is quite unlikely that over 90 % of large enterprises have ‘both’ health and safety arrangements for
worker representation, as is suggested by ESENER-2. In smaller companies (10-50 employees), only
28 % have installed a general form of representation, so once again the ESENER-2 findings clearly do
not match other findings in the Netherlands 23.
This mismatch may, to some extent, be explained by a mix up of two forms of ‘OSH representation’ in
the ESENER questionnaire — or at least, a misunderstanding on the side of the respondents. The
ESENER-2 survey asked about four forms of worker representation: works councils, trade union
representation, health and safety representatives and health and safety committees. The first two of
these were grouped together as ‘general’ worker representation and the second two as ‘specialist’ OSH
representation. In the Dutch legal system (both the Working Conditions Act and the Works Councils
Act), there is no such form of ‘specialist OSH representation’. There are ‘specialised’ worker
representatives in the form of ‘OSH Committees’, but these can only be installed on the basis of Article
15 of the Works Councils Act, which implies that there already is a works council. The figure of ‘health
and safety representative’ is therefore not present as in other countries in the study. What also exists
in the Netherlands are so-called ‘prevention workers’, however these cannot be considered as worker
representatives, since this is not their function and they are not elected by the workforce but rather
appointed by the employer 24.
Still, it is clear that, as in other countries, in most of the larger companies some sort of worker
representation is in place — as has been said above, three out of four have a general form of
representation (Table 4.3), half of which have an OSH Committee. Therefore, less than 40 % of all
companies of 50+ employees have specific representation in OSH matters. But it is clear that those
works councils that do not have an OSH committee address health and safety matters regularly 25. On
the other hand, in a quarter of all 50+ companies there is no form of formal representation, and in
smaller companies the fraction is even smaller.

20

Visee (2012:7); Inspectie SZW (2015:38).

21

Visee (2012:7).

22

Visee (2012:12).

23

Findings by the Labour Inspectorate indicate that in smaller companies (10-49 employees) the percentage is even lower, some
20 % (Inspectie SZW, 2015:38).

24

As of 2017, the works council will most likely get a legal right of approval in relation to the appointment of prevention workers,
following a change in the Dutch Working Conditions Act (now submitted to the senate/Eerste Kamer).

25

Visee (2012:14); Popma (2003).
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Table 4.3: Percentage of enterprises in the Netherlands with works councils or employee
representatives
Works council

Employee representative body

10-49

16 %

12 %

50-74

61 %

11 %

75-99

70 %

6%

100-199

84 %

5%

200+

94 %

1%

Source: Visee (2012).

Moreover, Dutch survey results indicate that the main reason for employers to install some form of
worker representation is because they feel they are legally obliged to do so (74 %), whereas only one
out of five employers (21 %) state that they installed a works council voluntarily — because they
themselves felt a need to do so 26.
Similarly, in Sweden there are a variety of reports that consistently indicate both lower national
estimates than those provided in ESENER and, as in the United Kingdom, a downward trend in the
presence of these arrangements for representation on OSH. Out of 376,000 workplaces, 139,000 have
5 or more employees (and thus should appoint representatives; SCB, 2014). It is estimated there are,
in all, something in the order of 95,000 health and safety representatives, of which 57,850 are from LO
unions 27. The remainder are TCO (31,550) and SACO (5,600) representatives. The majority of these
white-collar representatives are found in larger workplaces, in which in most cases there are also LO
unions with representatives. Even with the increase of pure white-collar workplaces, the TCO and
SACO representatives probably cover at most some 8,000-13,000 additional workplaces to those
already covered by the LO representatives — and quite likely less than this. In all, therefore, it is
estimated that there are safety representatives in at most 35-40,000 out of the 139,000 workplaces in
Sweden, or in around 25 % to 28 % of them. There are no national figures on joint safety committees,
since the Swedish Work Environment Authority (SWEA) closed its central register of representatives
and joint committees in 2005 (to cut costs). However, Gellerstedt (2012) indicates that 74 % of
representatives in his survey answered that there was such a committee in their workplace, while an
LO 2006 survey of their representatives gave a figure of 70 %. However, the increase is more likely due
to a further concentration of safety representatives in larger workplaces than an effect of a growing
number of joint committees.
National data from other EU Member States in our study suggest further discrepancy with ESENER.
In Greece there are no routine surveys that collect reliable data on patterns of representation on OSH,
but the few studies that have been undertaken again suggest that the occurrence of what falls within
the definition of representation on OSH we are using in this report is considerably less than that reported
in ESENER. According to Lampousaki (2014):
Health and safety committees can be set up in companies employing over 50 workers; however,
such companies represent only 2 % of the total number of enterprises and, in any event, health
committees have been established in only 30 % of the eligible companies. Thus, worker
representation in the workplace is, overall, inadequate.

26

Visee (2012:18).

27

There are three main trade union confederations in Sweden. Traditionally, LO, the largest, represented manual workers, TCO
represented clerical, white-collar workers and SACO represented professionals, although nowadays the distinctions are less
clear-cut.
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Earlier studies also suggested quite incomplete coverage. For example, according to Banoutsos, and
based on figures by the Ministry of Labour, ‘OSH committees have been set up in about 45 % of the
enterprises in manufacturing with more than 150 employees. Considering the very small percentage of
enterprises with more than 150 employees, it is evident that the actual implementation of statuary
provisions is very limited, even if one takes into account the public sector’ (Banoutsos, 1994). A study
conducted by the Labour Center of Athens in 1998 revealed that an elected or appointed OSH
Committee existed only in 18.5 % of workplaces (EKA, 2000).
As we detailed in Chapter 4, in Greece, works councils have statutory rights to make decisions in
conjunction with the employer on the preparation of ‘Occupational Health and Safety internal rules of
procedure’ for the company (Law 1767/1988, Law 2294/1994). They also have co-determination rights
concerning aspects of rehabilitation following the return to work of an employee who has suffered
disability as a result of a previous work accident while working for the company. However, works
councils are rarely found in Greek companies.
Somewhat in contrast, in Estonia national statistics from the ‘Work Life Survey’ suggest that coverage
by safety representatives is increasing. Figures indicate that just over half of all workplaces claimed to
have a working environment representative in 2015 — a substantial increase over previous surveys in
2009. Other surveys suggest similar increases, although coverage shows some regional variations and
the anticipated bias towards greater representation in larger enterprises and lower and more uneven
patterns in smaller ones. However, it should be remembered that the extremely low trade union density
in Estonia probably means that these figures at best refer to forms of representation that to all intents
and purposes are not comparable with the definitions we have provided; once again, the Estonian
national figures do not correspond to those in ESENER.
While these differences point to the need for some caution in interpreting the ESENER data as
measures of the absolute presence of various forms of arrangements for worker representation on OSH
in the countries studied, at the same time they are not in disagreement with the ESENER findings
concerning more relative matters. Thus, they report similar and expected differences found in provision
for representation by establishment size, and also are in agreement in some of their findings on the
influence of sector. Overall, as might be expected, in some countries the national data presents a more
detailed and nuanced picture than is available in ESENER. This reveals that generally the
implementation of statutory provisions on worker representation is to a greater or lesser extent
incomplete in all of the countries studied, and that workers in smaller establishments are poorly
represented regardless of whether the national provisions include or exempt them. This further supports
the conclusions of Chapter 4 concerning the need for particular forms of support for representative
participation on OSH in these firms. In most countries arrangements are also more developed in the
public sector than in the private sector, and in the case of the latter, they are usually more frequently
found in manufacturing than in private services. In all these situations, the data on worker representation
on OSH broadly parallels that concerning the presence of organised labour and most likely reflects the
influence of the latter on the implementation of arrangements for worker representation on OSH. Finally,
and perhaps of greatest significance is the strong suggestion — present in those countries such as
Sweden and the United Kingdom in which it is possible to measure trends over time — of a decline in
the presence of representative arrangements in recent decades. If, as the research reviewed in Chapter
2 indicates, this form of representation is not only provided for by statutory arrangements, but arguably
is also desirable because of its contribution to the prevention of work-related injuries and ill-health, then
its decline requires further investigation. Before addressing this further, however, we turn first to an
examination of what the analysis of ESENER-2 adds to existing evidence of the relationship between
arrangements for worker representation and good practice in OSH management.

4.6 Scrutiny of ESENER-2 for associations between worker
participation and good workplace occupational safety and
health practice
The secondary analysis of the ESENER-1 dataset discussed in Chapter 2 showed that having both
general and specialist forms of worker representation in combination with high levels of management
commitment to health and safety was strongly linked to higher levels of good OSH management
practices and to their perceived efficacy (Walters et al., 2012). In order to consider if this was again the
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case for the enterprises in the ESENER-2 survey of seven EU Member States, three composite
variables were produced. This approach took its lead from that used in the secondary analyses of
ESENER-1 (see van Stolk et al., 2012a, 2012b; Walters et al., 2012), and in each case the composite
variables were produced in the same way as those used in a recent secondary analysis of the ESENER2 dataset (Walters and Wadsworth, 2016).
Enterprises with both forms of representation arrangements in place, in combination with high levels of
management commitment, had higher mean OSH management and psychosocial and ergonomic risk
management scores in all seven countries (Figures 4.6 and 4.7).

Figure 4.6: Mean OSH management scores among enterprises, by worker representation
arrangement types, in combination with management commitment to health and safety, by
country
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Figure 4.7: Mean psychosocial and ergonomic risk management scores among enterprises, by
worker representation arrangement types, in combination with management commitment to
health and safety, by country
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These findings show that, in keeping with the earlier secondary analyses of ESENER-1 (Walters et al.,
2012), having both general and specialist forms of worker representation in combination with high levels
of management commitment to health and safety is linked to higher levels of good OSH and good
psychosocial and ergonomic risk management practice among the seven countries’ enterprises in
ESENER-2. However, as described above, arrangements for worker representation vary with both
enterprise size and the sector of operation, as do good OSH and psychosocial and ergonomic risk
management 28. It was therefore important to consider whether these associations were independent of
enterprise size and sector. This was explored using binary logistic regression analyses, again following
the approach used in an earlier analysis of the ESENER-2 data (Walters and Wadsworth, 2016). These
suggested that the association between representation arrangements in combination with management
commitment and both OSH and psychosocial and ergonomic risk management measures was
independent of enterprise size, sector and country (Figures 4.8 and 4.9 — with supporting data shown
in Tables A1 and A2 in the Annex). In addition, the analyses summarised in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 suggest
that, independent of size, sector and representation arrangements in combination with management
commitment, enterprises in Spain, the United Kingdom, Sweden and the Netherlands were
comparatively more likely to have high levels of OSH risk management measures in place; while those
in Sweden were also comparatively more likely to have high levels of psychosocial and ergonomic risk
management measures in place. These findings provide strong support for the conclusion that
arrangements for worker representation in combination with high levels of management commitment
are linked to higher levels of good OSH and psychosocial and ergonomic risk management practice;
and that such good practice also varies by country, as well as by enterprise sector and size. This
suggests that the wider context in which representative arrangements, supported by management
commitment, are functioning in enterprises of various sizes and in various sectors is also important.

Figure 4.8: Odds ratios for high levels of OSH management measures for representation
combined with management commitment, enterprise size, sector and country
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28

Mean OSH management scores by size (small, medium, large): 5.02, 6.03, 6.43. Mean psychosocial and ergonomic risk
management scores by size (small, medium, large): 2.54, 3.19, 3.64. Mean OSH management scores by sector (private
producing, private services, public): 5.54, 4.96, 5.10. Mean psychosocial and ergonomic risk management scores by sector
(private producing, private services, public): 2.51, 2.57, 2.90.
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Figure 4.9: Odds ratios for high levels of psychosocial and ergonomic risk management
measures for representation combined with management commitment, enterprise size, sector
and country
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4.7 Conclusions
The results of the secondary analysis of ESENER-2 for the seven countries in the present study broadly
confirm what might be anticipated from the review of the research literature presented in Chapter 2 —
and add further empirical evidence to support the now well-established association between the
presence of arrangements for workers’ representation on health and safety and management
arrangements for health and safety. This was also the broad finding of the secondary analysis of the
data from ESENER-1 and as such, the ESENER-2 analysis confirms these previous findings. The same
qualification that was applied to that analysis and discussed in Chapter 2 applies here. That is, the
survey results tell us little about the direction of causation in such associations and do not provide
objective evidence of what the drivers are, or the supports for the implementation of such arrangements.
However, if we take account of previous qualitative research we can reasonably conclude that, in most
cases, arrangements for worker representation within establishments — originally implemented in
pursuit of the rights to such representation provided through legislation, either at the request of
organised labour at the establishment, or trade unions from outside it — have played a positive role in
wider arrangements to manage OSH within establishments.
Despite these positive findings, and leaving aside the fact that in most of the EU Member States in the
study, as a consequence of size-related exemptions, the statutory measures giving workers the right to
collective representation on OSH only apply to approximately half of those in employment, the
quantitative data analysed in this chapter concerning the presence of arrangements for worker
representation suggest that the potential of the legislative measures is only partially achieved in the
Member States we have studied. That is, in each Member State, it seems that such measures are
incompletely operationalised and there would appear to be many establishments in which arrangements
for worker representation, and worker representatives themselves, are not present, even though
according to the legislative requirements, they should be. While this observation is not entirely new, and
has already been noted in the research literature in some countries (see, for example, Nichols and
Walters, 2009), it does not appear to have been studied in any systematic or comparative way.
To understand what the reasons might be for the apparent discrepancy between what is allowed for in
the statutory provisions and what seems to be the reality of practice, it is necessary to remind ourselves
of the ‘preconditions for the effectiveness of worker representation’ identified by Walters and Nichols’
(2007) and elaborated in Chapter 2. Briefly, as a result of their studies in the United Kingdom, they
argued that while a strong legislative steer was important among these preconditions, it did not act on
its own, but was rather one of several contextual factors acting in concert to determine the uptake,
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implementation and practice of arrangements for worker representation on OSH. Such factors included
employer/management commitment to participative approaches to OSH, along with strong and
supportive trade union organisation inside and outside the establishment, which acted together to
ensure the implementation and operation of the statutory measures. In the case of the latter, the decline
in trade union density in many countries gives some cause to question the existence of ‘strong and
supportive trade union organisation.’ At the same time, in the case of the former, there has been a
substantial growth in more unitary methods of management, and employers have also increasingly
disengaged with the national and sectoral structures for collective bargaining. Thus, the ‘preconditions’
Walters and Nichols argued to be necessary for the appointment and operation of arrangements are no
longer always found to the extent they were when the statutory provisions were introduced in most of
the countries in our study. Nor are these provisions themselves the subject of enforcement by regulatory
agencies. Again, although this has never been studied systematically or comparatively, it seems clear
that legislative measures on worker representation on OSH in many EU Member States are in practice
facilitating, rather than acting through compulsion, and are seldom the subject of enforcement action.
But even if they were, reduced resourcing of labour inspectorates in many Member States in the present
study, combined with a reorientation of regulatory agencies to more ‘business friendly’ compliance
strategies in some, has no doubt acted to reduce the already limited pressure on employers to
implement statutory requirements on worker representation on OSH. Moreover, as indicated by the
United Kingdom data for example, in some cases employers may choose to implement more direct
methods of achieving worker participation that do not require representatives and still remain compliant
with national legislative requirements.
Furthermore, the data show that in the few countries in which it is possible to measure trends over time
in the presence of arrangements for worker representation in OSH, recent surveys report a reduced
presence of such worker representatives and joint committees. All of the reasons listed above may have
contributed to such a decline, which, given the wider contexts of governance, economic and regulatory
policies and labour relations in the EU, would seem set to continue. In the light of the general findings
presented here and elsewhere concerning the value of arrangements for worker representation in
contributing to good practice on health and safety management and its outcomes, this decline in their
presence should be of some concern.
As we stated in the opening paragraph of these Conclusions, while quantitative data may be extremely
useful in measuring the extent of arrangements for worker representation on OSH that are in place in
the EU Member States we have studied, as well as their associations with establishment size and sector,
they can tell us relatively little about the quality of their operation. It was to explore current experience
of this quality and the relations, internal and external to the establishment, that determine it, that
qualitative data on nearly 150 cases in seven EU Member States were collected and analysed. This
analysis also throws some further light on what determines the current presence of these arrangements
in the establishments we have studied, and it is to these matters that we turn in the remaining chapters
of this report.
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5 Representing workers on occupational safety and health
— patterns of representation and relations with
occupational safety and health risk management in
establishments with formal arrangements
5.1 Introduction
This chapter and the two that follow present an analysis of the qualitative findings of our study. These
three chapters are followed by a final chapter which reflects on the key elements of this analysis and
what it indicates about the comparative role of workers’ representation on OSH in the countries studied,
the determinants of such representation in the contexts in which it is delivered, and the impact of change
that continues to take place in these contexts upon its nature and likely effectiveness. They draw on
material presented in the national reports of findings from the seven countries we have studied and, as
such, they represent a selection from these detailed and varied findings. It will be recalled that our aim
in undertaking the comparative analysis of this report was to examine points of similarity and difference
in the operation of arrangements for worker representation across a range of countries. The countries
themselves are representative of variations in the systems for OSH, styles of regulation and patterns of
labour relations typically found in the EU. They were selected to enable some examination of the impact
of these contexts and the changes taking place within them on the relations of OSH representation
within workplaces in Europe (Chapter 2). In so doing, the further aims of the research were to help
explain, enrich and qualify the quantitative findings that emerged from our secondary analysis of the
ESENER-2 data on worker representation in OSH, which was the subject of the previous chapter. The
complexity of this task means that some explanation of the way in which we have organised the material
presented over these chapters is warranted.
The organising principles we have adopted to achieve our comparative account take as their point of
departure the main operational elements of the arrangements for worker representation that are
mandated in national statutory provisions (and which transpose those of EU Directives such as the
Framework Directive 89/391), along with what we already know from previous research reviewed in
Chapter 2 concerning the practice and effectiveness of worker representation on OSH and its likely
supports or constraints. In this, we present a comparative account of patterns of worker representation
on OSH in the cases and countries studied, and the motivations behind their establishment and
operation. This is followed by an analysis of some of the activities undertaken by worker representatives
in pursuit of their statutory entitlements. In preparing this account, we have taken arrangements for risk
assessment, evaluation and control to be central to the EU model of OSH management, as defined by
the requirements of the EU Framework Directive 89/391, and we compare experiences of worker
representation in different establishments, in different sectors, and in different countries, in relation to
this model. Following this, in the second of our findings chapters, we compare the provision of support
for the activities of worker representatives by looking at experiences of the operation of arrangements
for time off to conduct these activities and to receive training and information to do so. We also explore
experiences of support received from employers, managers, trade unions and fellow-workers in carrying
out the function of representation. Finally, we compare features of the ways in which representatives
approached the representation of their constituents’ interests to managers and employers that were
reported in the cases, and the extent to which they used any additional powers granted to them by the
relevant statutory provisions.
Both these two chapters are based on evidence from cases where there were formal arrangements in
place. However, as we pointed out in Chapter 3, in quite a significant minority of the cases in nearly all
of the countries we studied, when we visited the establishments we found that, contrary to what we had
been given to understand when these establishments were selected, either no such arrangements were
to be found or they were substantially modified according to the requirements of the employers or
managers concerned. They were therefore at some variance with what might have been anticipated
given the relevant statutory provisions. We have, therefore, devoted the third of our findings chapters
to exploring what happened to the representation of workers on OSH in these establishments. We
acknowledge that this distinction is something of a convenience of presentation and it partly obscures
the reality that the difference between these two scenarios is not quite as sharp as it might seem. In
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many ways, in fact, they together form part of an overlapping continuum of practices that are determined
in different ways by their economic, regulatory and labour relations contexts. We therefore return to a
discussion of the effects of such determinants in Chapter 8, which analyses our findings, and in which
we reflect on the whole range of forms taken by the representation of workers on OSH in our study and
on the role of contexts in determining their form, content and practice.

5.2 Patterns of worker representation on occupational safety and
health in the cases and countries studied
In all the Member States in the study, most of the larger establishments we visited had arrangements
for worker representation on OSH of one kind or another in place. In this respect, two broad situations
were in evidence in our sample. One concerned patterns of representation on OSH where works
councils were the main institution of worker representation, such as in the Netherlands and, to a large
extent, in Belgium. The other concerned the arrangements in place in the rest of the countries in the
study, which were based around worker representatives with particular functions in relation to OSH. In
practice, despite these institutional differences, there was considerable similarity in the quality of the
activities that constituted worker representation on OSH across all the establishments.
In the Netherlands, for example, in larger establishments in which works councils were prominent (12
of the 21 cases), in nearly all of them there were subcommittees of the works council which addressed
health and safety. Several of these were quite active in their engagement with OSH issues and felt that
they were a strong influence on the way things were done in OSH management in the establishment
— a feeling with which safety managers seemed to agree:
I think many employees even might prefer turning to the works council over addressing me. The
employees really know their way to the works council. This will reap valuable information on the
day-to-day practices on the shop floor level. In this respect, worker participation clearly adds to
OSH management, because the works council members really know what’s going on in practice
and there are many more works council members than OSH professionals. More eyes on the
shop floor will give you a better view of what’s going on.
Health and safety specialist, hospital

In Belgium, in workplaces with 50 or more workers a joint health and safety committee is required, and
these were evident in the establishments of this size included in the Belgian cases. However, while they
appear to have been institutionalised by law, the national report found that initiatives to undertake safety
tours or set up safety groups were largely driven by management and by the prevention adviser.
Nevertheless, because their constituents had elected them, many workers’ representatives shared a
sense of support from, and responsibility towards, those constituents. One representative said: ‘if you
do something for them they will never forget it’; and despite the institutionalisation of safety tours in
large establishments, another representative observed:
We have very articulate employees here. As soon as there is something, we hear it from them,
we don’t need to go and look for it.
Workers’ representative, large private services
In Estonia, representatives were present in most of the larger establishments and many of them
indicated that they had been elected to this role on account of their interest in OSH and their
preparedness to speak out on behalf of fellow workers. But in many cases they seemed to function in
practice largely as extensions of the OSH management systems in place, and their activities were quite
strongly influenced by managerial direction in this respect.
I myself can’t reach all workers. And not all workers want to tell us every single thing. So here,
representatives are very useful — they bring us the problems we wouldn’t hear otherwise.
Manager, large private producing
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In other scenarios the position of representatives was in practice more of a formality, and their actions
limited or non-existent.
Safety is important for me, but I don’t see that the rep can contribute a lot to the OSH issues.
He’s just a regular office worker. I talk to people myself — I’m on-site every day, so it’s not a
problem for me. I get all information from them.
Manager, small private producing
Moreover, many representatives indicated that they were allowed little time to undertake their
representational activities.
… I do not have enough time to deal with OSH issues as a rep. I have my obligations as a
manager of the sales department. There is a lot of work and I feel like I need to deal with ‘firefighting’ every day. I feel that the senior manager does not understand and does not value OSH,
as well as the whole importance of workers’ safe environment. I was elected as a rep because it
was required by the legislation, but practically I do not fulfil these duties as a rep and I am not
supported by top management.
Representative, large private services
The very low trade union density in Estonia means that, for the most part, these representatives were
not trade union representatives or even members of trade unions and so had no supportive connection
with unions.
In Spain, safety representatives in larger organisations in our sample were present, seemingly in
accordance with statutory requirements. They were clear that, in undertaking their functions, they used
their observations and communication with workers as their primary method to identify risks. As one
representative from a large manufacturing establishment put it: ‘my main function is to identify possible
risks by means of direct observations or conversations with workers’. At the same time, however, their
managers often indicated a preference for direct participation over legally mandated systems of worker
representation on OSH, and said:
The participation tools are set by law, but the channels of participation are laxer: if any worker
goes directly to management to inform of a risk he will have an answer.
Company manager, large manufacturing establishment
In the United Kingdom only a minority of the cases could have been said to have systems in place that
adequately reflected the prerequisites of the original regulatory requirements on safety representatives
and safety committees — the Safety Representatives and Safety Committees (SRSC) Regulations
1997 — and which in legal terms are still the ‘preferred model’ in the country (see Nichols and Walters,
2009). Indeed, in some cases, while such arrangements had been in place originally and were
remembered as such, over the years since their adoption they had been gradually modified according
to what was regarded as more appropriate to current circumstances. As one safety manager in a large
printing company put it when talking about the origins of the present system and that of the joint health
and safety committee:
It’s not something we’ve ever had to drive ourselves as management — originally it was driven
by the union. The union would say — we want you to put in a committee — so we put in a
committee […] the driver for them were the (SRSC) Regulations. What I’ve found has happened
now — as it evolved — is that the union is nowhere nearly as strong as it used to be — and now
I’ve got people who want to do it because they want to do it ….
Safety manager, large private producing
This manager also made it clear that he had selected all the safety representatives present in this
establishment, even though they were trade union representatives and technically appointed by the
trade unions under the SRSC Regulations. The practice for several years had been for him to choose
what he considered to be a suitable person; the senior union representative in the workplace would
then agree to his choice. This was confirmed to be the practice by both the health and safety
representative and the worker interviewed at the establishment. Occasionally in our British cases,
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however, the SRSC provisions were still seen as fundamental to the representation of the interests of
workers in an establishment. In a large multinational vehicle manufacturer, for example, in which there
was a strong trade union presence, health and safety representatives were actively involved in
delivering their functions as provided for by the SRSC Regulations. A worker here confirmed that the
trade union organisation at the establishment canvased its members, through the health and safety
representatives, about the issues it should be raising with management. She said she believed the
presence and union organisation at the workplace made it a much better and safer place:
You hear of the horror stories in other places, with people being bullied into all sorts of unsafe
practices. We wouldn’t get those sorts of things here because the union wouldn’t let it happen. If
a supervisor told someone to ‘get on the truck and do that’ and it was risky, the union would just
step in and stop it. Unions are essential, they stop people being bullied into doing things that
aren’t right and aren’t safe. They’re essential — we can say here, ‘on your bike, I’m not doing
that’ and we’re able to say that because we have a strong union.
Worker, large private producing
In contrast to this more conflictual approach to representation, in Sweden cooperation and consensus
was more commonly regarded as an important element of the effective operation of the statutory
arrangements in place at the establishments. A school superintendent with work environment
management responsibility, for example, when talking about the relations between the health and safety
representatives and managers, explained how good cooperation was a key factor in their work
environment management:
We have really good cooperation, and a really good cooperative group. We have a good time
together and rarely disagree on anything. Almost never, actually. So we have a well-functioning
cooperation. We don’t think that we work against each other.
Manager, medium public
The absence of overt conflict gave room for constructive dialogue, focused on mutual problem-solving
and strategic planning, and the superintendent claimed this distinguished the school from other
establishments in which conflict hampered dialogue. The Swedish report makes plain, however, that to
say that there was a lack of conflict is not the same as to say that there were no conflicting interests
when it came to health and safety matters. Rather, the consensus perspective described in the quote
is better interpreted as an agreement to follow the rules on the process for managing the work
environment. There was a belief, shared among other representatives and managers, that a good
dialogue was one that should be open for discussing different views without questioning the cooperative
model as such. This, however, required both parties to show mutual respect for each other and for the
process. An HR strategist in a large municipal administration with several thousand employees
described what she thought was the key factor for establishing a well-functioning cooperation:
I think it is much about creating involvement. And, it sounds like a cliché, doesn’t it! [laughter] …
And also, as top manager, [you have] to ask the union representatives — how do YOU want it to
be? How can WE make this as good as possible? … It’s not that we have the same opinions as
the unions — and we shouldn’t have — but that we can have a good dialogue, so it doesn’t
become some sort of fight.
Manager, large public
According to the Swedish experience, therefore, constructive worker participation in work environment
management required that the different roles of participants were clear and that the relations were
maintained in a way that contributed to dialogue:
We have said from the beginning that the safety representative and I work together with these
issues, with our different roles.
Manager, small private
This theme of ‘working together with different roles’ was present in the majority of establishment
interviews with both employer representatives and safety representatives in Sweden. At the same time,
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however, it needs to be remembered that these were unionised establishments and it is no coincidence
that the comparatively high trade union density in Sweden means that the balance of power between
organised labour and capital has been far more evenly distributed there than in the other countries
included in the present research. Arguably, it was the creation of a more level playing field than is
possible elsewhere which allowed the construction of structures and processes to promote consensus
from underlying pluralism on OSH and their embedding in Swedish establishments. Despite the erosion
of trade union density and power in recent decades, they remain comparatively high in Sweden and the
effects seem to be more sustained than elsewhere.
This said, other practices concerning the appointment of health and safety representatives not
infrequently reported in the cases we studied sounded somewhat more negative. In several countries,
there were examples of respondents reporting difficulties in persuading workers to take on the role of
health and safety representatives, which often existed alongside wider concerns about finding sufficient
employee representative members for bodies such as works councils. In the Netherlands, for example,
finding enough workers willing to become works councillors and remain in this office over significant
periods of time is recognised as a widespread problem, and is particularly acute in high-demand/highskilled work organisations.
In other countries, similar situations occur in these kinds of organisations even where there is a
comparatively strong trade union presence. In Sweden, for example, several of the establishments
studied reported difficulties in finding employees with an interest in the role of safety representative,
and this was the case in establishments with both high and low levels of unionisation. In such scenarios,
it was the employer who eventually found the representatives. Furthermore, it was also clear that in
some establishments the appointment of health and safety representatives by the management was a
practice condoned by the union organisation within the workplaces in which it occurred:
We have said that if the employees at the local offices do not choose an SR [safety
representative], then the local manager shall appoint one. Because we need to have SRs.
Chief safety representative, large private service
Similar findings were reported in the United Kingdom where, in several cases, whatever the origins of
arrangements for worker representation on OSH, it was the safety manager who organised the selection
and appointment of health and safety representatives, as the quote above concerning a large and
strongly unionised printing establishment makes clear. In situations such as this, representatives often
saw themselves as primarily responsible to the safety management within the establishment and,
furthermore, conceived their activities as safety representatives as somewhat remote from other trade
union representational activities, suggesting a similar orientation to that indicated in the quote from the
Swedish case above. As one British representative put it:
You can’t be a health and safety representative and be on the (union workplace) Committee —
you can’t have two hats on.
Health and safety representative, large private producing
In sum, therefore, among the cases studied in all countries, there were examples of arrangements for
worker representation on OSH that respondents felt made important contributions to the management
of OSH and its outcomes in the establishment, and which owed their existence to the appointment of
representatives and the setting up of joint arrangements for representation and consultation under the
provisions of the relevant statutory requirements. In as far as this was the case, it could be said that
such a finding might be anticipated from the known preconditions for the presence and effectiveness of
arrangements for worker representation on OSH, of which the existence of statutory measures is one.
But, arguably, the arrangements in place often varied from what was required by the statutory provisions,
their implementation being influenced by other factors both within establishments and in the wider
contexts in which the establishments operated.
A second important point to bear in mind is the extent to which these arrangements could be said to be
‘typical’ of those supporting workers’ representation on OSH that were found in establishments more
widely in the countries studied. As we pointed out earlier, national quantitative studies suggest there is
far from complete uptake of arrangements for the representation of workers on OSH in establishments
more generally in all the countries studied. This was also true even among the establishments that
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made up our cases. Although we had anticipated our selection of cases to represent a better than
average sample (because it was drawn from a population of respondents to ESENER-2 who had agreed
to participate in a follow-up as discussed in Chapter 3), in fact we found only limited examples of
establishments in which the statutory provisions could be said to support highly developed
arrangements for worker representation on OSH. We identified several possible reasons for this limited
uptake and operation of measures on worker representation on OSH. One of these, which is also
commonly identified in the previous studies, reviewed in Chapter 2, is the extent of the commitment of
employers and managers to the participative approaches to OSH management. But it is important to
also note that in a number of the cases we studied, employer reluctance to engage with the ‘preferred
options’ of the statutory measures on the appointment and operation of joint arrangements was not the
only reason for their limited uptake and the variations from the statutory model we observed. It appears
that in these cases both employee reluctance to take on the role of representative, along with a
willingness of organised labour within these workplaces to allow the management of the organisation
to conduct both the appointment and operation of joint arrangements, also played a role in determining
the nature and orientation of the so-called joint arrangements on OSH.

5.3 Risk assessment, occupational safety and health management
and the role of worker representation
Risk assessment has been at the centre of the process-based regulatory approach to OSH in the EU
since the adoption of the Framework Directive 89/391 in 1989. Since representation and consultation
with workers is also one of the cornerstones of the same regulatory approach, it might be anticipated
that this would extend to the risk assessment process, and evidence of the extent to which employers
facilitate such engagement with risk assessment would constitute an important measure of the support
for worker representation in the establishments studied. ESENER-2 indicated that risk assessment was
undertaken by a large majority of respondents. It was also one of the measures that we used to
construct our composite OSH management score discussed in Chapter 4. From the relationship
between this and the measures of worker representation in ESENER-2, we might anticipate worker
representatives displaying a significant degree of involvement with risk assessment as part of their
engagement with OSH management in the establishments studied. However, there are some problems
with this interpretation that require closer scrutiny. What is meant by the term ‘risk assessment’ needs
to be clarified, because since it has entered into general usage in OSH management it has become
subject to several different meanings. For example, in its loosest sense it is sometimes used to describe
any form of health and safety risk identification that might occur within a workplace, thereby covering
the identification of hazards during safety tours or inspections with or without further reporting and
remedying. At the other end of the spectrum of meanings attributed to the term, it connotes a formal
process by which risks of a particular machine, operation or process are identified and evaluated, and
by which a plan to control them is designed, implemented and monitored — as is illustrated in Figure
5.1 below. Commonly, it is further used to convey a part of this process, but it is not always clear exactly
which part is meant in such usage. Establishing both the extent of the practice of risk assessment and
that of the representation of workers’ perspectives within it, therefore, depends on understanding how
the term is understood and used by respondents.
In Figure 5.1 we have reproduced the idealised form of worker representation in the whole process of
risk assessment and management that appeared in the Dutch national report. This illustrates the
centrality of the risk management cycle in the process of OSH management, with an indication of the
potential role for worker representation at each of its key stages, along with the regulatory support for
that role in the Netherlands, and its anticipated beneficial effects.
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Figure 5.1: Risk management cycle and worker participation

While this applies specifically to Dutch regulatory contexts, it has general salience in all the other
countries in the study too. However, it is a practice that was not widely found in its entirely in anything
like the majority of establishments we examined in detail. Even in the Netherlands itself, practice clearly
fell short of the model represented in Figure 5.1. Indeed, in a few cases, the role of formal worker
participation in risk assessment seemed to have been non-existent and interviewees were not aware
that the works council or employee representative body had statutory rights to a role in this respect. In
most cases where there was a works council, however, it had some degree of involvement in the
process of risk assessment. Generally, this involvement was found to be beneficial in previous studies.
For example, Popma (2003) noted that in companies where works councils had been consulted on risk
assessment by the employer, labour inspectors more often considered the risk assessment to be
geared to the actual risks in the company — and significantly so in smaller companies. Secondary
analysis of the 2006 Arbomonitor by the Dutch Labour Inspectorate revealed the same effect (Popma,
2009). Based on this earlier work and the findings of the present study in the Netherlands, Popma
argues that the effects of worker participation in risk assessment may be threefold:




cataloguing risks/incidents, to put the issue of health and safety on the agenda;
adding shop floor knowledge to an ongoing risk assessment (or other ways of looking for risks
or incidents);
checking the quality of the risk assessment as conducted by the OSH specialists.

In the Dutch cases, only one establishment showed strong indications of the more activist approach
identified by the first bullet point, with the works council systematically cataloguing risks itself. In this,
as in other cases, risk identification occurred most commonly as a result of safety tours and the like, in
which works council members with OSH functions participated. In one company, the works council
conducted its own safety tours, partly as a way of raising its profile with workers:
Our OSH Committee has a focused approach of performing safety tours. We visit different
departments every time, and different machines. Partly planned, but also partly in reaction to
things that may have happened some place. We also check if workplaces look safe and tidy.
Works council member, large producing
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As with the direct participation of workers in risk assessment, there was an acknowledgement that
during such processes, at least as far as written risk assessments were concerned, the addition of
workers’ knowledge could improve management understandings about workplace risk. However, more
commonly, the works council was not engaged with the practice of risk identification and assessment
but only with its outcomes — as the following quote indicates:
As a works council, we get to see the risk inventory and the plan of action. But we do not
contribute much to it. We limit ourselves to checking its contents.
Works council member, medium public
Nevertheless, this approach did not necessarily mean that the works council had no power to influence
the outcomes of the risk assessment. For example, it could do so by demanding action once its quality
had been checked, as illustrated in the following quote from a works council member:
Our works council has run through the risk assessment, using checklists and the sector’s OSH
Catalogue. We also made a tour, where each works council member had to take at least two
pictures of unsafe situations on the shop floor. On the basis of our findings, we concluded that
the risk assessment was not in compliance with current legislation. We also found out that the
risk assessment looks nice on paper, but was insufficiently known by the workers and the shift
leaders.
Works council member, large private services
A further issue in the Netherlands concerned the nature of the risks that were identified and assessed.
Two elements illustrate this. The first involves the influence of instruments and methods used in risk
assessment. For example, in general there is widespread use in the Netherlands of tools such as the
Dutch RI&E 29 to undertake risk assessment. However, there were relatively few examples of the use of
such tools among the establishments in the present study. The main reason we found only a limited
number in our sample is that these kinds of tools are generally aimed at use in small and micro
companies (those with 25 or fewer employees). Generally speaking, though, the use of these tools and
their underlying methods may be criticised — as they were by the Dutch labour inspectors in a previous
study, where it was suggested that their computer-based assessments could be operated in ways that
may have the effect of keeping ‘worker participation at a distance’ (also Popma, 2009). This also
seemed to be the case in the present study, where one Dutch manager said:
There is this branch risk assessment tool I know of. I fill it out personally. During our relocation I
adapted it. The worker representative doesn’t know of this. She is only a part-timer.
Owner/manager, small private producing
The second element concerns the nature of the risks identified and assessed. In the Netherlands,
although psychosocial risks were acknowledged as a growing challenge, there was little in the way of
effective strategies with which worker representatives were able to address them. As a works council
representative put it:
The main problem is: how can we, as a works council, tackle the issue? Human Resources are
doing their best to discuss the issue in the teams, but in practice it hardly happens. And we as a
works council are trying to take the lead, but we simply can’t pull it off properly.
Works council member, medium private mental health care service

29

RI&E is a web-based interactive tool to assist risk assessment. OiRA, the Online Interactive Risk Assessment, is based on this
Dutch tool but several changes have been introduced and the available features are not the same
(http://www.oiraproject.eu/oira-platform).
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5.3.1 Risk assessment and representation in other countries
This was broadly the situation in all the other countries in the study. Because of the particular challenges
associated with the assessment and management of psychosocial risks, we will discuss separately the
qualitative evidence of the role of representation in these matters in the next section.
Returning to the assessment of more conventional risks, in Sweden, employers in larger establishments
organised procedures of risk assessment in compliance with regulatory requirements on Systematic
Work Environment Management. Swedish health and safety representatives had rights to participate in
this. However, some interviewees suggested that the approach to systematic work environment
management had acted to change the role of safety representatives from being local work environment
actors themselves, to requiring them to make more of their role in monitoring how managers implement
risk assessments and action plans. This has led to some role confusion. At the same time, there has
also been a trend towards more direct participation between individual workers and their managers,
especially in more advanced production where greater worker involvement in quality issues and with IT
systems was sought (Antonsson et al., 2011).
There were many positive examples of the involvement of representatives in risk assessments reported
by managers in the establishments studied in Sweden, which suggested that besides being active in
committee meetings and work groups, safety representatives in most of the establishments participated
in risk assessments and safety inspection rounds. Issues found on those occasions were then managed
at the committee meetings in larger establishments. Some companies, especially the larger private
producing companies, had elaborate systems for dealing with reports from inspection rounds, risk
assessments, accidents, incidents, observations and deviations. Others were more dependent on
personal observations and reporting, where safety representatives were seen as critical in bringing
attention to important aspects of the work environment.
They come with valuable input, I absolutely think so. We get to hear many things that managers
or HR would not be able to catch up on in other ways.
Manager, small private service
Input from safety representatives was also used to improve efficiency and quality in the process of
environment management. In some establishments with elaborate management systems, including
several different forms of risk assessments as well as quality audits, there was an identified need to
continuously define what issue was to be handled in which process. One employer representative
expressed a wish for increased use of safety representatives in this improvement process:
And I would like them to help us lift the safety inspection rounds to the correct level, that they can
point [out] that ‘this does do not belong to the safety round protocol’ — you have to write a nonconformity report instead.
Manager, large private producing
In Belgium, notions of what constituted ‘risk assessment’ also varied in the establishments and were
strongly influenced by sector and size. In larger workplaces, for example, engineers, together with
workers working at specific machines, often conducted operational risk assessments. Workers’
representatives could participate in these risk assessments, but in most of the companies time
constraints meant that they did so infrequently. Generally, participation in risk assessment was limited
to the direct participation of affected workers. However, where the establishment was large enough for
the Committee for Prevention and Protection at Work (CPPW) to be present, the committee was
informed of the risk assessment procedure and was required to approve the risk assessment report.
Besides general risk analysis, safety tours were also regularly undertaken in larger Belgian
establishments, during which risks were identified. Representatives reported that these tours were a
useful way to have direct contact with workers, to better understand the risks they encountered. Usually
the representatives’ involvement in these tours was at the invitation of the establishment prevention
adviser, who organised them. Typically, the CPPW (or a delegation of it) was invited to visit a
department — observing, checking equipment and talking to workers. One safety manager said that
the knowledge that such a tour, in which both the OSH manager and workers’ representatives
participated, might occur in their department stimulated workers to take care of their workstation.
Another safety manager described safety tours as:
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[…] an opportunity to show workers’ reps how things are actually happening in practice, and
avoid useless discussions at CPPW when reps do not really know what they are talking about.
Safety manager, large producing
The frequency of safety tours varied. In some establishments, they took place every week and were
limited to a small part of the workplace. In others, they took place monthly, and concerned a whole
department. In some companies, safety tours also took place following a change in the work
environment to identify and assess consequent changes in risk. Generally, either the workers’
representatives or the safety manager prepared a report of the safety tour, which was presented to the
CPPW for approval and to commission necessary prevention measures as a follow-up.
In Spain, health and safety representatives were reported to have a significant role in detecting risk in
large and medium-sized enterprises. By and large, they use their direct observations and direct
communication with workers as their main tools to identify risks. Interviewees reported that when an
employee identified a risk, he or she communicated with the safety delegate, who then informed
management in one of the OSH committee meetings:
My main function is to identify possible risks by means of direct observation or conversations with
workers.
Safety representative, medium public services
The safety delegates generally acted to seek solutions to workers’ problems. There were, therefore,
some issues that did not pass through the health and safety committee because they could be
addressed more directly. But it was also observed that the approach was not always effective; there
were sometimes risks that were not reported by workers and there were those risks, such as
psychosocial ones, which because of their nature, were difficult to communicate.
Representatives in some enterprises suggested that one of the main problems with risk assessment
concerned the feedback of information to workers. Others regarded increased direct participation with
some degree of ambivalence. On the one hand, it opened up new channels for participation; on the
other, the direct participation of workers in risk assessment encouraged by prevention technicians also
sometimes served to marginalise the role of the safety delegates as representatives. Larger companies
often also had an internal risk prevention service, which provided, among other things, an annual risk
prevention assessment and a risk prevention plan. In most cases, the health and safety representatives
had direct, frequent and good communication with this service, but in some instances it was reported
that the prevention service did not share information with the health and safety representative.
In Greece, establishments reported that workers’ representatives were usually consulted during the
process of risk assessment, but closer examination of such claims led to the conclusion that this
consultation concerned the completed risk assessment, which in larger organisations had usually been
drafted by an internal prevention service. Representatives and health and safety committees also
undertook their own or joint safety inspections and submitted their findings on hazards and risks thus
identified to the safety engineers and management. Generally, they focused on traditional physical risks.
In Estonia, the quality of risk assessment and the involvement of representatives varied in different
sectors and generally increased with increasing establishment size — as the ESENER-2 quantitative
data also showed. However, traditional physical risks were more likely to be assessed. While there was
some involvement of both workers and their representatives in risk assessment, it was not systematic
or formalised, and workers and their representatives were often unaware of the results of risk
assessments.
In the United Kingdom, as we saw in Chapter 2, previous research on the activities of health and safety
representatives suggested they had only limited involvement in the practice of risk assessment, mostly
being consulted concerning its outcomes rather than being involved in its execution. While this seems
to have also been the practice in many of the British establishments included in the present study, there
were also examples where representatives were involved in its operation. As the British report makes
clear, in the establishments in the private producing sector in particular, the model of safety
management in place was most often based around risk assessment and subsequent inspection,
auditing and feedback loops. In the public sector establishments, this approach was usually in evidence
to a far lesser extent. In nearly all cases, the health and safety managers led these systems, with
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representatives participating and reporting their contributions to them. As one health and safety
manager put it:
Things like risk assessments, workplace inspections and so on, I’ll be conducting those with the
assistance from the representatives, possibly with the manager of the department but not always.
Health and safety manager, large private producing
Aside from this routine monitoring, generally representatives reported fairly limited involvement in the
assessment of risks that were new to the establishment. Such risks were assessed through the
operators, supervisors and managers producing risk assessment method statements (RAMS) at the
start of a new task, or by acquiring relevant documentation accompanying the purchase of substances
and equipment, or through advice from representatives of the manufacturers of new equipment, or by
other specialists and the like. In keeping with findings reported in previous research, health and safety
representatives reported being informed of the results of these forms of risk assessment and having
access to them, but were not significantly involved in undertaking them. There were exceptions,
however, and in some private producing establishments representatives talked about being involved in
risk assessment during the installation of new machinery or during the modification or resetting of
existing machines.
In short, therefore, while the notion of ‘risk assessment’ is very much a part of the lexicon of OSH in all
the countries, the qualitative study presents a far more nuanced picture of practice than is revealed by
quantitative data describing its occurrence. Specifically in relation to the role of worker representation
in risk assessment practices, it provides a picture of mixed experience that is clearly influenced by the
same set of wider determinants of worker representation in this process as are evident in many of the
other activities in which the statutory provisions anticipate their involvement. We will reflect on the nature
and extent of these determinants in a later chapter, but we conclude that as far as the practice of risk
assessment is concerned, while there are examples of quite advanced involvement of representatives
in these practices in some establishments, and good reasons to suppose that such involvement is
beneficial, its extent is limited. Moreover, most commonly, where there is some involvement of
representatives in the practice of risk assessment (as opposed to consultation on its outcomes), it
occurs under the direction of the OSH manager/adviser in the establishment. Overall, the qualitative
findings suggest there is much room for greater and more independent involvement of representatives
in risk assessment practices in many establishments across all of the countries in our study.
As indicated earlier in this section, one of the most problematic areas for the role of representation in
risk assessment and evaluation highlighted by the qualitative data from all countries concerned
psychosocial risks. Given their widely acknowledged increasing incidence and association with
changing patterns of work organisation, they are of particular importance. Indeed the quantitative results
of ESENER point to their significance across the EU generally. Secondary analysis of the data from
both ESENER-1 and ESENER-2 discussed in previous chapters also suggests a relationship between
the presence of arrangements for worker representation, OSH management and the greater
participation of workers in the assessment of psychosocial risks. While this analysis of quantitative data
may suggest such a positive relationship, qualitative data from the majority of the countries in our study
indicate that this relationship is far from straightforward and its analysis points to several elements that
are problematic. The qualitative evidence strongly supports what is already known from other studies
discussed in Chapter 2 — that is, while in theory it should be possible to assess, evaluate and manage
psychosocial risks participatively, in practice this task is confronted with significant challenges for
routine methods of risk assessment commonly applied in the case of more conventional OSH risks.
Representing workers’ interests in this process is especially challenging (Walters, 2011) and evidence
of the nature of these challenges is important. Therefore, we have devoted the following section to this
evidence and its implications.
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5.4 Qualitative experiences of risk assessment and evaluation of
psychosocial risks
Taking the national report on arrangements in Sweden as our point of departure, we find widespread
acknowledgement that conventional methods of risk assessment, evaluation and control in which
representatives and managers were involved in the establishments studied were neither well-suited nor
frequently applied to addressing psychosocial risks. There were several reasons that respondents gave
for this:






Assessment often required scrutiny of elements of the organisation of work that were neither
obvious during the physical inspection of the workplace, nor necessarily regarded as matters
that should be included in ‘normal’ work environment management.
Excluding workload and work task performance from the systematic management of the work
environment meant that many decisions that could be of major importance for the work
environment and for workers’ health were not within the reach of the representative participation
that is a part of the arrangements for managing work environment risks. For example, some
respondents indicated that, in their experience, decisions on matters such as downsizing or
staff reductions were not accompanied by a risk assessment of the work situation for the
remaining employees.
This split was also reflected in the organisation of the operational management within
establishments. For example, in private producing industries, the department responsible for
quality, or its equivalent, often undertook coordination of work environment management. This
was because most of the problems — and solutions — in the management of the work
environment concerned production and how it could be designed, or redesigned, to decrease
physical risks. Worker participation in these processes was a matter for line managers, workers
and safety representatives. When it came to psychosocial issues, however, they were said to
be ‘about people’ and were instead to a great extent referred to the Human Resources (HR)
department to deal with. HR was, in most establishments, a support function without authority
to make decisions on workplace design or on how work tasks should be performed. Hence,
increasing the role of HR when it came to psychosocial work environment management may at
the same time have served to limit worker influence on these issues.

The problems that these approaches to psychosocial issues caused were recognised by both managers
and representatives in Sweden. And there were also further problems reported by the Swedish
informants. Sometimes they were because workers or managers felt uncomfortable talking about issues
such as stress or interpersonal conflicts with managers or other workers. In these situations, safety
representatives might be acknowledged to be an important conduit for such discussion:
The more sensitive issues (psychosocial) are not addressed in meetings. They (employees) talk
directly to their SR [safety representative], in their role.
Manager, small private services
But, although in some Swedish establishments talking to safety representatives instead of line
managers was seen as a possibility enabling workers to address issues that they felt were too sensitive
to refer directly to managers, in other establishments the opposite was true and respondents felt that
such an approach was both personally and organisationally inappropriate. Indeed, few safety
representatives said that colleagues came to them with questions about the psychosocial work
environment. Respondents suggested several possible reasons for this, including that workers tended
to talk about these issues with those coworkers with whom they felt comfortable rather than those
appointed as safety representatives. Others suggested that some might talk directly to managers or,
more likely, they did not say anything at all to anyone. In short, therefore, raising these issues with
safety representatives was seen as inappropriate on a personal level because often health and safety
representatives were not regarded as having the necessary capacities to address them properly. In
addition, it was judged to be inappropriate organisationally because, as we saw above, in many
establishments such matters tended not to fall within the remit of work environment management and
health and safety representation, but instead were included as aspects of human resource management
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and handled by the HR department. For many, the role of health and safety representatives in relation
to the assessment and prevention of psychosocial risks was constrained by both these factors as well
as those relating to confidentiality and sensitivity.
Nevertheless, in most of the studied establishments in Sweden, managers, representatives and workers
were well aware of stressful situations and the factors that caused them, but felt that they remained
difficult to bring to the work environment management agenda for discussion:
It is very hard. It is very sensitive. I have said that, I have brought up that we have problems. It is
rather well known. But … at the end it is money that talks.
Safety representative, small private services
This quote also highlights a further problem with seeking arrangements to address psychosocial risks,
which is that they are often even harder to justify financially than are arrangements for addressing more
visible and, therefore, tangible, physical risks.
In practice, it was reported in Sweden (and also elsewhere) that rather than being included as part of
routine assessment of the risks of the work environment, the assessment of psychosocial risks generally
took place separately, often by means of anonymised surveys, which were used quite widely. How
these surveys were seen to relate to OSH management was important in determining possibilities for
safety representatives to act upon them. But, in most cases, even if they were seen as a legitimate
subject for worker representatives to engage with, because the original function of the surveys was to
identify symptoms within the total workforce, and not to identify root causes, or point out situations that
were particularly problematic, using the surveys gave representatives little purchase on the processes
with which workers might be consulted on psychosocial risks.
The difficulties involved in identifying work tasks and how they are performed as a part of systematic
work environment management was a recurrent theme in the interviews in Sweden. Even when it was
clear that certain work tasks often led to stress, it was at the same time acknowledged that they were
hard to talk about in work environment terms.
The biggest [work environment] issue that I think we should talk more about is the stress in the
control room. We try to find ways to deal with it, but it is hard.
Chief safety representative, large private producing
These concerns about the role of worker representation in the processes involved in assessing,
evaluating and controlling psychosocial risks, elaborated at some length in the Swedish cases, were
also in evidence in other countries. For example, Belgian law requires risk analysis to be conducted in
every company for psychosocial risks. In large companies, this happened mainly — as reported above
in the case of Sweden — in a quantitative way, with questionnaires designed, administered and
analysed by the external prevention service. Again, the Prevention Committee was informed of the
outcomes of this process but not necessarily involved in its undertaking — with those we interviewed
indicating that the Committee did not wish for any further or more in-depth involvement.
An interesting feature of the Belgian approach is the requirement for the appointment in each workplace
of a ‘trustworthy person’. This function leads the internal procedures for informal (advisory) psychosocial
interventions. Respondents in the Belgian cases knew who this person was, as it had been recently
communicated following the new law, but none of the interviewed workers knew anything of the details
of what they had so far achieved, although this was partly because the trustworthy person has an
obligation to maintain confidentiality concerning intervention. Generally, the workers’ representatives
reported an awareness of and support for a systematic way to manage psychosocial risks, as required
by law. However, in none of the cases had representatives taken any initiatives to deal explicitly with
these risks themselves. Regardless of company size and sector, workers indicated mainly that
psychosocial risks were dealt with through direct communication with management. They said they
could easily find someone to talk to about these risks, mostly in an informal way. In small enterprises,
this was often a discussion between a worker and a manager with the view that the manager would find
a solution. In larger enterprises, it was mainly a team-level discussion, during team meetings or with
the team and manager. In some service companies, workers also mentioned talking to the safety
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manager about psychosocial issues. In other companies, however, especially in the manufacturing
industry, the safety manager did not seem concerned by psychosocial risks at all.
Another particular feature of the Belgian approach to participative OSH arrangements involved setting
up ‘work groups’ within establishments to consider specific OSH issues. The involvement of worker
representatives in such groups varied considerably, from being aware of them but lacking direct
involvement, to being members of them and, occasionally, constituting their complete membership. Risk
assessment, and especially assessment of new and emerging risks such as those of a psychosocial
nature, was sometimes a topic for such groups.
The role of trade union-supported safety delegates in assessing and monitoring the psychosocial work
environment in Spain has featured prominently in the research literature (see, for example, Moncada
et al., 2014). However, in our cases, health and safety delegates suggested that many occupational
risks, and especially psychosocial ones, were not a primary concern for workers, and that:
Workers communicate those risks once the situation is serious.
Safety representative, large public
In terms of their assessment as part of a prevention plan within workplaces, the safety delegates in the
establishments included in the present study said that not only were these risks difficult to detect, but it
was also difficult to get them accepted by the management.
As we saw in the previous section, risk assessment in Greece generally focused on traditional physical
risks. However, psychosocial risks were also sometimes identified, especially in the public sector, in
hotels and catering, and in situations in which work intensification had occurred. In Estonia, meanwhile,
respondents suggested that in most establishments neither the management nor the representatives
possessed sufficient interest or competence to assess psychosocial risks, which were often seen as
simply ‘part of the job’.
In the United Kingdom, where the Health and Safety Executive’s (HSE’s) stress management standards
have been prominent in policy and practitioner discourse for over a decade, their impact in the
establishments that were included in our study appears to have been fairly minimal. Indeed, when asked
about risks and the management systems in place, few respondents spontaneously mentioned
psychosocial risks, even in some of the cases in sectors such as public services (for example health
and education) where these risks are, by some distance, the highest profile risks and are frequently the
subject of both regulatory agency and trade union campaigns. In other unionised public sector cases,
stress was prominently identified as a principal issue. When asked directly about stress, for example,
interviewees were clear that this was an issue within the workforce, with substantial proportions of staff
affected. Furthermore, they were also clear that the main source of their stress was the changes to the
organisation of their work and working conditions. In the public sector, there was further acceptance
that these changes were the result of the increasing pressures from government policies and
requirements, coupled with ever-tighter finances. Work intensification, therefore, was regarded as
inevitable and unavoidable:
We have less staff doing the same job or more so workload has definitely increased … [which
has led to] additional pressure and stress really … I think it is stressful.
Safety representative, large public services
However, there was variation in how these matters were seen in relation to arrangements for OSH. In
some cases, these kinds of issues were not regarded by either management or staff as being ‘health
and safety’ issues — or indeed even within the control of the employing organisation, whether a school,
college or hospital. As the following quote from a college deputy principal makes clear, psychosocial
risks were dealt with quite separately:
Interviewer: ‘With an issue like workplace stress … how would addressing that type of issue fit
within these [health and safety management] systems you’re describing?’
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Interviewee: ‘It doesn’t, because stress is dealt with by HR [Human Resources] and the
curriculum [manager].’
Manager, large public services
A worker in the same establishment also made clear that as far as she was concerned she did not think
of psychosocial risks as being relevant to arrangements for health and safety, saying that they were:
… not something I would immediately think of as a health and safety issue but I suppose it is isn’t
it? I wouldn’t think of going to our health and safety rep for that sort of thing. It wouldn’t occur to
me. I would think of him as more [the safety side].
Worker, large public services
In others in the same sectors, however, workplace stress was identified as the main ‘health’ issue and
representatives were actively trying to implement preventive measures, although such measures and
the stage of development of initiatives to address stress differed according to the setting. And as with
the earlier cases, the interviewees often attributed the causes to external forces, while control measures
were frequently focused on improving individual coping mechanisms.
There was a further strong sense of ‘responsiblisation’ for individual stress issues evident in the British
cases. Measures relating to the prevention or mitigation of resulting health problems were both
individualistic and vague. Interviewees talked, for example, about needing to ‘work smarter’ and the
possibility, if necessary, of accessing a counselling service provided by the employer, or talking to a
line manager. Despite the relatively high profile of the HSE’s stress management standards, there was
little consideration of any systemic basis within most of the establishments for the management of stress
(or the management of any other psychosocial risk) and few examples of opportunities for health and
safety representatives to engage other than occasionally, in an ad hoc way, at the level of the individual.
Even here, the individualised nature of managerial actions in relation to stress limited their involvement
and representatives gave examples of how HR managers often contrived to meet alone with affected
persons and explained how this allowed them no possibility of involvement. While some safety
representatives were aware that their union at branch and national levels regarded psychosocial risks
as health and safety issues, these practices left them quite uncertain as to how to tackle them in their
own workplaces, other than in a few cases where the workers’ organisation was well developed.

5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have explored qualitative experiences of the representation of workers’ interests in
OSH in establishments among our cases in which there were formal arrangements broadly in line with
the statutory requirements. Our findings add considerable depth and detail to the broad picture
described by the quantitative analysis of the ESENER-2 data presented in Chapter 4. They provide a
more nuanced account of both the practice of worker representation on OSH, and the influences that
determine its operation, than is possible with such quantitative data. While the chapter broadly supports
findings from previous research concerning ‘what works’ in relation to the establishment and operation
of arrangements for worker representation, it also offers several further insights concerning the nature
of contemporary practices and their determinants.
To recap, the conditions under which health and safety representatives are generally found to be
effective usually include:




statutory provisions which detail the arrangements required to affect worker representation on
OSH within establishments and which, depending on the character of the national approach to
labour relations, usually include the functions of health and safety representatives or joint health
and safety committees or the co-determination rights of works councils, as well as requirements
on duty-holders to facilitate them;
employer/management commitment to health and safety, and arrangements for its
management which allow worker representation to both engage with these arrangements and
have some chance of influencing the outcomes of such engagement;
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support for worker representation on OSH from managers, employers, regulatory inspectors,
workers and organised labour, both within the establishment and outside it, to provide
representatives sufficient time and the necessary facilities to undertake their activities and with
adequate information and training to do so.

The cases in the present study suggest that where arrangements for worker representation had been
made in line with statutory requirements, they were generally regarded as being effective. As anticipated
by the ESENER-2 findings reported in the previous chapter, such arrangements were present in cases
in which a fairly high degree of managerial commitment towards participative approaches to OSH was
in evidence, but they also played quite an important role in the few cases in which labour relations in
establishments appeared quite conflicted. Generally, the cases in which there seemed to be a
consensus between respondents that the arrangements for worker representation on OSH were
effective, were also cases in which there was strong support for their presence from workers, managers
and representatives alike. The assumption has to be made that such support would extend to that
provided by the regulatory inspectorate, but since these inspectors did not feature among our
respondents, nor had the respondents had much contact with them, we cannot substantiate this from
our empirical data. Specific elements of support, such as the provision of facilities, training and time off
will be addressed in the following chapter, but it seems clear from the allusions to such support reported
in the present chapter, that it too was more likely to be a feature of situations in which representation
on OSH was seen by respondents as successful.
In Chapter 2 we pointed out that previous research has suggested that such preconditions for effective
worker representation on OSH are very seldom found in their entirety within establishments. This seems
to have been so in the cases in this study where, for the most part, in the situations in which worker
representation on OSH took place, the conditions for its success identified in previous studies were only
partially achieved. Moreover, it was quite apparent in many cases from all countries and sectors that
where the role of representation was understood by participants to be effective, it was in situations in
which the management of the establishment had taken an initiative towards both supporting a
participative approach on OSH (sometimes even to the extent of appointing the representatives) and
the worker representatives themselves, and had helped in the delivery of its operation.
This was also illustrated by many of the findings reported in the present chapter concerning the
representation of workers’ interests in risk assessment, evaluation and control. Here we found that the
main form of workers’ representation that took place in relation to formal procedures of written risk
assessment and evaluation in many countries was characterised by a posteriori engagement; that is,
there was little direct involvement of workers’ representatives in the process of risk identification and
assessment (although individual workers were sometimes consulted at this stage). Workers’
representatives/committees or works councils were instead given (or requested) the opportunity to
comment on written risk assessments that had been produced as a result of these activities, which were
generally carried out by external or internal prevention advisers/safety managers. The merit of this
situation was that it allowed some possibility for the representative/workers’ organisation to make its
autonomous views known concerning the risks and the way they were evaluated by the written
assessments.
Such a possibility was less obvious on the occasions when workers’ representatives were involved a
priori in the processes of risk identification and risk assessment. The form this involvement most
commonly took was one in which the representative was seen as ‘acting as the eyes and ears’ of the
safety management — a phrase repeatedly used by both managers and representatives from
establishments in several different sectors and countries to describe these practices. Moreover, in such
situations they also often acted under the direct instruction of the safety management in the
establishment, and reported to it. They were, as indicated earlier, thus effectively acting under the direct
control of safety managers.
We think these practices are not unrelated to features of the wider contexts in which they occur. For
example, process-based statutory requirements that characterise modern regulation of OSH, such as
that represented by the Framework Directive 89/391 and much of the national regulation effecting its
transposition, oblige duty-holders to make appropriate arrangements to manage health and safety risks
competently. This means — or has often been understood to mean — that they are required to use
appropriate expertise to do this. This, depending on the details of the national regulatory context and
existing customs, has led to a parallel reorientation (in some cases a parallel growth) in the
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professionalisation of OSH competencies in many countries and sectors, with internal prevention
services, safety advisers, safety managers and the like proliferating and contributing to the
‘expertisation’ (to borrow a Dutch term) of risk assessment and management, and control of
occupational safety. In parallel and aiding the same orientation, there has been substantial growth in
the adoption of ‘safety management systems’ by most large organisations, regardless of sector.
Uniformity in the character of such systems has been strongly influenced by the requirements of various
national and supra-national safety management standards — all of which tend to emphasise direct
forms of worker participation on the one hand while, on the other, encouraging the employment of OSH
expertise to organise the delivery of the arrangements for safety management in larger organisations.
The enforcement practices of regulatory agencies may have also aided these orientations as they have,
over the same period, tended towards more arm’s length intervention strategies — often regarding the
presence of safety management systems as evidence of duty-holders’ systematic approaches to
meeting regulatory obligations. The attitudes of trade unions to these developments has been
somewhat ambivalent, decrying the use of behaviour-based approaches on which many safety
management systems are based, while at the same time generally supporting more systematic
approaches to risk assessment and management — including the greater use of qualified, competent
personnel to undertake them. Given the reduction of trade union membership, significance and power
over the same period, it seems hardly surprising that, taken together, all of this results in a rather limited
role for the autonomous representation of workers’ interests in the processes of risk assessment and
evaluation, and its subsuming within safety management practices — which was found fairly typically
throughout our cases.
One of the obvious weaknesses of these approaches dominated by safety management that emerges
from our findings concerns the limitations it typically places on the extent of worker representation in
relation to new and emergent risks, especially those such as psychosocial risks, which arise from the
way in which work and employment are organised. Although there were a few cases in which
respondents were able to report a substantial role for worker representation in addressing these risks,
there were far more examples of establishments in which respondents acknowledged significant
difficulties associated with representing workers’ interests in relation to them. There were several
reasons for these difficulties, but prominent among them was the fact that, for many establishments,
psychosocial risks were regarded as something quite separate from more conventional physical risks
to workers’ safety and were addressed with different management strategies and by different parts of
the organisation from those dealing with safety and health. This meant that where safety representatives
had become incorporated within the arrangements for safety management, they had little chance of
representing workers on matters regarded as falling outside the coverage of these arrangements.
Less typical, but nevertheless present in some cases, was the distancing of arrangements for worker
representation on safety and health from other elements of worker representation within workplaces —
with respondents often confirming the ‘1972 Robens Report’ (Robens, 1972)) adage that ‘… there is no
scope for bargaining on safety and health’. We think that these developments may signal an important
departure for worker representation on OSH in EU workplaces and one that has not received much
attention in the research literature. We will return to the implications of these developments in the
discussion of our findings in Chapter 8.
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6 Supporting representation
6.1 Introduction
The practice of worker representation on OSH is unlikely to take place substantially or significantly
without support from key actors and processes both within and outside the workplace. The research
reviewed in Chapter 2 highlights the role of facilities, time off to undertake health-and-safety-related
activities, training and the provision of information as key elements of such support, involving employers
and trade unions, as well as regulatory authorities and sometimes other bodies, such as OSH
specialists and prevention services, in its provision. And, as we detailed in Chapter 2, the same previous
studies have emphasised how important such support is in determining the effectiveness of practices
involving worker representation on OSH within workplaces.
In this chapter, we first examine the evidence for this support and how it is utilised in the cases in our
study where respondents reported the presence of arrangements for worker representation on OSH in
accordance with statutory provisions. Second, we consider the extent of evidence in our cases on the
autonomous action of worker representation on OSH. As discussed in Chapter 2, previous research
has made much of such autonomy. It has included studies evaluating the role of specific regulatory
provisions allowing workers’ representatives certain powers to moderate the actions of their employers
and managers in relation to OSH — including powers to stop dangerous processes or the use of rights
of approval given to workers’ organisations. Previous research has further embraced analysis of the
processes that representatives use to fulfil their role by, for example, characterising representatives into
particular types according to the extent of their autonomous actions.
We begin with the support provided by employers to allow representatives time to undertake
representational activities on OSH, followed by the support for training for worker representatives to
enable them to perform these activities effectively. We then consider experiences demonstrating the
ways in which information is provided and used by representatives to support their activities on OSH,
before exploring perceptions of more general support received from workers within the establishment
and trade unions outside it. This leads us to some reflections on the reported experience of support for
autonomous actions of worker representatives on OSH in the establishments in different sectors and
countries in our study.

6.2 Time to undertake occupational safety and health representative
activities
In the national statutory requirements in most countries, there are provisions supporting the activities
of worker representatives. Generally, at very least these require employers to provide representatives
adequate time off with pay from their normal tasks to allow them to undertake their OSH representative
functions in ways that do not penalise them for doing so. In many, organised workers (either through
their trade unions or works councils) have negotiated the details of such facilities as part of their
collective agreements with their employers.
In Belgium, for example, worker representatives in the larger companies acknowledged that having a
good, shared understanding within the group of workers’ representatives and between different trade
unions in the group was also supportive of a coherent and stronger position towards the management.
In most of the establishments where representatives from different trade union organisations had a seat
on the company OSH committee, the employer provided them time for their own meeting before the
meeting of the committee. Such meetings provided the opportunity for representatives to agree on a
common position to take towards the management.
However, there were also many other examples of situations in which representatives felt that they did
not have adequate time to perform their activities to the extent they would wish. In the Netherlands, for
example, works councils enjoy various facilities based on the Works Councils Act, such as time off work
and a right to training. Even so, lack of time was often mentioned as one of the main obstacles to
effectively contributing to OSH. This corresponds with the findings of various studies on the
effectiveness of worker representation in the Netherlands, in which time appears to be the asset that is
most scarce (Looise and Heijink, 1986:19; Klein Hesselink and Evers, 1994:30; Popma, 2003:171; van
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der Heijden, 2012:6). In the interviews with representatives in the Netherlands, it was stated repeatedly
that the rather turbulent economic tide of recent times has put even more pressure on the time dedicated
to health and safety issues — both because works council members have to work harder in general
and because time for worker representation now needs to be spent on austerity measures,
reorganisation and outsourcing.
Time to undertake OSH activities also affects the knowledge that the works council accumulates
through the long-term presence of its members. Such knowledge is an important asset that is difficult
for works councils to accumulate, but can easily be quickly lost if members leave the works council after
only a short time in office. In some of the cases in the Netherlands, it was reported that work
intensification, especially in highly skilled jobs and professions, meant that many works council
members left after their first term (mostly three years), because of lack of time and the pressure of their
workload. A management representative of one Dutch health care institution said:
This is one of the main reasons why practitioners refuse to join the works councils or even step
down from it.
Management representative, large health care establishment
According to the same management representative, this led to erosion in the quality of worker
representatives on the works council. This was a problem also noted in Belgium, where high turnover
of representatives after each social election (around 50 %) presented a challenge for building trained
and experienced knowledge among members of the works council or the Committee for Prevention and
Protection at the Workplace.
Although regulation often seeks to avoid representatives being disadvantaged by their role, some
representatives nevertheless felt that they experienced such disadvantage. For example, a Greek
member of a health and safety company committee stated:
I was downgraded in my job because I had to spend time for health and safety committee
activities.
Worker representative and health and safety committee member, large private services
Finally, there was a more subtle limitation on the ability of many representatives to exercise their
functions to capacity levels, which was brought about by the organisation of their paid work. It was
reported in several cases that, while their employer and management did not formally prevent them
from engaging in OSH activities, in practice representatives often could not simply leave their work
station in order to investigate or follow up a matter that fell within their remit as a worker representative.
In Sweden, for example, while most health and safety representatives said they could get the necessary
time off from their ordinary work tasks to fulfil their representative role, several added that, although
they knew they had the right to take the time they needed, they sometimes refrained from doing so.
This was because they also knew that they were rarely replaced with substitutes when they were away
from their ordinary work, thus leaving their work team one employee short. As a safety representative
at a software company said:
We are in a situation that, if I leave work, then someone else will suffer for it. And that makes you
refrain from that.
Safety representative, small private services
Other safety representatives said that they had kept a low profile in their role, partly to avoid upsetting
colleagues or leaving them with too much work. This was especially notable in establishments with low
unionisation where, as one safety representative put it, colleagues often saw the role of health and
safety representatives as being unnecessary. In Sweden, as elsewhere, this situation was also seen as
a consequence of the drive towards lean organisations in which ‘down time’ was eliminated — there
were no extra employees and little room for doing anything other than ordinary work tasks. One
employer representative laughed at a question concerning whether safety representatives were
replaced when they perform their role, adding: ‘What planet are you from?’.
The unwillingness to allow safety representatives the resources to carry out their functions in this case
seems to be the result of a widespread trend in work reorganisation. In these increasingly commonplace
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scenarios, safety representatives’ activities needed to be planned. As such, interviewees indicated that
attending most scheduled meetings, such as those of joint health and safety committees, or acting in
emergencies, such as accidents or serious incidents, was generally unproblematic. However, when
taking time to talk to colleagues, attend meetings at short notice, attend all risk assessments or act on
less acute issues, it was much harder for safety representatives to gain acceptance from both managers
and colleagues concerning the legitimacy of their actions. Some representatives indicated that
nowadays it was rarely explicitly stated that it was acceptable to take time off when needed. In a British
establishment, for example, the health and safety manager summed up the situation by saying:
The company employs them to print paper … we are a bit limited in the amount of time we can
allow them to spend on something else.
Health and safety manager, large private producing
Others expressed the wish that their employer would make it easier for them to be safety
representatives, by informing, planning and organising for them to have sufficient time for their tasks.

6.3 Supporting training for health and safety representatives
In Chapter 2 we indicated it has been widely acknowledged in the research literature that trained worker
representatives are more effective at addressing OSH issues than are those who have not received
training. This is broadly true regardless of the style of labour relations or OSH management within the
establishments in which they have a representational role. Generally, entitlements to paid time off for
training for worker representatives who deal with OSH are included in the relevant national regulatory
provisions in all EU Member States. Sometimes these entitlements are further enhanced through
collective bargaining agreements and the like at the establishment level. The quantity and style of
provision of such training varies from country to country, but it is usually a prominent element of labour
education, where its normal pedagogy follows the participant-centred, experience-based form of tuition
developed in labour education more widely. Previous research has also highlighted the success of this
form of training delivery by both trade unions and adult educators more widely (see Walters, (ed) 1996,
for an older comparative study of these arrangements in the EU).
In several countries, including Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden and the United Kingdom, there are
well-developed national systems in place for the provision of training broadly along these lines.
Representatives in the establishments studied reported availing themselves of this training to varying
degrees. In addition, in these and the other countries in the study, there was also experience of more
didactic forms of training on technical and legal aspects of OSH, often delivered by technical specialists,
OSH practitioners, consultants and private trainers. Generally, employers in the larger establishments
in the study seem to have been willing to facilitate training for worker representatives in keeping with
guidance on this support in each country. Experience in smaller workplaces was less consistent, but
here too there was little indication of any overt unwillingness to support training — more commonly
there seemed to be an absence of awareness concerning its availability. Nevertheless, a key finding in
all countries was that the representatives interviewed generally felt that there was insufficient provision
for training overall.
In countries such as the United Kingdom, training for worker representatives is mainly delivered through
a national trade union education programme operated by public education institutes, but designed and
approved by the Trades Union Congress (TUC), or through training, with a similar content, delivered
directly by the trade unions themselves. However, although most of the worker representatives in larger
establishments who took part in the study had been trained in this way (either by attending a course on
a day-release basis over a period of several weeks or by attending a short course over several
consecutive days), for some of the representatives this experience had occurred shortly after they had
been appointed as health and safety representatives — which was some considerable time before our
study. Although they said they had found the experience valuable, their memory of the training was
vague and they had not found it necessary to refresh the experience with requests for further follow-up
training, despite its possible availability.
In Sweden, most establishments in the study had safety representatives that had undergone training of
some sort, and in many cases they had experienced several different kinds of training covering different
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work environment issues. Experience differed between establishments but, as in the United Kingdom,
in many cases the safety representatives had attended training arranged by their union, including basic
training on work environment issues and more specific training on areas such as accident prevention.
In addition to training organised and delivered by the unions, there was also some experience of training
arranged by the occupational health services, and in several establishments there was provision for
joint training for managers and safety representatives. Respondents felt that the latter had strong
positive effects on the quality and efficiency of work environment management, as well as on worker
participation. They suggested that when both safety representatives and managers received the same
information together, it created a common platform from which to start their discussions. It also helped
to clarify their roles and, in doing so, reduced the risk of conflict and misunderstanding between them.
In some cases, the employer and the union arranged such joint training together, taking turns to lead
on different subjects. It was acknowledged that safety representatives’ ability to recognise risks
depended on their work environment competence, which was developed by training. The importance
of joint training was emphasised in several of the case studies and underlined by the key informants
from the peak organisations of the social partners in the key informant interviews. In the latter case, the
recognition of its role was given as the reason for agreeing to set aside AFA 30 funding for representative
training when the government abolished the subsidy for it. However, a review of recent research and
surveys of safety representatives in Sweden (Frick, 2013), as well as the qualitative information from
the establishments, reveals that lack of training remains a major obstacle for the activity and influence
of many safety representatives.
The scale of training provision for OSH worker representatives, therefore, was relatively highly
developed among the north-western European countries in the study. The majority of representative
respondents in these countries had some experience of one form of training or another, thus confirming
the findings of the quantitative data in ESENER-2 31. However, there were some signs that its provision
was not as extensive as it had previously been. This was the case in Sweden, for example, but also in
the Netherlands, where there is a long tradition of training of works councils. Article 18(3) of the Dutch
Works Council Act grants works councils members a right to follow training for at least 5 days per year,
with an additional 3 days yearly for members of the OSH committee. The minimum amount of time off
is 60 hours per year. Yet the level of training experienced by respondents varied considerably in the
establishments as, correspondingly, did their level of knowledge of health and safety legislation and codetermination rights.
Between 1975 and 2013, coordination of training was in the hands of the Dutch Joint Support Institute
for Works Councils (GBIO), a bipartite organisation that controlled the quality of all training bureaus and
administered financial contributions for the training of members of works councils. The GBIO paid nearly
half of the expenses for works councils’ training. The funding for these subsidies was acquired by means
of a small tax on all companies that fell within the scope of the Works Councils Act. In 2013, however,
employers withdrew their support for this arrangement and the Dutch market for training of works
councils was completely overhauled. Currently, there are dozens of independent training institutions for
members of works councils, with only limited quality control. More importantly, since the abolition of the
financial contribution system, employers are obliged to bear 100% of the costs for the training of their
works councils. As a result, overall demand for training days has diminished quite dramatically (and not
only in the field of OSH) 32. Interviewees pointed out that employers are less inclined to grant works
councils permission to use their right to training, or to use it to the full extent, mainly because of rising
competition and work pressure. Many employers also demand that their works councils use tender
procedures to select a training supplier. All of this has served to reduce the experience of OSH training
for works councillors. In the United Kingdom too, funding arrangements for the training provided through
public education institutions have undergone several major changes in recent decades and the overall

30

The insurance company administrating the collective agreements’ labour insurance, jointly run by the social partners.

31

For ESENER-2 as a whole, 82 % of respondents reported that health and safety representatives were provided with some
training during work time to help them perform their health and safety duties. This varied from 43 % in Albania to 94 % in
Slovakia.

32

CBM (2014:28) indicates that the number of training days fell by 30 % between 2012 and 2013. More recently, van den Tillaart
and Warmerdam (2016) found that the decline in training days is continuing.
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numbers of health and safety representatives who receive this form of training has declined over the
same period.
In Belgium, workers’ representatives receive training support from their regional or sectoral trade union
organisations and most of the representatives in the establishments we studied had undertaken some
such training. Very few indicated any experience of unwillingness on the part of their employers to allow
them time to be trained. However, among the more established and long-standing representatives,
several also said that they had not kept up with this training in recent years because they did not feel
its content had changed sufficiently to require it.
Arrangements for training in other countries were less developed than in the north-west European
examples, but a similarly mixed picture of training experience among representatives for OSH in all the
establishments studied emerged. In Spain, many of the worker representatives interviewed reported
that they received all of the training they needed. However, for others there appeared to be a lack of
available training and an unwillingness on the part of managers to support more training. In Greece,
training arrangements varied from full-scale OSH training of members of the health and safety
committees of a large telecommunications company with worksites all over Greece, to basic training on
first aid and fire safety carried out for all workers in small companies. Safety engineers delivered most
training within establishments, while in the case of the large multi-sited company the Hellenic Institute
for Occupational Health and Safety (ELINYAE) carried it out. Health and safety committee members
also had the right to participate in OSH scientific conferences.
Finally, in Estonia, a regulation introduced in 2001, the ’Procedure for Training and In-Service Training
regarding Occupational Health and Safety’, requires all OSH representatives and members of the
working environment council to undergo 24 hours’ worth of OSH training no later than two months after
their election or appointment. A training provider registered with the Ministry of Social Affairs may carry
out this training, based on a 24-hour training plan in accordance with the regulation. Most of the
representatives in the Estonian establishments we studied said they had undertaken the training and
possessed a certificate. Some had found it useful and informative. An example of the comments of a
representative in an international asset management company indicates this:
In my previous workplace, I was elected as a rep, too, but it was many years ago and I didn’t
remember all details. It was very good to get new information about the health and safety Law as
well as receive good tips on how to work as a rep, and what are the most urgent issues and
problems in office work which we should pay attention to. The material I got from the training is
still used in our office. Everyone can access it and learn the tips.
Representative, large private services
However, in another example, from a large higher education institution where all 69 representatives had
received OSH training, the safety manager said that for her and other members of the working
environment council, it was difficult to find sufficient time to participate because of the way the training
was organised. More generally, though, it appeared that representatives found it fairly easy to get
access to the training as there were plenty of institutions offering it, while some indicated that its quality
varied a great deal because competition between training providers was high, with the main selection
criterion being low price. Under the legislation, the Ministry of Social Affairs has the right to control the
quality of training but, in practice, it seems that such supervision and control is almost non-existent.
The comparative picture that emerges concerning employers’ support for the training of worker
representatives on OSH, therefore, suggests that, while in the majority of cases employers were
generally not obstructive in relation to access to training — indeed, in many establishments they
recognised its importance and actively facilitated it — the level of training experienced by
representatives varied considerably both in its extent and quality. Moreover, there were indications that
even in countries in which previously quite high levels of training provision have been reported, provision
and access to it has declined in recent years. The reasons for the decline were various but were largely
resource-based, with changes in funding arrangements leading to fewer courses which, for reasons of
economy, were sometimes concentrated with regional providers. These were more difficult for
representatives to reach than had been the case when there was more widespread and local provision.
Also, as work intensification and lean organisation increasingly characterises the operation of
establishments, opportunities to find time for training may have become harder to realise. At the same
time, the establishment studies show that there is great variety in the quality of the training to which
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representatives have access. We have been unable to undertake a full assessment of this quality, or
properly compare the value of the experience of different kinds of training, but clearly the issues
concerning access to training also gives rise to further questions concerning what kind of training is
being accessed.
All of this suggests that the quantitative findings in the ESENER data on the seemingly high level of
experience of training may present an incomplete and possibly misleading picture and may also tend
to underestimate the challenges associated with accessing appropriate training for many worker
representatives in the EU. Therefore, there remain important questions concerning the role of training
— which previous research has shown to be such an important support for effective practice of worker
representation on OSH — in current and future practice on the representation of workers in OSH.

6.4 Obtaining and using information
Closely related to training are the practices for obtaining and using information that are employed by
worker representatives. In the international research literature reviewed in Chapter 2, much has been
made of the information rights of worker representatives on OSH and the extent to which they are able
to pursue this information in an autonomous manner, using skills developed from training and
experience to obtain and use relevant information on OSH in their relations with managers. Aside from
their employers, who are often obliged by regulation to supply some of this information, it is claimed
that trained worker representatives also make use of other sources, including the regulatory
inspectorate, the publications of state and professional institutions on OSH, OSH prevention services,
trade unions and the like. Indeed, some researchers have focused on the ability to obtain, process and
use specialist OSH information as one of the key differences between worker representation on OSH
and that on other matters of labour relations. They have also gone further, classifying the actions of
health and safety representatives in these terms, and identifying ‘knowledge activists’ as the gold
standard of worker representation on OSH matters, in which the most effective representatives are
argued to be those who:
are characterised by their persistent self-training and wide-ranging sources of information, their
active efforts to legitimate and act on workers’ indigenous knowledge about unsafe or unhealthy
conditions, the scale and importance of the issues they addressed, their focus on underlying
causes ….
(Hall et al., 2006: 415)
While these seem like a plausible and indeed ideal combination of characteristics that might lead to
successful representation on OSH, it was a combined collection of skills we rarely found possessed by
any one individual in our study. Even its collective possession, such as by some works councils, was
relatively rare. For information on health and safety, most of the representatives in our study appeared
to rely on what they were told by the safety managers and advisers within their establishment, what
they had learned from their own experiences of work at the establishment and what they were told by
the workers they represented. Very few indeed reported using information from any other sources.
Some who did report using such information said that they found the information they had received
during training of continuing usefulness, but seldom indicated that they had made any effort to update
this information, and in some cases it was now many years old. Indeed, the impression given by some
of our respondents was that the materials they had obtained during training were brought back to the
workplace where they were shared and used as reference material to augment existing information, but
that any efforts to instil information retrieval collection skills during training had not been put to much
subsequent use.
There were also few clear examples of representatives seeking and using information from regulatory
inspectors or prevention services. Those examples that were articulated by respondents seemed to
have resulted from knowledge volunteered from these sources during inspection visits and the like,
rather than being the result of its purposeful pursuit by the representatives. Surprisingly, the use made
of trade unions external to the establishment as sources of information on OSH also seems to have
been quite limited overall. Some worker representatives seemed unaware of the trade union as a
potential source of information on OSH and expressed considerable reserve about contacting it. For
example, a senior shop steward in a medium-sized British manufacturing establishment said:
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I would never go to the union office. I would see this as a failing. I’ve never gone to them for
anything.
Shop steward, medium private producing
In short, therefore, while information on OSH matters was clearly critical in the pursuit of representative
engagement in OSH, and there were a few examples of it being actively and independently sought by
representatives or by their collective organisations such as works councils, for the most part
representatives in our cases demonstrated a fairly passive approach to information retrieval, mostly
accepting what was provided to them by the safety managers/prevention advisers who seemed to be
their main interlocutors.

6.5 Support from workers and workers’ organisation in the
establishments
As well as the presence of a statutory framework for worker representation, the support from employers
and managers to enable its operation in workplaces, and training and information to undertake
representation effectively, previous research discussed in Chapter 2 further indicated that support from
workers and the institutions of workers’ organisation within establishments is also important in enabling
representation to take place. The national reports provide many examples of the role of such support
in the establishments studied. To a large extent it reflected the influence of national practices of labour
relations, which determined the form and function of the institutions of workers’ organisation present
within the establishment and to some extent also defined its role in supporting worker representation
on OSH. For example, in the establishments in the Netherlands (and also to a lesser extent in Belgium),
where the works council and its committee for health and safety was the prominent institution of worker
organisation for health and safety, their role was a critical support for worker representation. In some
Dutch cases this support appeared to work well for labour relations generally — as one works Council
member said:
We as workers’ representatives really have an influence here. That’s really not the case
everywhere. In other printing companies of our mother, there’s a more docile culture. Here, if you
have a positive story with good arguments, a lot can be done. I had never expected that, when I
started as a workers’ representative. But at the time we had a director who was more of a dictator.
Works council member, large printing works
This experience also shows how the support that might be anticipated from the institutions of organised
workers within the establishment was conditional on employer and managerial attitudes. Again, this
was a widespread finding in all of the countries, regardless of their style and institutions of workplace
labour relations. In the United Kingdom, for example, as we saw in the accounts of both managers and
health and safety representatives reported previously, there were examples of establishments where,
despite relatively high trade union membership and the presence of institutions for worker organisation,
arrangements for worker representation in the establishment operated at arm’s length from these
institutions, and did so to the apparent satisfaction of both the safety manager and the health and safety
representatives. In other cases, a strong trade union presence had resulted in what appeared to be a
robust integration of the health and safety representative function within institutions for representing
workers more widely at the establishment.
Clearly, these different approaches to representing workers’ interests operated in different ways and
were the consequence of very different determining factors. This was also illustrated in many of the
accounts in the previous chapter. There were examples of the actions of worker representatives in
which a distinction was obvious between those systems in which the incorporation of health and safety
representatives as ‘the eyes and ears’ of safety management had occurred and where it operated at
some distance from other labour relations practice within the workplace. In contrast, there were
situations in which the representatives functioned in relation to the systems for OSH instituted by the
management in the establishment and had some possibility of influencing them, but did so with a degree
of independence from these systems and the managers who ran them. It would seem to be important
to understand both the OSH outcomes of such different approaches, and which aspects of the wider
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contexts in which these practices are situated determine the approach adopted. We will, therefore, have
reason to return to these considerations in a following chapter.
Not unrelated to the differences in the ways in which worker representation on OSH was construed and
practiced in the establishments we studied, was the role of more direct support from workers themselves
for the role of representation. In the cases we explored there was a range of such support, perceived
by participants to characterise relations between representatives and workers. In some cases
representatives recognised the strong support for their role that they had experienced from among their
constituents. Sometimes this went hand in hand with situations in which the trade union organisation at
the workplace was regarded as championing the workers’ interests in an environment in which
managerial actions were seen as suspect, as is clear from the quote on section 5.2 from a British worker
in a large multinational vehicle manufacture establishment. But in other situations, including those in
which the safety representative’s role was absorbed into the management-led safety system, the
representatives nevertheless often felt close to workers and relied on their support:
Sometimes people don’t communicate because they don’t trust management. That’s why we’re
here …. Communication is a swear word …. Management don’t want you to know too much ….
Factory side don’t trust them. We’re in the middle.
Health and safety representative, large private producing
Interestingly, however, this representative is describing himself and his colleagues in terms often used
to refer to supervisors and foreman, as ‘in the middle’. Conversely, there were many situations in which,
despite the apparent presence of well-organised institutions for workers’ representation in the
establishment, the motivation and engagement of workers on OSH was seen as problematic. For
example, a union health and safety representative from a public sector establishment in the United
Kingdom said he often felt that, while he might be acting in the general interests of the staff when he
dealt with management, he did not feel he was ‘making representations’ about their concerns. He
suggested that ‘cooperation from members as far as health and safety is concerned is nil’. And when
he was speaking to management and ‘expressing members’ concerns’, he said:
… it’s pure bluff. The members don’t know and they’re not that bothered.
Health and safety representative, large public services
Like the relations between representatives and workers outlined above, there was no simple
relationship between the range of these experiences and the institutional forms of representation
present in workplaces. But several factors appeared to be influential. A combination of the culture of
labour relations within the workplace, the wider managerial approach towards participation, the
prevailing practice of OSH management and the profiles of the representatives themselves, all acted in
concert with wider determinants of workers’ attitudes, including such things as arrangements for pay
and job security. This led to the variations in workers’ motivations to engage with representative
arrangements that we have seen in the different cases. It is also important to acknowledge that none
of these factors were constant. They were all subject to changes over time. It seems probable that their
combination and the further influence of changes in ownership, management style and responsiveness
to external regulatory, economic and public pressures were significant in what happened to workers’
attitudes to OSH and to representation within the establishments. Again, we return to some further
discussion of these determinants in a later chapter.

6.6 Using statutory powers autonomously: stopping dangerous
work
Together, this chapter and the previous one give some idea of the rich diversity of practice in terms of
the presence of worker representation on OSH in the countries studied, what they do in their workplace
roles on OSH, as well as the extent of the support they receive to facilitate their actions in these respects.
However, the statutory provisions that confer some legitimacy on the representatives and their actions
also have something to say about their power to influence the way OSH is managed within
establishments and how workers are protected from harm. As we outlined in Chapter 2, they confer on
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representatives and representative institutions various enhancements to basic requirements on
appointment and functioning, such as rights to stop the job, to report inadequate managerial responses
or non-actions on OSH issues to regulatory agencies, to approve employer actions on aspects of OSH
and so on. However, examples of the use of these approaches in the establishments we studied were
rare. In some countries, there was no indication that such rights or their support by the relevant
regulatory provisions, or by regulatory inspectors seeking compliance with them, played a significant
role in the activities of worker representation in any of the establishments studied. In others, while there
was some indication that these requirements may occasionally have had some salience, they were
exceptional cases. In Sweden, for example, Work Environment Authority (WEA) data suggest that,
although the use of the right to ‘stop the job’ is very infrequently applied in Swedish workplaces, its use
has increased in recent years. In fact, it has grown from 47 cases in which the WEA was involved in
2000, to more than twice that number in 2015, with a similar increase in the recorded numbers of formal
appeals to the WEA from safety representatives concerning employers’ refusals to act, from 188 in
2000 to 548 in 2015. As we indicate in Chapter 2, previous research has pointed out that formally
recorded cases of the use of these provisions probably only represent a minority of the occasions when
such rights were invoked. In many others where safety representatives had demanded action by
invoking these rights, employers would have been likely to have acceded to their demands and thus
avoided the involvement of the WEA.
There were a few situations in which such rights had been used in the cases studied. In one in Sweden,
the chief safety representative in a school described how he had shut down an entire part of the site
that in his opinion was unsafe. This was a major intervention that affected both teachers and students,
who no longer had access to the closed part of the building. However, the management in this case
viewed the action positively:
The managers think this is really good, because they don’t always have the time to watch over
every part of the premises themselves or from the perspective that we have.
Chief safety representative, medium public sector
In other countries, there were even fewer examples of such actions. In the United Kingdom in one large
highly unionised establishment in private production, the representative indicated that he had stopped
the job on a number of occasions and was comfortable with doing so, while in a well-organised case in
transport, all staff had a formalised right to stop the job and there was a reporting procedure supporting
this. In both cases, the distinguishing feature appeared to be the strength of union organisation that had
helped to create this possibility.
But in other cases safety representatives suggested that they had no such rights and therefore in such
a situation they would advise workers to make their own decision to, for example, stop a machine if they
felt that it was dangerous and to report the fault immediately. In one case in private production the
representative said this was because:
I can’t as a union rep or room rep, shut a machine down. But if the guy on the machine says
there’s a guard on this machine that’s not working, I’m not running it, I can say, I concur.
Health and safety representative, large private producing
He would then take the matter up with the chargehand or manager, who he said always responded very
quickly indeed if a machine was stopped.
In short, therefore, while it is probable that such rights still serve to confer some degree of legitimacy
upon those who hold them, and previous research findings both in Europe and elsewhere suggest that
such legitimacy can be an important support for worker representatives, especially in situations where
there is a degree of conflict between representatives and managers concerning appropriate actions, in
practice they seem to have been seldom used. Far more in evidence across the examples of
arrangements and actions to represent workers on OSH reported in detail in the national reports and
summarised with comparative examples in the previous chapter, is a largely consensual approach to
the resolution of issues through the use of processes that are mainly instituted at the behest of
management.
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This would seem to suggest that the everyday representation of workers’ interests in relation to the
operation of OSH management occurs in the main through the incorporation of the means to effect such
representation within the structures and procedures of OSH management, and reflects, in this respect,
the realities of the distribution of power within European workplaces at the present time. We return to a
discussion of these realities and the preconditions for effective worker representation on OSH in
Chapter 8. Before doing so, however, we turn to an examination of the representation of workers
interests on OSH in the substantial minority of establishments included in the study in which there were
no formal arrangements for the representation of workers on OSH, or where the formal arrangements
had been instituted by the employer/management and were at some considerable variance with the
statutory provision.
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7 Experiences of representing workers on occupational
safety and health where formal arrangements are absent
7.1 Introduction
Although all of the cases in this study were selected from a population of respondents who had originally
claimed that there were arrangements for worker representation involvement (or at the very least,
arrangements for worker involvement) on OSH in place in their establishments, on closer scrutiny it
became evident that there was some variety in these arrangements. In several countries there were a
number of cases where, in fact, there were no such formal arrangements. It is obviously important to
consider what happens to the representation of workers on OSH in these establishments. This is
especially so when it is borne in mind that such establishments constitute the majority of workplaces in
the EU, employing a substantial proportion, if not the greater part, of the EU workforce. The aim of the
present chapter, therefore, is to explore what happens to the representation of workers on OSH in these
situations by examining the evidence of this from establishments in all of the countries and sectors
included in our study.
There were two situations commonly encountered in our sample of establishments in which the
arrangements found were not in keeping with the statutory requirements for worker representation. In
one, they were absent because these requirements did not apply or because preconditions supporting
the implementation and operation of arrangements in accordance with them were not present.
Commonly these situations occurred in small and very small enterprises and, because we had tried to
include a balanced representation of establishment size in our sample of cases, there were some such
organisations represented in the sectors in each of the countries on which we have focused. The second
situation we encountered, however, was where the statutory requirements applied in theory, but where
employers and managers had sought to introduce arrangements which departed from these
requirements in various ways. In the latter case, it was often claimed by employers and managers that
these were ‘representative arrangements’ but they were at times far removed from what we defined as
‘representative’ in Chapter 1. Both situations indicate support for what we have already argued in
previous chapters; that is, while the statutory provisions may be important in determining the presence
of arrangements for worker representation on OSH, there are also factors other than these provisions
which influence the presence, form and operation of these arrangements in all the countries we have
studied.
In the present chapter, therefore, we examine findings from our cases first in relation to those
establishments in which there were no formal arrangements for representation and second in the
smaller number of cases in which the formal arrangements were different to (or did not meet)
expectations derived from the preferred statutory requirements 33. We acknowledge that in practice
there was considerable overlap between these two situations and those in which arrangements followed
conventional patterns.
Providing the exact proportion of our cases in which there were no formal arrangements is a little
complicated, as section 7.2 makes clear. However if Table 3.3 is referred to it will be apparent that
between a quarter and a third of our 143 cases had no formal arrangements for worker representation
in accordance with the statutory provisions. This should not be taken as a representative measure of
the situation more generally, since our sample of cases was not constructed to be ‘representative’ in
this way. Indeed, if the data in Chapter 4 are borne in mind, this proportion probably under-represents
the proportion of establishments in the EU with no formal arrangements for worker representation on
OSH. Partly because of their ubiquity, we decided it was important to understand how workers were
represented in these workplaces as well as in those where formal arrangements in line with statutory
measures were in place.

33

We use the term ‘preferred’ deliberately, because in countries such as the United Kingdom, the statutory provisions (in this case
the SRSC Regulations 1977) denote a preferred model of representation but also allow employers to introduce a different kind
(under the HS(CwE) Regulations 1996), where the preconditions for the former do not exist (see Chapter 2).
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7.2 Establishment size and formal arrangements for worker
representation on occupational safety and health
In many countries, as detailed in Chapter 2, regulatory requirements on arrangements for worker
representation on OSH do not apply to smaller companies. Two such situations are commonly found.
In the countries in our study in which works councils and health and safety committees were important
institutions of worker representation, such as the Netherlands and to a large extent Belgium, there were
generally no such formal systems in place for these institutions of collective representation in
enterprises of less than 50 workers, because the legislation did not require them in these enterprises.
Similarly, in relation to health and safety committees, size-based exemptions might apply, for example
in Greece. However, in these cases, although there was no requirement to establish a works council or
OSH committee, there were other requirements, which meant that there was a chance of the presence
of health and safety representation in small firms. For example in the Netherlands, as outlined in
Chapter 2, there was a possibility in companies with 10 to 50 employees of setting up an ‘elected
employee representative body’ (personeelsvertegenwoordiging).
In the second situation, commonly found in EU Member States where the focus of the regulation is on
worker representatives rather than on works councils or committees, it is generally micro enterprises
(rather than small enterprises) that are exempt from such arrangements, but there was little sign of
representative arrangements in any of the very small firms in our sample of cases — despite our
expectations from the claims made during initial communication with these firms. One exception to this
was in Sweden, where only one of the smaller establishments included in the study did not have a
health and safety representative (or access to one, through the Swedish system for regional health and
safety representatives). In some cases, the establishments exhibited a mixture of these limitations but,
in the main, most small firms among our establishments did not have representatives even when their
employees were entitled to them. In Greece, for example, about a third of the establishments included
in our selection did not have a worker representative. These were mostly smaller enterprises.
There was also a third situation, found in Sweden and the United Kingdom, where in principle there are
no establishment-size restrictions on the presence of worker representation on OSH, the key
determinant being the presence of trade unions. That is, the law allows trade unions to appoint
representatives in all establishments where they are recognised (in the case of the SRSC Regulations
in United Kingdom) or have members (in the case of Sweden), regardless of size. However, in the
United Kingdom in practice this amounts to the same thing as a size-related exemption and, for the
most part, in small independent firms there were usually no arrangements for worker representation. In
two of the small firms in private production among our cases we found there were non-union
representatives present, but in both cases these establishments were part of a wider company group
and in terms of their institutional arrangements, they were influenced by the practices adopted by the
group.
Although this was largely not the case for the small and micro firms in the Swedish sample in our study,
statistics on trade union membership in Sweden indicate nevertheless that there are far fewer trade
union members in small and micro firms, and we would therefore anticipate that there will be many
without representation on OSH here too. Indeed, as the Swedish report makes clear, even in Sweden,
where formal methods of representation extended to the majority of small establishments in the sample,
small firms had implemented statutory requirements on Systematic Work Environment Management to
a lesser extent than their larger counterparts. The Swedish national report points out that small firms
have only a third as many safety representatives per employee as larger firms, and the few lone safety
representatives operating in these firms often have a weak position because the social construction of
work in small firms tends to be dominated by the influence of the owner/manager (Frick, 2013). Other
Swedish research confirms this — for example, in one study, a third of lone safety representatives in
small workplaces reported that they could not take enough time off for their task (Gellerstedt, 2012).
Lack of time to undertake tasks was also reported to be common among the union TCO's
representatives in small firms (Fromm, 2012). The Swedish report underscores the interrelated nature
of the double negative effects of the trajectory of these developments for OSH management and worker
representation. Thus, it points out that among the reasons for the reduction of trade union membership
in Sweden in recent decades has been growth in the number of small firms, where there are much
weaker trade union and work environment traditions, and unions have less coverage to appoint safety
representatives — especially in the growing number of completely unorganised small firms. Even when
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they are able to appoint them, they have few resources to support them. In parallel, this growth of small
firms, often in dependent positions in supply chains, has resulted in many more employers with limited
safety management capabilities, who are unwilling to appoint safety representatives (Frick, 2013).

7.3 The practice of representing employees on occupational safety
and health in small and micro firms — evidence from the cases
In this section we examine evidence mainly from small and micro establishments in the countries we
studied, in order to provide a qualitative understanding of the practices adopted for representing workers
on OSH in these workplaces, from which formal arrangements were generally absent. We look first at
the main characteristics of the different arrangements made in these establishments, before turning to
a consideration of the ways in which they operate to represent the interests of workers on OSH. We
conclude with a discussion of what emerge as the key drivers behind these practices in smaller
establishments.

7.3.1 Some general features of employee participation arrangements in
smaller establishments in the seven countries
As might be anticipated from the literature on OSH and establishment size (see, for example, Walters
and Wadsworth (2016) for a recent review), the most prominent characteristic of arrangements for
safety and health in smaller establishments in all the countries studied was their comparative informality.
This was as true for the representation of workers as it was for other aspects of their arrangements for
OSH. Indeed, many of the findings from our cases of smaller establishments reflected features of the
organisation of work and social relations that are well established in the literature as characterising what
occurs in small and micro firms generally. Therefore, it was unsurprising to find that, in most small firms,
the main means of representing workers on OSH was through direct methods of communication
between individual workers and their managers or the owner/manager.
There were a number of establishments from different countries and sectors in which respondents
spoke positively about the benefits of these direct forms of consultation on health and safety. For
example, in Belgium, direct methods of participation on OSH were commonly said to be present in
companies without a CPPW. Managers said they tried to ensure that they had daily contact with workers
and were accessible for them to speak to about their OSH concerns. Most of the workers from these
establishments said they felt able to speak to their manager or to the prevention advisor about health
and safety issues, and they also indicated that they received feedback about these issues. These
exchanges between workers and managers occurred in a variety of settings, including for example
during team meetings, but also in more informal ways such as during lunch breaks or ‘in the corridor’.
A worker from a small private service company said:
We all talk to each other, there is always someone to talk to … we do not keep things for
ourselves. If something is not okay with an employee, we talk about it with the HR, and if it’s
needed the big boss comes and talks to the person in question to solve the problem.
Worker, small private services
In other small firms where owner/managers often undertook the same work as employees in the
establishment, OSH communication happened in everyday exchanges. If a worker observed a
hazardous situation, he could talk about it with the manager because they were both involved in shared
work activities and they could look for a solution together. In small companies, such as in the
construction or manufacturing sector, the manager’s shop floor experiences were an additional feature
that they felt often helped facilitate communication with workers who were regarded as peers.
There was also a sense conveyed in many interviews that both managers and workers in small firms
regarded this informal direct communication on OSH issues as a positive feature of work in smaller
establishments. One worker in a small Belgian IT company, who had previously worked in a larger
organisation, said that in his view the informal relations in the smaller company were both more socially
acceptable and also more efficient:
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The more formal, the less rapid and fluent … here [social relations] happen in a far more human
way, you are not just a number.
Worker, small private services
Also in Belgium, an owner manager from a small retail company explained his motivation to care for the
OSH of workers as a consequence of his values, meaning that he wished to treat his workers well and
wanted the best for them. Caring for their health and safety was, according to him, part of the close,
respectful relationship which characterises that found in small companies. Owners and managers in
many of the cases in other countries expressed similar sentiments when commenting on direct
participation. For example, in Greece, the executive manager of a small clinic argued that good personal
relations between workers and managers made representation or intermediation by third parties
unnecessary:
If an employee has a problem, he or she feels free to share it with us, as together we can find a
solution; the most important thing for everyone, owners and staff, is the survival of this enterprise.
Manager, small public services
In Spain, the most common practice found in smaller establishments was direct communication on OSH
matters between workers and managers. The workers would tell managers about the problems they
found and, when possible, the managers would try to find a solution:
Our company is like a family that attends to our problems and needs: you ask for something and
you immediately obtain what you need.
Worker, small private producing
In Estonia, meanwhile, in the small companies included in the study, OSH duties were often fulfilled by
the owner/managers themselves, involving direct communication between them and their employees,
as they were often on site together — as is stated by the owner/manager of a small food manufacturer:
Since our company is small, then I do the job myself, and some duties are on the shoulders of
the quality manager. Safety is important for me, but I don’t see that the rep can contribute a lot
to the OSH issue, he’s just a regular office worker. I talk to people myself — I’m on-site every
day, so it’s not a problem for me. I get all information from them.
Manager, small private producing
And in the United Kingdom, there were several cases of smaller establishments in which there were no
recognised trade unions and no representative arrangements present. In these situations, the direct
participation of workers in OSH was regarded as adequate to express workers’ voice. In one or two
such establishments, especially in health and social care, it was also pointed out that professional
practices required of workers in these situations were highly participative anyway. In others, in
compliance with certification standards that the companies had sought in order to improve their
reputation with clients (or because they needed them to tender for work from clients), small contracting
firms had introduced various means of demonstrating the participation of workers in OSH arrangements,
such as holding regular safety meetings, encouraging incident reporting and conducting toolbox talks
and safety briefings before the start of each task.
However, such endorsement of direct methods of participation in OSH in the smaller establishments
we studied was also not without qualification. As is indicated by the wider research on work in small
firms reviewed in Chapter 2, the impression of ‘small is beautiful’ that is conveyed by superficial study
of social relations in these firms, while undoubtedly true at some level and in some cases, is not quite
as universal as is sometimes imagined. As Walters and Wadsworth (2016) have recently pointed out,
in an extensive review of the literature on the effects of the social and economic relations that
characterise small firms, both managers’ and workers’ perspectives concerning these matters are
conditioned by a host of factors within their work and business environment. Such factors often act in
concert to determine perceptions and practice on OSH in small and micro firms, as well as their
vulnerabilities to harm. And as the Swedish national report in the present study points out, generally
there is evidence of weak organisation, competence and capability on risk management present among
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small firms. This is often linked to small firm managers and their workers overestimating both their
knowledge of OSH and the quality of their work environments. They rarely use OSH services or other
advisers to support their approach and there is limited representative worker participation to help
present a more informed or autonomous understanding of the OSH situation in these firms. The
perspectives that managers and their workers bring to their situation are, therefore, conditioned by their
limited experience and by the norms they take for granted within the structures of vulnerability they
inhabit within these firms and the contexts in which they are embedded. These factors lead to the wellestablished concerns about poor OSH performance and its outcomes, as other studies have
convincingly demonstrated in relation to small firms.
In keeping with what might be anticipated from this literature, in most of our cases employees in small
companies had only limited knowledge on OSH and of their rights for worker representation. In addition,
the negative attitudes of managers to notions of representation exerted a strong influence on their
practices. For example, while an owner manager, such as one from a small retail company in Belgium,
might explain his motivation to care for OSH as arising from his personal values and desire to treat his
workers well as part of a close, respectful relationship that characterised the culture of his and other
small firms, this often found expression in a paternalistic management style. Such approaches were
strongly determined by the character of the owner manager. They often placed strong emphasis on topdown communication and gave little space for forms of worker participation in which a conflicting view
might be expressed or where there was any real chance of workers influencing outcomes. In small
companies in the construction or manufacturing sector, for example, it was sometimes claimed that the
manager’s shop-floor experiences facilitated communication with workers who were regarded as peers.
Nevertheless, the involvement of workers in the risk prevention process was often limited, as the safety
manager from one such company stated:
… workers [here] are not intellectual people, we should not expect them to think proactively about
their health and safety.
Manager, small private producing
In Spain, the fieldwork findings suggest that, in terms of formal arrangements for representation, small
companies tended to do only what the law compelled them to do. As a result, in most of them there was
neither a safety delegate nor an occupational health and safety technician. Workers’ and managers’
perceptions were that in such a ‘family’, trust between all participants made formal channels of
representation unnecessary. But such close relations also served to influence attitudes in terms of what
workers were prepared to tolerate. Having a boss who was a family relative, for example, sometimes
made workers more willing to adapt to conditions they might not have been happy to accept in other
circumstances. In these and other situations, they sometimes excused the company from being
responsible for ‘fixing’ problems identified in the work environment, even adopting this responsibility for
themselves:
We do not perceive significant risks and we resolve those that are identified as far as we can;
there are things that do not depend on the management.
Worker, small public services
In other workplaces in Spain, direct communication between management and workers elicited mixed
perceptions of its effectiveness. Some workers complained about it resulting in reduced opportunities
for participation, while in other cases the workers said that the direct path was:
… the best way to communicate these problems as well as the most efficient.
Worker, small public sector.
Its effectiveness, therefore, clearly depended on wider determinants within establishments and in the
conduct of their operations, which influenced the way in which these approaches were perceived.
Some clues to these determinants were seen in one of the Spanish establishments we studied which
was a cooperative. Here a special arrangement for participation in OSH was evident. Horizontal and
symmetric relations among workers made the circulation of information simpler and faster. There were
fewer bureaucratic procedures causing delays, and workers had also improved on this with two further
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organisational strategies. Firstly, in each department there was at least one ‘associate’ who reported
workers’ needs or demands directly to the management. Secondly, workers rotated workstations and
tasks, so they experienced for themselves the advantages and problems of each work position. This
allowed them a better perception of each other’s workload and promoted an active, cooperative attitude
among workers.
According to the manager of the cooperative, being a worker and associate at the same time improved
sensitivity to occupational health and safety issues and awareness of its importance. A worker
confirmed this:
They work with us day by day in the same workplace, sharing our risks and problems; that makes
them very interested in solving workers’ problems.
Worker, small private producing
But while the social relations within the cooperative clearly improved communication between workers
and managers and allowed some improvement to OSH as a consequence, it was not the only influence
and it was not always an effective one. According to another worker from the same cooperative, its
worker members felt themselves to be the owners of the cooperative, and as such they shared the
concerns of owners about productivity and efficiency in relation to the performance of the business.
Sometimes these feelings of ownership meant that they did not comply with safety rules, for example
by not using personal protective equipment — doing what they felt to be more comfortable, and not
what is safe. While all the workers were comfortable asking for support for their safety, they did not
always properly use what they themselves had requested.

7.3.2 Sector, size and their effects on risk assessment and management
in small establishments
The characteristics of sectors were also an important influence on the form and content of worker
participation in all enterprises, including small and micro ones. In this respect, the culture and traditions
of the sector, the nature and magnitude of risks, and the amount of support mandated for their
management were significant influences on the form and content of worker participation in smaller
enterprises in different sectors. In several countries, for example, OSH management support was
relatively highly developed in the construction sector and, albeit to a lesser extent, in manufacturing. In
both sectors, serious risks are widely recognised and complex work organisation demands substantial
support for OSH management and advice. Such arrangements and the culture they tend to bring with
them is likely to influence the nature and level of practices of worker participation in these matters too,
irrespective of company size. There were, therefore, many examples of proactive attempts to increase
direct methods of consultation with workers mentioned by respondents from these sectors.
In high-risk companies, workers’ involvement in risk analysis was, to some extent, institutionalised in
daily practices regardless of company size (although arrangements in small and micro firms were less
bureaucratised than in larger ones). As already noted, the main means of representing workers’
interests in these processes was through the direct participation of individuals. But this was also very
much determined by the willingness of managers to seek such involvement. For example, as reported
previously, in two of the small companies from the construction and manufacturing sectors in Belgium,
managers suggested that their employees did not have the competencies to think about OSH matters
and therefore their involvement was not sought. In the Spanish examples, meanwhile, the
communication style of a small company’s owner was acknowledged as a major influence on the work
climate and consequently the level and type of worker participation that occurred. Where the relevance
of the workers’ point of view as regards improving both the safety and efficiency of the production
process was clear to managers, it improved the way in which worker participation contributed to
ameliorate safety and health at work. Some companies organised working meetings led by the
management department, the main purpose of which might not always be related to OSH but where,
as interviewees suggested, there was sometimes the opportunity for workers to communicate
suggestions or ideas about risk prevention and occupational health and safety. Such meetings could
be said to have had a double objective in this respect: to make the production process more efficient
and to make it safer and healthier. As a Spanish manager put it:
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The two things are related: working in better conditions makes the process more productive and
efficient.
Manager, small private producing
The workers usually shared this organisational and managerial culture and they confirmed their
understanding of its value to them with statements such as:
… new machinery, recently put into the productive process, has improved both safety and
production.
Worker, small private producing
Therefore, when the company management perceived a relationship between safety, comfortable work
and productivity, it seemed to promote a shared understanding, widely communicated through direct
methods of participation, that everyone involved in the production process worked effectively in the
same direction.
In Spanish small private producing companies, workers’ involvement in the process of risk assessment
was, therefore, either through direct, informal communication between individual workers and the
person in charge of OSH issues, or took place during the process of risk assessment at the workplace,
undertaken by a specialised company that provides risk prevention consultancy services. In fact, in
several of the small companies from Spain, all of the OSH services were subcontracted to OSH
consultancy service companies. This practice of contracting out risk management in these types of
small companies was seen by some as tantamount to regarding OSH as an administrative issue in
which workers’ participation is not necessary. Generally here, as in other countries where this practice
occurred, workers in small companies had little opportunity to influence the choice of such services or
what they were contracted to provide. However, some interviewees also said that, while visiting the
workshop during the risk assessment, the technicians from the prevention service did sometimes speak
with workers and ask for ideas and suggestions or for complaints about their occupational health and
safety. Conversely, in other establishments — both small and medium-sized — technicians from the
preventive service were regarded by the workers as inspectors, causing suspicion and mistrust. Indeed,
in some instances interviewees reported that when the external prevention service came to make any
assessment of risks, workers felt that it was they who were being inspected and that the right approach
was to:
Shut up and be careful!
Safety representative, medium private producing
In contrast, in Sweden a (fairly unusual) example of a situation in which there was a health and safety
representative in a small producing firm served to exemplify the importance of worker participation in
both assessing risk and managing the work environment, as well as for the development of effective
production methods. The manager in this establishment said the management team between them had
a good knowledge about the product, sales and business relations of the firm but far less experience of
managing the actual manufacture of their product, and went on to say:
That’s why ‘the lads’ [workers], they are the ones who know. There is no one that knows as much
about manufacturing [as] those who actually manufacture [the workers].
Manager, small private producing
As is typical of a small firm, the establishment had little formal or organised work environment
management, but it was nevertheless successful in both identifying and managing risks. The workers
and managers achieved this by cultivating mutual respect between managers who were interested and
committed, and workers who were deeply involved in planning and shaping the workplace. For example,
the safety representative and other workers had been involved in the reconstruction of the workshop,
and the safety representative said:
We are pretty free to decide, as long as we still produce.
Safety representative, small private producing
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As an example, he talked of a situation in which there had been a lot of stress in relation to certain
products and express orders, with short notice changes in the design due to customers having new
ideas of how to implement the product. The safety representative and one of his colleagues were given
the task of assessing the problem and planning production with regard to machine and employee
capacity. This had led to a better workflow and reduced stress. The financial manager confirmed this
and said:
And this is an interesting solution. Because originally it was the production manager, or whatever
his title is, that should plan and manage the production. But we [management] and the employees
saw that it didn’t work. …. So we delegated the planning to the safety representative and his
colleague.
Financial manager, small private producing
There were marked differences between the private sector producing establishments and many of those
in both public and private sector services work. To begin with, there were strong differences in the
perception of the nature and extent of OSH risks between these sectors. As we saw in the previous
chapter, these differences applied in larger establishments too, but in some respects they were perhaps
more pronounced in smaller ones. While in manufacturing and construction the presence of traditional
physical work risks was widely acknowledged, there was far less awareness of psychosocial risks or
the need to address them. The general attitude in smaller organisations in these sectors was that, if
such risks existed at all, they could be dealt with through personal communication between the affected
workers and their managers, and that there was no need to make any special arrangement for this or
to assess or evaluate the presence of such risks in the workplace.
In public and private sector services, however, there was far less acknowledgement of physical risks
that might be associated with work, with some respondents suggesting there were no significant issues
to be addressed. As one Spanish respondent put it:
We have no risks other than back pain due to poor posture, getting an electric [static] shock …
but hey, that’s no risk, it’s an office.
Manager, small private services
In public and private sector services, therefore, there were many small establishments in our study in
which a perception of ‘low risk’ among both managers and workers led to limited OSH participation
arrangements, whether formal or informal. However, this is not the complete picture. In many of these
services establishments, and especially in those in which the interface with people is a major feature of
work, such as in social and health care and in education, while the nature of work-related risk is quite
different to that found in manufacturing and construction, as are organisational cultures and work ethics,
measures of work-related ill-health such as absence from work would suggest that it is hardly true to
say that these workplaces are ’low risk’ establishments. Perhaps it might be more correct to conclude
that in establishments in these sectors there is only a limited recognition that many of the problems
routinely addressed are in fact about health and safety — even though they are not perceived as such
by either the workers or managers involved.
For example, in the smaller establishments in social or health services in the study, the extent of informal
collaboration among workers and between them and managers around issues such as stress at work
and violence from clients was often considerable, but much of it occurred without workers and managers
identifying it as a part of arrangements for OSH management. So, for instance, team meetings were
regularly organised to discuss clients or patients. Traditional OSH matters were rarely discussed, but
psychosocial risks were a frequent topic of these meetings, as were the risks associated with physical
violence, lone working and the like. Indeed, they were the place for workers to talk about difficulties they
encountered, for example with a child in their care, with assaults from patients and so on. These
problems were regularly discussed with the team and the management to find solutions to them, and
this seemed to be an efficient and effective way of communicating. Managers were relatively easily and
spontaneously informed about the day-to-day problems of workers and could deal with them
immediately, before they escalated. And, as we pointed out in the examples from the United Kingdom
mentioned previously, they often saw it as part of the conduct of their profession to do so. Indeed, in
many cases their professional codes of conduct required such practices. Moreover, talking directly with
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workers gave management the opportunity to win workers’ trust and ask for more details to better
understand the problem. The internal prevention advisor from a small social care organisation added:
… making it more formal could be an obstacle for employees, who all need a different kind of
support.
Prevention advisor, small public service
This was even sometimes the case in relation to psychosocial risks. As reported in the previous chapter,
in larger companies, where there is a requirement to assess and manage psychosocial risks specifically,
assessment mainly occurred through the analysis of questionnaire-based surveys that were often
administered by an external prevention service. In examples of smaller companies from several
countries in our study, however, it was reported that where psychosocial risk analysis occurred, it was
done in a more qualitative way, such as during the discussions at staff meetings described above.

7.3.3 Business dependency, contracting and arrangements for worker
representation
A feature of many small firms is the dependent position they often occupy at the ends of product and
labour supply chains, where the extent of the decision latitude they possess is limited by the demands
of the more powerful (and usually larger) buyers of their products or services. As the literature on these
situations attests, the effects of this can vary from situations in which OSH arrangements are overlooked
in order to meet the price and delivery demands of customers or, at the opposite extreme, where small
contractors and subcontractors are obliged to follow the strict OSH requirements of their larger clients.
For the most part the literature suggests that the former situation is more common than the latter. The
challenge these situations present for participative approaches is that workers and their representatives
usually have little involvement with the clients or buyers, and little chance to influence their demands.
They are presented as external requirements with which the management of the establishment has little
choice but to comply. This also seems to have been the perception in most of the experiences of such
situations that were reported by respondents, regardless of country or sector. For example, respondents
from small firms in Spain suggested worker participation was irrelevant because of the strict control
over work activities exercised by the client in such situations. Work was undertaken on the client’s
premises and the latter established the rules for safety and health there without consultation with the
contractor or subcontractor, whose workers were obliged to comply with these safety rules. As one
interviewee put it — ‘… we have to match our needs to their requirements’ — but there was no
perception of any form of worker participation in this process at all.
An example of these arrangements, albeit from the perspective of the client organisation, was provided
in the Dutch report concerning consultation between the management and works council in a large
organisation that used subcontractors. The manager said:
We consult the works council in all issues that fall under article 27. But also if we want to do
something that exceeds legal requirements. One example is our alcohol and drugs policy, which
we have revised rather drastically. It applies not only to our own employees, but to employees of
subcontractors as well. We are currently implementing the new policy, and we will evaluate it on
a regular basis. This was a fine example of successful cooperation.
Manager, large private producing
But the successful cooperation referred to in the above quotation was between the works council and
the management of the client organisation. Its results were imposed upon the workers of subcontractors,
without consultation.
Another way in which client organisations attempt to influence the safety management of the small firms
that they contract or subcontract, is through the use of systems to certify that contractors will have
arrangements in place that meet required standards of safety. As contracting has expanded in recent
years, so has the use of such systems, including VCA (Veiligheid Gezondheid en Milieu Checklist
Aannemers) certification, ISO (International Organization for Standardization) certification and OSH
18001 certification, depending on country, sector and purpose. They are now routinely a requirement
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in the tendering process for contracts in some sectors and their operation is often monitored by client
organisations. In some countries and in some sectors, the use of such systems has become mandatory
in certain situations, while in others it is still voluntary but very much encouraged. The arrangements for
OSH that certification systems require of clients often emphasise inclusion of direct participative
practices such as toolbox meetings, safety meetings, safety incentive schemes, suggestion schemes,
risk assessment method statements and the like, but seldom do they include any requirements for
representative worker participation in OSH. In some countries, including Belgium, the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom, the use of these systems has been well established for a number of years in
industries, such as construction, where the mix of high-risk activities and fragmentation of managerial
responsibility and communication caused by the substantial use of contracted and subcontracted
employers and workers on the same worksite has encouraged them as ways of meeting common basic
standards of good practice on OSH management. The approach has spread to many other sectors in
private production as well.
There were a number of examples of the experience of the use of these systems in the smaller
establishments in our sample that were active in contracting and subcontracting work, but few had much
to say about their impact on worker representation or participation. One exception was a marine
services company in the United Kingdom where the manager mentioned that the safety meetings that
the company held periodically were in part a fulfilment of requirements of the ISO certification that the
company held. While the manager was quite enthusiastic about the effectiveness of these meetings in
involving employees and raising safety awareness, the employee interviewed was quick to point out
that, as these meetings were held at the end of work shifts, they were attended by workers only with
some reluctance and a strong motivation to finish them quickly.
There were also several examples of situations in which the work pace within the establishment was
increased in order to meet the delivery requirements of customers, and others in which customer
specifications led to alterations of processes and products in order to meet them. In all these cases, if
any form of consultation with workers or their representatives occurred, it was usually the need to meet
orders that was prioritised, rather than any implications that changes might have for OSH.
There were also some differences between countries in the extent to which the workers of
subcontractors were included within the remit of the workers’ representatives for OSH who were
employed by the client organisation. In some cases, in Greece for example, trade unions and health
and safety committees covered full- and part-time employees but not subcontractors’ employees. Trade
unions only informed subcontractors on OSH issues — even when these employees were much more
numerous than those of the client organization (in a national airport, for example). In other countries
such as the Netherlands and Sweden, the employees of subcontractors were sometimes explicitly
included within the remit of worker representatives of the client organisation. In all cases, however, in
the small firms in our sample that were involved in contracting or subcontracting, the workers
interviewed showed little awareness of any possibility that the relationship between them and the client
organisation might allow for worker participation on OSH, whatever requirement was theoretically
mandated. In these situations, in the Netherlands and elsewhere, it was found that requirements for the
certification of contractors’ safety arrangements tended to help raise the profile of contractors’
arrangements for direct participation (through, for example, providing evidence of arrangements such
as toolbox talks, safety meetings, safety communications and the like). The same arrangements often
tended to keep collective representation at arm’s length.

7.3.4 Arrangements for worker participation in small firms — a summary
Their size, relatively straightforward organisation structure and operation, accessibility of decision
makers, shared experiences and proximity of social relations in small firms made formal arrangements
for worker representation seem cumbersome and unnecessary to many of the participants in the study
who managed or worked in small establishments. In all of the countries in the study these participants
were able to furnish examples of situations in which they believed the direct participation of workers
and managers achieved the desired effect of engagement with OSH issues. But while these were no
doubt examples of good communication on OSH problems and solutions in small firms, when such
participation occurred, it is important to bear in mind that it was in part determined by the relations of
production in these firms and not merely a function of their size.
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These determinants do not necessarily lead to positive outcomes. Nor do the experiences of such good
communication between workers and managers in small firms reported in the present study negate the
well-established need to support OSH in these firms in order to improve the acknowledged poor
outcomes experienced in many smaller firms; or the evidence that adequate representation of workers
on OSH plays an important part in this support. What they show quite clearly is that, in most situations,
features of what make arrangements for worker representation a useful contribution to successful
outcomes in larger firms do not apply in the same ways in small firms. Such formal arrangements are
neither practicable or necessarily a useful strategy in small organisations. Nevertheless, there is a clear
difference between representing these interests, which research shows are far from always identical
with those of the business or its owner/manager, and getting workers to participate in schemes that
further these latter organisational and business interests. Small firms would therefore seem to require
a means of autonomously representing the OSH interests of workers that is relevant to both the
structural determinants of economic and social relations in these firms, and relations between them and
their clients. There were few signs of such means present in the cases from any of the countries
included in the study.
One possible exception to this general conclusion is the scheme for representing workers in small firms,
mandated under the statutory provisions on worker representation in Sweden. Under these provisions,
regional safety representatives are appointed by trade unions for workplaces without joint committees
but with at least one union member. As the Swedish report makes clear, there are something in the
order of 1,660 such representatives. While this covers by no means all workers in all small firms without
other means of representation, it is nevertheless widely seen as a substantial support for both workers
and their employers in small firms, and its support is quantitatively far greater than that provided either
through the Work Environment Authority or the preventive services. The activities of these
representatives have been the subject of much research scrutiny, which has generally indicated that
the system is extremely effective. The present study has little to add to what is already known in this
respect, as there was only one case in which a regional safety representative was involved in the
Swedish sample.
The preconditions for the effectiveness of regional health and safety representatives identified in
previous research are those that are characteristic of the Swedish context and especially of the Swedish
labour market, labour relations and OSH regulatory characteristics. Unfortunately, and with the possible
exception of other Nordic countries, these do not seem to be replicated elsewhere in the EU. We will
have reason to return to this question of the transferability of good practice in the following chapter, but
first we examine some of the other situations among our cases where arrangements for worker
representation were either absent or at some variance with what might be anticipated from the statutory
requirements.

7.4 Other arrangements for worker ‘representation’ on occupational
safety and health
Although establishment size was overwhelmingly the limiting factor in setting up arrangements for
worker representation, as we noted earlier, the cases we studied included some in which formal
arrangements were in place that were the consequence of the employers’ own policies on OSH
management and labour relations, as much as they were a reflection of what was required by statutory
provisions. Sometimes these arrangements differed substantially from what might be anticipated from
the statutory requirements, while in other cases, because of the somewhat generic nature of these
requirements, they could be said to offer a version of compliance, but one that would be at variance
with what, for the purposes of this report, we understand by arrangements for representation as
indicated in Chapter 1.
In most cases in Belgium, Spain, the Netherlands and Sweden in medium and large establishments,
arrangements for representation on OSH were broadly in line with statutory requirements. However, in
the remaining three countries the pattern was more varied. In Greece, for example, among the mediumand large-sized establishments there was at least one in each sector where there were no
arrangements in place for representation on OSH in accordance with the statutory provisions. In two of
the larger establishments, the management apparently regarded formal measures on OSH
representation to be superfluous to its requirements. Instead they had introduced alternative schemes
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in which an OSH coordinator or human resources representative was appointed by management to act
as an intermediary between the management and the workers on all labour issues, including those of
OSH. As a manager in one of these establishments put it:
… representation has a meaning when workers feel they are not heard; but here we are a family
business, with an open doors policy.
Manager, large private producing
In another case, although no formal representation was present, the enterprise allowed external unions
to speak to the workers during their break. However, they did so without much enthusiasm, the manager
commenting:
What about the workers who do not want to hear but still have nowhere else to go for their break?
Manager, large private producing
In a further company without formal worker representation, it was suggested that direct consultation on
OSH was effectively undertaken via a special programme on the company’s intranet.
The safety systems in place in all these companies were strongly behaviour-based and placed
considerable focus on workers’ attitudes, safety awareness and rule-following behaviours in accident
prevention. This approach was not uncommon in many other establishments, even where there were
worker representatives appointed under the relevant regulations, and we will have reason to return to
these safety systems and their influence on the experience of worker representation later.
In Estonia, which was distinguished in our sample by having by far the lowest level of trade union
membership — indeed, with only around 5.6 % of the workforce members of trade union, it has the
lowest trade union membership in the EU — arrangements for worker representation on OSH reflected
the overall weakness of employee representation in industrial relations in the country generally. As we
have made clear elsewhere in this report, a result of this is that Estonia has had a ‘dual system’ of
employee representation since 2007, whereby in the absence of a workplace trade union, the general
workforce can elect a ‘trustee’ to represent their interests with management and conduct collective
bargaining on their behalf. As a result, the authors of the national report conclude that opportunities for
employees to represent themselves are poor in the Estonian context, even though dual channel
representation would appear to facilitate such processes.
In the cases of the larger establishments in which employee representatives for OSH had been elected
(or in effect appointed by managers), and where they were active, the majority functioned as an element
of the systems for safety management in place in these establishments that were under the control of
the company management. The activities they undertook were usually in relation to functional elements
of these safety systems; reporting hazards, ensuring workers wore personal protective equipment,
assisting with documentation and information provision, and so on, all of which were conducted through
their reporting to the safety manager. As already stated, such systems were highly behaviour-based in
their orientation and the employee safety representatives functioned essentially as intermediary actors
within them, implementing and operationalising their requirements and, in some cases, monitoring the
compliance of workers with them.
There were one or two exceptions, but again, it seems that the lead on making them exceptional was
taken by the company management. For example, in a large food-manufacturing establishment in
Estonia that had been acquired by a Nordic company, there was a health and safety management
system in place that reflected Nordic approaches and where working environment representatives had
been elected with rights to be involved in various OSH matters. Additionally, in this case workers had
rights to refer their problems to line managers, working environment representatives or working
environment specialists. But even here, the extent of the autonomy of representatives to represent
workers when there might be conflict of interest with the organisational management was unclear. In
other establishments, arrangements reflected the opposite end of the spectrum of both management
systems for OSH and possible representational actions within them. In such cases the elected
employee representative seemed to have little to do, with their appointment merely a token gesture to
regulatory requirements, for which the post holder had been given no time or facilities.
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In the United Kingdom, there was an interesting situation that reflected the changes that have taken
place in the relative influences of organised labour and capital in the years since the original statutory
measures on worker representation were adopted. During this time the former very strong tradition of
workplace trade union organisation has lost ground considerably. The presence of arrangements for
worker representation on OSH made under these statutory measures, and the rights they provide
exclusively to trade unions, have reduced, while in parallel other forms of ‘employee engagement’ have
been introduced, not only in smaller establishments but in larger ones too. This was evident in our data,
where several of the medium- and large-sized establishments among our cases had arrangements in
place that were at some variance with those that might be anticipated from the application of the
‘preferred’ statutory model provided by the Safety Representatives and Safety Committees Regulations
1977.
For example, in one large multi-sited British company performing storage and distribution, there was no
independent trade union recognised across the company and at each of its workplaces the
management had appointed a ‘site representative’ for health and safety, who oversaw compliance with
company safety management procedures on-site and reported to the Group Health and Safety Manager.
The site representative’s role was described as one of ‘facilitation’ — making sure that people with
responsibility for safety matters fulfilled their roles. The site representatives kept records of all safety
documentation such as risk assessments and inspection forms, and met together at twice-yearly safety
committee meetings. They had received no formal training for the role. One said that knowledge was
acquired via learning-by-doing. He had been shown:
… the forms that needed to be filled in and how to complete them, as well as the paperwork for
induction … I just went through it with the manager …. As for the rest of it, you just pick it up as
you go along. It’s more facilitating, than anything else.
Site representative, large private producing
As with the examples from Estonia, despite their very different labour relations history, the
representatives in this establishment functioned as elements of the safety management system and
were entirely responsive to the requirements of the safety manager in this respect.
In a medium-sized establishment involved in farming, food production and packing, which was also
spread over a number of sites, including vegetable farms and a packaging factory, there was again no
recognised trade union or health and safety representatives appointed under the regulations. There
were, however, several persons identified as ‘employee representatives’ and they met once a year on
what the health and safety manager described as a ‘workers’ committee’ for health and safety that had
been in existence for more than 10 years. This committee may have been set up originally because of
the Health and Safety (Consultation with Employees) Regulations 1996, although none of the
interviewees were clear about this. The employee representative who was interviewed said that
management had asked him to sit on the committee and he has been in the role ever since. He received
no safety training or facility time and had no role in OSH beyond the annual committee meeting. At this
meeting, along with other representatives, he had the opportunity to raise issues with management and
action might be taken as a result. Of course this also meant that employee safety concerns might remain
unaddressed for considerable periods of time and ‘fall through the cracks’ — as the safety manager
acknowledged. The real driver of OSH arrangements within this company had been enforcement action
taken some 15 years previously by the regulatory inspectorate (the HSE), which had led to the
appointment of the health and safety manager, who had subsequently overhauled the management
arrangements for OSH and introduced the present system. However, beyond the annual meetings of
the safety committee, employee representation appeared to have played little role in this process.
In another British medium-sized establishment in the voluntary part of the health care sector, that was
growing in size and that, as well as a core of paid staff, also used large numbers of voluntary workers,
there was again no recognised trade union at the organisation, nor were there any designated union,
employee representatives or health and safety committee — although the health and safety manager
envisaged she would set one up once the establishment had reached its anticipated size and employed
around 100 paid workers. At the time of our study, employees’ participation was entirely through the
direct methods employed by the management. The worker who was interviewed explained that if she
had any concerns she would approach the Head of Clinical Services or the CEO. She said:
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This is a small organisation and it is very open. If I had any serious worry or concern, I would
come and knock on the CEO’s door and I know she would speak to me and sort things
immediately. Senior management are entirely approachable and very receptive to staff input.
Worker, medium public services
One reason for this confidence in open communication was suggested to be because the employed
workforce was composed of many highly skilled and knowledgeable professionals, who were confident
in their abilities and ideas, leading to an expectation of being taken seriously by managers:
We expect to be listened to, respected and [to] have our ideas and input valued.
Worker, medium public services
The worker also said that professional practice in the sector led to the anticipation of a high degree of
autonomous participation in all aspects of work, and this led to the transfer of good practice in relation
to occupational health and safety from the professional staff who were increasingly taking up
employment in this growing organisation. Moreover, it was a highly regulated sector and required to
meet standards around patient (and, as a corollary, staff) safety in order to continue operating. A rigorous
regime of internal inspections of safety and environment had been implemented, alongside external
audit and inspection, all of which drove high levels of direct participatory involvement on OSH issues
between staff and managers which, in the view of the interviewees from this establishment, rendered
the need for formal representation of workers’ interests on these matters largely redundant.
Finally, in the United Kingdom, in a small non-union warehousing and distribution company that was
part of a foreign-owned multinational company, there were arrangements for the appointment of nonunion health and safety representatives by the management. There was also a ‘health and safety
champion’, who was a worker with no previous experience of OSH. He had been appointed and trained
by the present multinational owner of the establishment, as part of its initiative to introduce an approach
to OSH arrangements in the company different to that espoused by its predecessor. The approach
involved the implementation of a highly behaviour-change orientated approach to OSH, in which a
conscious attempt had been made to change work practices and improve safety awareness, leading to
the achievement of an organisational safety culture along the lines adopted by the multinational in its
global business. According to the health and safety champion, it was an approach that had been largely
successful and relations between management and the shop floor were generally good, although he
admitted there were:
A few bad apples who resist new initiatives, including the attempts to build a safety culture.
Health and safety champion, large private producing
This attribution of problems to a small minority of ‘deviants’ reflected a marked unitary perspective on
the employment relationship within the establishment, which was also evident in the attempts to drive
performance improvements through the cultivation of enhanced employee commitment and
engagement under the new regime. A host of ‘new’ management techniques focused on continuous
improvement had been introduced, and the setting of key performance indicators (KPIs) on a range of
measures, including safety, was central to their operation. This was part of a concerted effort to create
a more performance-driven culture, with management seeking employee commitment to the
achievement of ‘their’ targets:
We want them to interact with the targets, take ownership and be proud of meeting their targets
… we need to get engagement from the lads around the performance targets.
Health and safety champion, small warehousing facility
A health and safety committee had been set up under the current management. In addition to the health
and safety champion, it comprised all the shift managers, and the general manager (that is, the most
senior manager on site) was required to attend a certain number of meetings per year, to authorise
spending or escalate matters if need be. Employee safety representatives appointed under the present
management also sat on the committee. These were not trade union-appointed representatives. Rather,
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they were ‘volunteers’ from the shop floor, usually selected/promoted by their line managers. As the
health and safety champion said:
They are our eyes and ears out on the shop floor … reporting back on any issues to management.
They are very active, ensuring that all safety aspects across the site are kept.
Health and safety champion, small warehousing facility
Here again, as with other supposed representative arrangements set up at the behest of managers, the
implication of the ways in which they were constituted was that the employee representatives involved
were regarded by the management as merely there to do their bidding, working to reinforce and ensure
effective implementation of managerially-derived systems to improve safety performance. Their role as
autonomous representatives of workers’ collective interests was minimal. Relating the relationship of
these practices in the United Kingdom to British regulatory provisions is somewhat complicated. On the
one hand they clearly did not meet the requirements of the SRSC Regulations. However, since there
were no recognised trade unions present in these workplaces, they did not need to meet these
requirements, and it could be argued that they met those of the more recent Health and Safety
(Consultation with Employees) Regulations 1996 instead. However, as critics of these Regulations have
argued, since it is possible for employers to meet their requirements by simply claiming that they ’consult
with employees’, their role as a serious influence on the nature of arrangements to bring about effective
consultation is minimal (James and Walters, 1997).

7.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have explored features of the representation of workers on OSH that were found in
examples of cases in which there were either no formal arrangements for worker representation on
OSH, or where the arrangements in place were those introduced by employers and managers and
varied from what might have been anticipated under the relevant national provisions.
We have found that the most frequent practice in all these situations was to support various kinds of
direct methods of consultation with workers on OSH issues. In smaller enterprises, many such practices
were already embedded in wider features of the organisation of social relations. Small size, the close
proximity of employer and worker, and the presence of informal ‘management’ practices, combined to
create an environment in which direct participation between workers and employers was the norm for
most matters of employment relations. Applying this to safety and health meant simply extending the
normal practices of communication in these establishments to include safety and health. There were
also many situations in which the nature of the work involved and expectations from both workers and
managers concerning the way in which it was most appropriately conducted (as well as sometimes
expectations and surveillance from important supervisory bodies outside the establishment), led to a
high level of participatory practices, which often extended to address safety and health matters as part
of wider concerns about the care of workers, patients, clients or the public. These kinds of participatory
practices were, for example, often found in social and health care organisations and especially where
a significant proportion of the workforce undertook professionally determined practice. Not surprisingly,
in all these situations, such approaches found widespread acceptance among workers and managers
alike.
In these and other situations there was, however, some blurring of the boundaries between what
occurred as the normal practice of communication, or was associated with expectations of quality in
professional practice, and deliberate managerial strategy to increase the uptake of measures
introduced to improve particular organisational approaches towards safety management. These
approaches were evident in many of the establishments in the study. They could mostly be
characterised as aspects of the behaviour-based systems for managing safety that were also prevalent
among our cases. Within these approaches there were a variety of strategies in which direct methods
of communication between management and workers were used, for example: to try to ensure that
safety awareness and safety behaviour among workers was in accordance with managerial
expectations; or to ensure that particular procedures for reporting incidents were adhered to; or where
particular organisational institutions, such as group or whole establishment meetings, were set up to
allow communication between managers and workers. Although many of these arrangements were set
up supposedly to promote two-way flows of communication, in practice most of them involved
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communication from managers and supervisors concerning expectations of how things should be done
in relation to safety, with allowance made for some degree of feedback from workers concerning the
details of the application of the means to achieve these expectations and their effects in practice.
These approaches to safety management were further reflected in the cases in the study in which
employers had introduced some form of arrangements for workers’ representation on OSH, but where
it was different to what might have been anticipated under the relevant national provisions. These
systems generally involved the selection of workers by managers to act as part of the safety system in
the establishment, usually under the control of the safety manager. Their function was mainly to extend
the oversight of systems introduced for safety at the establishment. Taken together with the approaches
to direct methods of participation outlined above, the appointment of such individuals may have helped
to enhance ways of operating safety management arrangements in these establishments, but as with
direct methods generally, they did little to facilitate the representation of workers in any truly
autonomous sense.
While the focus of the analysis of the present chapter has been those establishments, surprisingly
frequent in our sample, in which there were no institutional forms of representation of workers’ interests
on OSH in keeping with our definitions detailed in Chapter 1, in many respects the practices that were
described as ‘participative’ in these workplaces were not entirely different or clearly demarcated from
those in the establishments that were the focus of the previous two chapters, where there were such
institutional forms in place. The quite ubiquitous nature of the features we have found to be present
throughout the operation of the range of forms of institutional arrangements for representing workers’
interests on OSH, suggests there are some important supranational influences at work and such
similarities (or possible convergences) are no coincidence. It is clear, for example, that a very similar
model of arrangements for health and safety management is to be found in the various voluntary
standards on these matters that have been developed and promulgated by national and international
bodies. It is equally clear that the conceptualisation of workers’ representation in these standards is
subtly different from that found in statutory instruments. Yet, as we have observed, the effects of these
standards can be seen in the participatory practices promoted by employers and managers in many
sectors and across many countries and establishment sizes.
As we shall explore further in the following chapter, our analysis of the evidence presented in all three
of these findings chapters suggests that there is a strong influence of a particular approach to safety
management, in which expectations of arrangements for representing workers are not the same as
those articulated by trade unions during the development of the statutory arrangements of workers’
representation on OSH. We think it is important to understand why this is so, as well as to identify the
significant drivers and determinants of present arrangements and their consequences for both the future
of the representation of workers’ interests on OSH and the effectiveness of such arrangements in
contributing to improved OSH outcomes.
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8 Discussion and conclusions
8.1 Introduction
The preceding chapters have presented the results of a major qualitative study of current practices on
worker representation on OSH in the EU, following up the quantitative evidence of the occurrence of
some of these practices in the data of ESENER-2, which was conducted on behalf of EU-OSHA. In this
final chapter, we summarise the key findings of our study, before going on to discuss what this evidence
tells us about the current form and practice of worker representation on OSH in the countries we have
studied (and, by extension, in the EU in general), and also what it suggests concerning the major
influences that determine them.
One of the most obvious features of the cases we have studied is the enormous variety in both the
quality and styles of worker representation on OSH practiced across the countries, sectors and
establishment sizes that we have included in our selection. While this heterogeneity hugely enriches
the quantitative findings of ESENER-2, it also makes generalisations concerning key findings on
workplace practices, their outcomes and their determinants rather difficult. Indeed, our evidence
suggests that, superficially at least, what appears to be acknowledged as a key practice or supportive
factor in one situation may be regarded as limiting in another. For example, in some of the cases we
have studied, we have seen how worker representatives have become incorporated into safety
management systems and function in close collaboration with safety managers, OSH advisors or
prevention advisors (or however these positions are titled in different national systems). In these cases,
they appear to contribute positively to OSH arrangements, to both their own satisfaction and that of
other workers and managers at the establishment. In other cases, participants see the direct
participation of workers in OSH arrangements and practices as both a desirable and a highly effective
way of achieving improvement and best practice in OSH. However, when the same patterns of
participation are found in other establishments, representatives and workers perceive them to be far
less successful at achieving these effects, even sometimes regarding them as undermining the actions
of worker representatives on OSH. They see the role of representation in the establishments in which
they work as something that functions most effectively when it operates with some degree of autonomy
from the institutions and practices of safety management to which it relates.
One way of explaining these different perceptions is through seeking a better understanding of what
might lie beneath them, that is, what might be their contextual determinants. For example, it is clear that
in establishments where there are good labour relations and a strong element of trust manifest between
workers and managers/employers, which itself may be the product of stable patterns of employment,
good pay and conditions, and effective institutions and processes of worker representation more widely,
there are possibilities for cooperation between workers’ representatives and managers. Such
possibilities are far less likely in scenarios in which labour relations are more hostile, and trust is far
more limited, as is often the case in situations in which employment is less secure and pay and
conditions are less advantageous. In the case of the two examples highlighted above, it would not seem
at all surprising that different views of their appropriateness and usefulness would be likely to be aired
in situations where labour relations were harmonious compared with those where they were not. These
labour relations perspectives offer but one wider context. There are several others, such as those that
might arise from regulatory, social or economic determinants originating at different levels within the
wider systems within which work is organised in the different countries in our study, as well as from
even wider determinants influenced by the prevailing norms of the political economy.
Having regard to these complexities, therefore, in what follows we offer some explanations for the
observations in the findings presented in the previous three chapters, along with some reflections on
their wider salience.
We start with a summary of our key findings.

8.2 Key findings concerning the practice of worker representation
The results of the secondary analysis of ESENER-2 for the seven countries in the present study broadly
confirm what might be anticipated from the review of the research literature presented in Chapter 2 —
and add further empirical evidence to support the well-established association between the presence
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of arrangements for workers’ representation on health and safety and management arrangements for
health and safety. That is, they demonstrate the existence of arrangements for worker representation
in a substantial proportion of European workplaces and the existence of a large number of worker
representatives who contribute to the operation of these arrangements, which are associated with best
practices in relation to OSH management more generally.
The results therefore also corroborate and are consistent with the more detailed quantitative findings of
ESENER-1. While for various reasons to do with the survey methods, they probably overestimate these
numbers and proportions in comparison with the more conservative estimates of most national surveys,
the quantitative trends demonstrated are similar in national and European surveys in all the countries
we have studied. However, these positive findings need to be viewed together with the evidence of the
declining presence of worker representation on OSH in some countries, which is occurring alongside
the continuing decline in the presence of organised labour, to which it is probably related. And at the
same time it needs to be borne in mind that while the presence of worker representatives and joint
arrangements represent a significant contribution to the resources for preventive OSH in the EU as a
whole, there are nevertheless a substantial proportion of workers in the EU that are not represented on
OSH in their workplaces despite the statutory entitlements to such representation that exist in all
Member States. There are also many workers, such as those in micro and small firms, that are not
covered by these statutory entitlements at all — and this proportion is increasing.
In Chapter 4 we suggested that some of the reasons for this partial and incomplete cover of workers
and workplaces with representation and joint arrangements relate to the nature of the legislative
measures on worker representation on OSH in many EU Member States. These are, in practice,
facilitating rather than compelling in their orientation and are seldom the subject of intervention or
enforcement action by regulatory inspectorates. They rely on the influence of trade unions, the
institutions of workers’ workplace organisations and employers for their implementation and operation.
We point out that, while implementation and operation was never complete (even during periods in
which the influence of organised labour was much greater), nowadays with this influence much
diminished, the reduction in the presence of representation and institutions of representation on OSH
might be anticipated. Qualitative findings in the following chapters further indicate that, with the possible
exception of Sweden, there was very limited if any contact between regulatory inspectors and worker
representatives in nearly all the establishments studied, and even less indication of any regulatory
intervention supporting worker representation.
But this is only part of the story because, as Chapter 4 also indicates, what our review and analysis of
quantitative evidence also indicated in at least some countries during the present changing times was
not only a reduction in representative arrangements but also a parallel increase in other methods of
consultation, especially those in which employers claimed to adopt some form of direct method of
consultation with workers on OSH matters. These changes hinted at the possibility of more qualitative
change which might be occurring in parallel in the practice of representation, and raised a host of
questions that the quantitative data were unable to address. These concerned, for example, the quality
of representation, and its operation, support and character within establishments, as well as further
questions concerning the qualities of the individuals and institutions involved in representative
arrangements and their means of engagement with the representation on OSH with which they were
tasked. Such questions required qualitative analysis and its outcomes have been reported in the
previous three chapters of this report. These address, in turn, patterns of representation and their
relations with risk management arrangements, supports for representation and, finally, experiences of
representing workers on OSH in establishments among our cases where there were no formal
arrangements in place in accordance with the statutory requirements for collective representation on
OSH.
Turning to this qualitative analysis, carried out in 143 establishments in the seven countries we studied,
we found strong evidence that also confirms and corroborates previous research. That is, in most
countries, despite differences in statutory provisions and labour relations institutions, where some, if
not all, of the preconditions of the effectiveness of worker representation identified in previous research
were in place, there was evidence of its continued effectiveness in our cases. That is, where there was
evidence of a strong legislative steer, employer/management commitment to participative approaches
to OSH, and supportive worker union organisation inside and outside the establishment and well-trained
and well-informed worker representatives as a result, there was robust evidence of the presence of
autonomous worker-centred approaches to OSH among representatives and their representative
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institutions, and a positive relationship between these and the arrangements employers made to
manage OSH. Representatives in these cases behaved in ways identified in previous research when
engaging with managers, using the regulatory support for their activities and seeking information and
support for doing so. This was the case in Belgium, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and the United
Kingdom, and to a lesser extent in Greece and Estonia.
However, we need to be clear that the cases in which these practices were most prominent were not in
the majority among our 143 establishments. Indeed, they were exceptional rather than indications of
what was normal practice. We have not attempted to quantify their presence in different countries
because, as explained in Chapter 3, we were not dealing with a representative sample and such
quantification would be misleading. But examples of worker representatives being able to operate in
this way seemed to be more numerous in the cases from countries such as Sweden and possibly also
Belgium and the Netherlands. We think this may reflect, in part, the resilience of the trade union
presence in the establishments in these countries, as well as the continued national statutory support
for workplace institutions of organised labour, including works councils and joint health and safety
committees, and the presence of the latter in many of the cases included in the samples drawn from
these countries. More widely, it may also be related to the resilience of corporatist institutions in these
countries and the ‘varieties of capitalism’ represented by their political economies.
For the majority of our cases, however, we find much that is of interest concerning the effects of the
changes that have taken place since the statutory measures on worker representation on OSH were
introduced or seriously revised in each of the countries we studied. In many cases there was evidence
of the emergence of an approach different to that which previous research has found to be effective. In
particular, the strong influence of the presence of managerial arrangements for OSH, into which
arrangements for worker representation on OSH appeared to have been incorporated to varying
degrees, was evident in a substantial proportion of cases. Even in the absence of incorporation of
representation into such systems, the guiding hand of managers was nevertheless often apparent in
the arrangements made for worker representation on OSH and their operation. (This was also true in
many of the cases in which there was quite strong presence of workplace institutions of organised
labour, such as the works councils and joint prevention committees previously mentioned in countries
such as Belgium and the Netherlands.)
In all these situations, the behaviour of the representatives concerned was often at some distance from
the so-called ‘knowledge activism’ identified by Hall and his colleagues (Hall et al., 2006, 2016) as
representing the most effective form of engagement of worker representatives on OSH. Indeed, as we
point out in a previous chapter, their behaviour was more typically likened to them being ‘the eyes and
ears of safety managers’, by both managers and themselves. The key finding from our qualitative
research, therefore, suggests that a change may have taken place since the implementation of
regulatory provisions that were largely based on pluralist assumptions concerning the conduct of
industrial relations and the capacity of organised labour inside and outside establishments to support
the autonomy of worker representatives in their dealings with managers on OSH. In this chapter we
discuss the possible significance of this observation and explore what our cases suggest are important
determinants of the representation of workers on OSH in different EU Member States at the present
time. This discussion also develops and elaborates a more nuanced and detailed understanding of the
quality of the practices of worker representation and participation identified in the quantitative analysis
of the ESENER-2 data. Before we do so, however, we need to express a word of caution concerning
the nature of our findings.

8.2.1 Some caveats concerning bias
As a piece of qualitative research, this report is clearly dependent on the nature of its sources and is
likely to reflect the biases within them introduced by their method of selection. We have detailed this
process and its consequent effects in Chapter 3 and would like to reflect a little more on these
consequences in relation to the discussion of our findings. They are essentially twofold.
Firstly, with this as with any survey, the data it collects are provided by recipients who are prepared to
respond. As such, these respondents are likely to be made up of a greater proportion of representatives
of establishments willing to take part in such a survey because they have personnel with time to do so,
and those responsible feel they have something to contribute about which they feel positive. In short,
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as is well known, this is likely to over-represent respondents with a perception that there are good
practices in operation in their establishment, rather than those who feel that practices are inadequate
or likely to be found wanting. Such patterns do not invalidate surveys or the data they generate, provided
they are recognised. And as Chapter 3 makes plain, we have done so in this study and we are aware
that the selection of the large majority of our cases was most likely to be from the ‘better end’ of the
range of practices on OSH management in the EU.
Secondly, however, this selection may have introduced a further bias in which the particular
understandings of the person who was the main contact point for ESENER-2 within each establishment
may also have had some influence on the composition of the cases we were able to select for our
qualitative study. The approach taken by researchers seeking establishments to participate in the main
quantitative ESENER-2 study directed them to the ‘person who knows best about health and safety’. In
our follow-up study, we asked a number of those respondents who had originally indicated a willingness
to participate in a further study, if they would help us to examine ‘how workplace health and safety is
organised’. Both these approaches may have resulted in some degree of further bias in the composition
of the cases. To begin with, ‘the person who knows best about health and safety’ was most commonly
the senior health and safety practitioner/specialist/manager/adviser in the establishment (also referred
to in some countries as the internal prevention service, or the prevention specialist/adviser). The
function of these personnel, irrespective of their title, was broadly that of providing OSH expertise and
management, and often exercising responsibility for the delivery of all or part of the OSH arrangements
in the establishment. It would not be surprising if, among the range of persons occupying this role who
were approached to participate in the study, a greater proportion of those who felt that they had
something to say about their achievements agreed to be part of the ESENER-2 sample. And among
those who agreed to take part in this qualitative follow-up study, in which the stated intention was to ask
workers and their representatives about worker participation in OSH, it is probable that there would be
a greater proportion of those who both judged labour relations to be working well in the establishment
and believed themselves to have a good relationship with workers’ representatives. Among many such
respondents, as is clear from the experiences reported in previous chapters, there were often quite
strongly held views concerning the benefits of different forms of participation on OSH and the role of
worker representation within them. In quite a number of our cases these respondents had played an
active role in influencing the ways in which these arrangements operated in their establishments. It is
not improbable, therefore, that among our cases we may have included an over-representation of
establishments in which a particular understanding of the role of worker participation on OSH, such as
is held by safety practitioners, was dominant.
This said, we nevertheless think that the approaches to representation and other forms of worker
participation on OSH that are revealed in the cases have a strong relationship with elements of the
contexts in which they are found in the changing world of work in the EU at the present time. As such,
while not quantitatively verifiable in a qualitative study of this kind, they are nevertheless valid and
important indicators of both current practice and the changes it can be seen to represent when our
findings are compared with previous research.

8.3 What determines practice in
occupational safety and health

worker

representation

on

All the national reports present detailed accounts of experiences of representation, but these
experiences are strongly affected by their contexts, which influence the nature of the process and
practices involved as well as their outcomes. Using the findings from previous studies as a basis, it is
possible to categorise such contextual determinants. They include:




those internal to the establishment that have a direct influence on the presence and operation
of arrangements for worker representation on OSH and on how representatives act;
other internal determinants that influence the quality of representation on OSH more indirectly;
further determinants of these matters which operate largely from outside the workplace and act
even more indirectly but can significantly affect how worker representation is constructed and
construed within workplaces.

Internal determinants might include, for example:
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establishment size and sector;
the knowledge held by employers, managers, workers and their representatives concerning
regulatory requirements on worker representation;
the risk profile of the establishment, and the commitment of managers to introducing and
supporting participative arrangements for health and safety to address it;
the relationship of these arrangements to those of the employer, addressing OSH management
more generally;
the institutional arrangements for worker representation on OSH at the workplace;
the extent to which OSH is explicitly addressed in collective agreements at the establishment,
or in other agreements made by employers and representatives of labour;
the extent to which representation on OSH is prioritised by organised workers at the
establishment;
the awareness of OSH among workers.

Many of these determinants also help influence who are selected or appointed as worker health and
safety representatives or committee members, and what special skills they possess, as well as their
access to the training to which they may be entitled. They also influence the means to be used in
practice to operationalise various functions and entitlements given to representatives and/or committee
members, by statute or otherwise, to enable them to undertake their roles.
Then there are the more indirect determinants of the presence and role of worker representation in
OSH, including:



those concerning the organisation of employment within the establishment — the use of
temporary or agency employees, contractors and subcontractors and so on;
relatedly, the organisation of work — including shift patterns, the internal organisation of the
labour process and work intensity.

These factors affect the presence and role of arrangements for worker representation, as does the
extent of trade union membership and the role of representation on OSH within wider provisions for
labour relations and collective bargaining at the establishment.
External to the establishment, other determinants provide contextual influences on the ways things are
done within the establishment. For example, macroeconomic factors related to the labour market
influence job security, flexibility and the labour market power of individual workers, which may have a
bearing on the nature and extent of arrangements employers are prepared to make for representative
participation, as well as the ways in which representatives undertake their role. Other external
influences include: the presence or otherwise of preventive services, the nature of external trade union
support and commitment to worker representation on OSH; the nature of sector- or national-level
agreements concerning procedures for collective bargaining and the extent to which these or other
agreements at these levels refer to OSH; and the business position of the establishment in relation to
its buyers and suppliers. Finally, although regulatory requirements on worker representation on OSH
can be seen as a determinant operating within establishments, at the same time they have a wider
salience as elements of a nexus of regulation that applies to both OSH matters and labour relations.
This in turn is influenced by the compliance priorities and strategies of the agencies responsible for its
administration and enforcement, which may be further dependent on the prevailing climate for
governance, regulation and labour relations, as well as on the public perception of the risks subject to
such regulation.
Using the same model as developed in a previous study of determinants of OSH practice more generally,
we have tried to present these contextual influences schematically in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Analytical model of the relationship between establishment-level practice on worker representation and its internal and external
determinants (adapted from Walters et al., 2013:57)
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The figure indicates how formal arrangements for worker representation are defined by regulatory
means under the influence of wider regulatory, political, economic and labour relations contexts in each
country. They are implemented in establishments to varying degrees, according to a set of determinants
drawn from these contexts acting, often in concert, from both within and outside the establishment; these
determinants help to influence the practices that constitute the representation of workers on OSH, as
well as their outcomes. Aside from the influence of establishment size and sector, the business position
of the establishment and the extent of its decision latitude, such determinants also include the content
of regulation, the degree to which compliance is sought by regulatory agencies, the role of support for
worker representation from trade unions and organised labour (from both within and outside the
establishment), and the attitude of the employer and its management towards the arrangements made
for OSH at the establishment and towards representative participation of workers within it. The broad
horizontal arrows at the top and bottom of the figure convey that such supports are not constants but
are themselves subject to the determination of changes over time, and to wider trends in the economy
and the political orientation of governance, as well as in the relative power of labour or capital to
determine the scenarios of labour relations in which the representation of workers on OSH takes place.
In the following sections, we offer some reflections on what our findings suggest concerning the
influence of some of the key elements of such determinants and the way their influence has developed
and changed since statutory measures have required forms of worker representation on OSH. We begin
with those concerning the establishment and its internal operations.

8.3.1 Workplace size and sector
Our cases were drawn from a range of workplaces of different sizes in three different sectors, including
private producing establishments and both public and private services. Allowing for the heterogeneity of
the establishments overall and the particular influences of national contexts, we found the expected
influence of workplace size on the internal arrangements for representing workers on OSH. There was
a greater prevalence of direct methods of consultation with workers in smaller establishments, and little
sign of formal arrangements for representation in such firms. There was also a stronger sense of social
cohesion in some of these establishments, and close personal relations between managers and workers.
In the relatively few cases where formal arrangements were in place, it appeared that they had been
introduced by managers usually with some idea of seeking conformity with requirements of certification
standards and/or the demands of clients to whom they were contracted.
Where such formal arrangements were in place in smaller establishments, they were almost never the
result of the demands of workers within the establishment. Such arrangements, where in place, did not
include elected worker representatives but were more often either arrangements for regular works safety
meetings or occasionally the appointment of a workers’ ‘safety representative’ by managers. In many of
these smaller establishments, work, including the arrangements for OSH, was more subject to the
influence of external determinants resulting from the nature of business relationships with clients than
seemed to be the case in larger organisations. The one exception to this was found in Sweden, where
all but one of the smaller establishments had trade union members working in them and had in place
formal arrangements in accordance with statutory requirements as a result.
There was less obvious influence demonstrated in the cases overall in relation to the effects of the risk
profiles of the establishments on both the presence of representative arrangements and their operation.
That is to say, while there were substantial differences in the presence and practice of arrangements
for worker representation between manufacturing establishments and those engaged in public or private
services, to explain these differences solely as responses to differences in risk profile would seriously
misrepresent the situation. While risk profile undoubtedly played a significant role, it was in combination
with a variety of other elements that explain differences in the way work is done within establishments.
They included, for example, different ways of organising work and employment, different external
pressures in relation to resourcing, and different expectations among workers who might, for example,
be predominantly manual workers, administrative workers or care workers, with different levels of
qualifications, skills and professionalisation among them. These factors helped determine both their
autonomy and the extent of their responsibilisation.
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There were also different patterns, institutions and traditions of industrial relations and management in
the sectors which further influenced the way things were done in relation to representing workers on
OSH. And finally, there was the influence of differences in the power and presence of organised labour
within workplaces, which were to some extent also determined by its prevalence in the sector, as we
explore further below.
A further sector- and size-related feature of our cases was found in the different arrangements that
existed among establishments for involving external prevention services. Of course the major
determinant of these differences was the national context, as previous research has indicated
(Westerholm and Walters (eds), 2007). It is well established that, despite the homogeneity sought under
the EU Framework Directive 89/391, there are persistent differences in national regulatory requirements
on the role of prevention services, both inside and outside workplaces. However, workplace size and
sector also have some influence — with smaller establishments being either unable to afford the use of
elaborate prevention services, or heavily dependent on less-expensive services to provide know-how
on OSH that owner/managers in these workplaces feel they lack and do not have time to acquire. Both
the risk and institutional profile of sectors are also influential on the extent and character of prevention
services, with marked differences in the profiles of prevention services between sectors such as
construction, manufacturing, heavy engineering and public services. Some of these differences were
reflected in the experiences reported in our study, as were differences in the rights of the representative
institutions within establishments to influence/veto the employer’s choice of such services. In the main,
the latter rights did not appear to be used to any great extent in the cases from countries where they
applied and, generally, representatives reported fairly mixed experiences in relation to contact with
prevention services. In some cases, while the representatives seemed to have had little say on the
appointment of such services, they were satisfied with the personal contact they had experienced with
these services when they visited their workplaces. In others, representatives indicated that such
personnel had conducted risk assessments without their involvement, and that they had only
subsequently been consulted on the results of these activities by management. All such variation makes
it difficult to conclude with certainty, but there would seem to be a strong case for extending statutory
requirements on cooperation between preventive services and institutions for workers’ representation
on OSH.

8.3.2 Relations with safety management systems within establishments
As we have observed in previous chapters, a significant direct determinant of practice on worker
representation was its relationship with the arrangements made by employers to manage OSH at the
establishment. One of the products of the process-based regulation of OSH in the Member States of the
EU has been the spreading adoption of management systems approaches to OSH, especially among
larger organisations. As is well documented, these systems are widely accepted by employers as
providing the framework for their compliance with regulatory requirements to manage risk competently
and with the appropriate expertise — such as is provided in the now long-standing transposition of EU
measures such as the EU Framework Directive 89/391. A further product of these measures seems to
have been the widespread use of health and safety practitioners of one sort or another to help to
operationalise the arrangements made for OSH in larger organisations. Therefore, both systems for
managing safety and health and persons designated as responsible for monitoring their operation were
commonly present in the larger organisations among our cases in all sectors, and especially in those
from the private producing sector. In many of these cases, not surprisingly, worker representatives who
were dealing with OSH worked in close cooperation with the safety practitioners whose job it was to
ensure the operation of arrangements for OSH management. The nature of this working relationship
varied among the cases, as did the way in which it influenced the role of worker representatives. In
some cases, such as those reported in detail from Sweden and discussed in Chapter 5, good practice
in this relationship seems to have required clear understandings on the part of both managers and
representatives that there were common procedures for the operation of safety management in the
establishment, and that both parties needed to use them competently. At the same time, there was
acknowledgement that both parties allowed room for different perspectives on the OSH issues, with
consultative procedures in place to resolve conflict that these differences might occasion. In some of
the cases concerning the involvement of the works council in OSH activities, a similar approach was
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reported to occur in the Netherlands. However, alongside these examples, there were many others
detailed in previous chapters in which the relationship between the representatives, the arrangements
for managing safety and the managers operating these arrangements was less balanced. In these cases,
widely reported from all the countries we studied, representatives functioned as part of the system for
managing safety, usually following the lead of the responsible safety practitioners and often reporting to
them. Questions arise as to why this was so and what had determined developments in this direction.
Further questions also need to be asked about the effectiveness of such approaches in representing
workers’ OSH interests.
In many of the cases we studied it appeared that the proximal reasons for the way in which worker
representation fitted into arrangements for OSH management had quite a lot to do with the personalities
of the key players involved. For example, it was clear from interviews that some safety
managers/prevention advisers believed themselves to have been instrumental in shaping the nature of
the arrangements in place. Safety representatives and works councils had responded to their initiatives
by fitting into these systems with roles and functions largely determined by following the direction of the
safety manager/prevention adviser, who had then assumed control over the operation of the system
thus created. In these examples representatives tended to defer to a perception of superior
knowledge/expertise in the safety practitioner, often turning to them as their major source of information
and advice on OSH at the establishment. However, it is clear that further determinants lay behind the
ability of safety managers/prevention advisers to assume these positions and exercise such controls.
A more in-depth qualitative analysis than was possible in this study of the relations of OSH within
workplaces and the contexts in which they occur, is required before definitive conclusions can be arrived
at concerning these underlying determinants. But when the information we have obtained in the cases
is combined with wider understandings in recent research literature concerning the structure and
organisation of work at the present time, public perception of risk and the role of regulation, as well as
understandings about the nature and role of power in workplace relations, the character of the underlying
determinants seems fairly clear. While the prominence of OSH management arrangements is in part
explained as a combination of employers’ response to process-based regulatory requirements by
adopting OSH management systems and appointing specialists to deliver the OSH competence that is
also a statutory requirement, in many of our cases the incorporation of worker safety representatives
within them was arguably also influenced by the particular character of the OSH management systems
in question. In our study, these were often dominated by behaviour-based approaches that marginalised
an autonomous role for representation. In keeping with the research reviewed in Chapter 2, such
development was evident in cases where there was also a reduced presence of organised labour both
within and outside establishments, and reduced possibilities for representation due to organisational
and structural changes in the nature of work and employment, and the influence of wider changes in
public understandings concerning the role of collective action at work, and regulating OSH, that we
alluded to in Chapter 2. We discuss the evidence from the cases concerning the effects of some of these
influences in the following subsections.

8.3.3 Union membership and wider
bargaining at the establishment

arrangements

for

collective

As the review of the literature in Chapter 2 makes clear, union membership within establishments is of
both direct and indirect influence, and an important determinant of arrangements for worker
representation on OSH. In some countries, such as the United Kingdom and Sweden, it directly affected
the kinds of arrangements in place, while in all countries the role of unions and the wider arrangements
for collective bargaining have indirect but nevertheless significant influence on the form and practice of
worker representation on OSH. The research literature, as well as trade union rhetoric, suggests a
‘preferred model’ in which workers’ health and safety representatives ideally operate from within the
workers’ collective organisation in establishments, and are supported through its prioritisation of OSH
in collective agreements with employers and in the activities of the wider institutions of representation
present in the establishment. They are trained and informed by trade unions using worker-centred
education techniques that combine understanding of the representative role with that of technical and
legal matters concerning OSH.
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In our cases from virtually all of the countries we studied, where there was a strong presence of
organised labour inside the establishment (whether through union organisation or through works
councils) and where it prioritised OSH issues, we found there was usually strong representation of these
issues to management. However, the way in which such representation occurred nevertheless varied
across the spectrum between conflict and consensus and, as the previous subsection suggests, our
cases provide quite strong evidence of its moderation by arrangements for OSH management that were
put in place by the employer. An extreme consequence of this, as also illustrated in the previous two
subsections, is the virtually complete assimilation of the safety representative’s role into the safety
management system, but there are also more balanced forms of cooperation that were evident in some
cases. For example, in Sweden it was evident from many of the testimonies detailed in Chapter 5 that,
while consensus on OSH was the stated objective of dialogue between representatives and managers,
both parties respected their entitlement to different perspectives concerning the nature of OSH problems
and their solutions. This was largely because of the strength of the trade union organisations within the
workplace and sector, as well as in society in general, leading to the acceptance of norms concerning
workers’ representation which continued to be influential in the cases we studied, despite significant
erosion in trade union density in Sweden in recent decades. Equally important in this respect in Sweden
was the legitimacy afforded to the autonomous actions of safety representatives by their statutory rights
to stop dangerous work and to appeal to the regulatory agency when, in their view, employers failed to
take appropriate measures on OSH.
Essentially, the same was true in countries where, unlike in Sweden and the United Kingdom, trade
unions were not mandated by statute to represent workers on OSH. In countries such as the Netherlands
(where works councils took on this role), Belgium (where it was the function of a joint committee) or
Spain (where safety delegates operated alongside union delegates), and where workplace worker
organisation was strong, the representative role on OSH was supported by trade unions from both inside
and outside the workplace, as the cases demonstrate. Where the worker organisation sought to prioritise
actions on OSH among its concerns, there was little difference between practice and outcomes in these
cases and in those in countries like the United Kingdom and Sweden where trade union involvement
was more direct. There were also other situations, albeit less common, where the presence of conflict
between workers’ interests and those of managers was openly acknowledged and where the presence
of strong collective organisation, often supported by trade unions, sought to represent and protect
workers’ interests. And while such cases were not that common, it would appear that the presence of
strong collective arrangements were helpful in supporting representatives to achieve the protections
they sought for workers in such scenarios
However, in many cases from across all countries and sectors, the presence of workplace organisation
(whether trade union or otherwise) was far less strong, and it was in these situations that, most
commonly, worker health and safety representatives were absorbed into the employers’ arrangements
for safety management. In other cases where weaknesses in collective organisation were evident,
representatives had not been incorporated into management arrangements. Instead they were
marginalised by the managers with health and safety responsibilities, and at the same time often
struggled to maintain a presence in the eyes of their fellow workers, who questioned their relevance to
them. In such situations, the representatives were aware of the limitations of their effectiveness and
often frustrated by their inability to make their presence felt. The absence of support from an effective
union organisation at the workplace, coupled with the non-involvement of regulatory inspectors with the
establishment, left them with few resources at their disposal or means to influence OSH arrangements.
But, as we need to make clear, it was not only in the cases where there was a weak presence of
workplace worker organisation that the appropriation of representatives into the employers’
arrangements for OSH took place. As is also evident in Chapters 5 and 6, there were other cases in
nearly all countries where it appeared that, although there was workers’ collective organisation at the
establishment, representation on health and safety functioned more or less separately from it, relating
more to the role of the safety manager/prevention adviser than to worker/union organisation at the
workplace. It was also in these workplaces that systematic approaches to safety management had been
adopted, often along lines advocated in the requirements of certification. Moreover, as is also apparent
from the testimony in Chapters 5 and 6, this was a situation that the interviewees, whether
representatives, workers or safety managers, generally found to be quite acceptable. We think this is
an interesting development that requires further study. It is not possible to judge from our cases how
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widespread this trend is, or the extent to which it reflects a decline of trade union influence or the
consequences of an acceptance of a dominant ‘expert’ approach to OSH on the part of trade unions —
as suggested by one key informant in the Netherlands. But whatever the cause of its ascendance, as
we have already pointed out, it represents a set of relations on OSH that are a far cry from the
‘knowledge activism’ that Hall and his colleagues claim to be the most effective form of representative
engagement with OSH (Hall et al., 2006).
Overall, therefore, we conclude that our cases confirm that, as previous research has indicated,
collective organisation within and outside workplaces remains an important determinant of effective
representation on OSH. However, the cases suggest such organisation was quite limited in the majority
of establishments we have studied, which left representatives often feeling unsupported, marginalised
and even vulnerable in some cases. In other cases, including some in which the collective representation
of workers’ wider interests were quite well developed, those on OSH were largely subsumed into
management systems for health and safety at the establishment. In such cases, the capacity of workers’
representatives to deliver the autonomous representation of workers’ separate interests in OSH was
reduced.
A final comment on the influence of institutional arrangements for labour relations on those concerning
representation on OSH relates to the role of collective agreements. The early research literature on
worker representation on OSH often pointed to the potential of including details of arrangements for
OSH representation in such agreements at both establishment and sector level, enabling details such
as entitlements for time off to undertake representative activities and training to be spelled out, and also
to the possibility of jointly determining provisions that might go further than the statutory requirements.
However, in our cases there was little knowledge of such agreements and it would appear that, even if
they existed at some level, they were in the main perceived to be of limited influence on workplace
practices.
One particular version of the collectively agreed approaches to OSH is found in the Dutch system for
OSH Catalogues, which are agreements, usually at sector level, between employers and trade unions,
which address OSH issues. But the Dutch national report found that OSH Catalogues played only a
marginal role in setting clear-cut standards. Most of the catalogues do, however, contain guidelines for
good practice, and national-level key informants claimed to know of examples of OSH catalogues of
good quality which were also of some assistance to workers’ representatives — ‘but not too many’. In
two of the cases we studied in the Netherlands, both managers and the works council reported making
use of an OSH Catalogue, notably in training workers and fine-tuning the current risk assessment:
We had an issue with work pressure, and then I pointed out the existence of the OSH Catalogue
to the workers. It contained good solutions for handling work pressure, and these have actually
been picked up.
OSH manager, large private hospital
Recently, we have run through the existing risk assessment using checklists and the OSH
Catalogue.
Works council member, large private mental health services
But the more general finding was that the instrument clearly has not been used to its full potential.

8.3.4 Influences of the employment contract
Many of the structural and organisational changes associated with a diminished role for collective
representation within workplaces in the current economic climate in the EU serve at the same time to
change the nature of risks faced by workers and, arguably, increase their vulnerability to them by making
their work and its risks to their health and safety less accessible to conventional protections. As we detail
in Chapter 2, quite a large body of research demonstrates that increased outsourcing of work,
contractorisation, growth in micro and small firms, temporary and migrant labour, zero hours contracting
and so on, all create situations in which new and emergent risks take on greater significance, and
contribute simultaneously to making the workers who experience them and the work situations in which
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they occur less accessible to these conventional forms of protection, whether through collective
representation or regulatory inspection. Further research indicates that in most EU Member States, as
elsewhere, the power of organised labour has been substantially eroded and resources for inspection
reduced, with a parallel reduction in enforcement actions. As well as these changes in the organisation
of employment, we outlined in Chapter 2 that equally well-documented changes lead to work
intensification and to the introduction of more demanding work patterns, as well as greater accountability
and surveillance of performance. All of these have been seen to contribute to important increases in
time off work resulting from mental and emotional stress and fatigue, and to other harms associated
with increased psychosocial risks.
It would be surprising if these developments had not been felt by workers, managers and employers in
the cases we studied since, as the national reports detail, they are a significant element of the changes
that have occurred in the wider economic and regulatory profiles of the countries from which they were
drawn. And, indeed, their effects were evident in the accounts of the experiences and perceptions of the
respondents from the cases reported in the national studies. They concerned, for example, the
difficulties some representatives reported when dealing with contractors and their workers or, conversely,
when it was they who were working for a contractor, in accessing the client employer; and when trying
to represent the interests of migrant labour, workers from temporary employment agencies, casual
workers or others who existed largely beyond the conventional institutional nexus of labour relations
procedures created by the employment contract. The reports also related the frustration of other
representatives caused by lack of consultation and inability to influence planning of work consequent to
decisions taken by employers to meet the price and delivery demands imposed by clients/buyers. And
in terms of psychosocial risk, as Chapter 5 makes plain, while there is widespread and growing
recognition that this is a significant problem for work in all sectors, there remain a paucity of solutions to
address it effectively within safety management, and major challenges for representation on such issues.
In both cases the main reason for this is that the problem’s root causes, found in the way in which work
is organised by establishments, largely lie beyond the remit of the safety management system.
This is not to say that there were no examples of good practice in relation to all of these challenges
reported in the cases. They feature in all of the national reports and many are also mentioned in the
previous three chapters. For example, Swedish provisions extend the cover of health and safety
representatives not only to workers who are employed by the same employer as the representatives but
also to the employees of contractors. There were also examples provided in the reports of occasions on
which representations had been made on behalf of workers who were not covered by the standard
employment contract, and also of initiatives taken by representatives and their trade unions in relation
to the health and safety interests of migrant workers. And even though the influence of supply chain
relations often impacted negatively on OSH within establishments, in ways largely beyond the influence
of representation, safety managers occasionally complained of effects in the opposite direction. For
example, in a case in Belgium, a safety manager suggested that dependency on receiving the business
of important clients/buyers could push management to agree to the demands of workers’ representatives
in order to avoid possibly damaging industrial actions. Also in terms of psychosocial risks, there were
some examples found among our cases where they had been effectively managed and where
representatives had been involved, or even where representatives and sometimes their trade unions
had taken successful unilateral initiatives to address them.
However, generally the effects of the changes that have occurred in the nature of work and employment
on the representation of the health and safety interests of workers were, in most of the cases in our
study, quite difficult to document or measure. They had occurred over a period of time and were often
accepted by workers and their representatives as part of several aspects of employment over which
they had no influence. Indeed, the insecurity they generated in relation to employment often served to
reinforce feelings among workers and representatives that they were matters that were beyond the
reach of representation, a feeling that may have been further reinforced by the declining influence of
organised labour.
But many of the consequences of change were also frequently regarded as lying outside the specific
remit of both safety management and representation on OSH. This observation gives pause for some
reflection, since it seems that challenges to workers’ health and well-being that have resulted from
changes in work and employment in recent decades are often not understood by the workers they affect,
or by their managers, as having anything to do with ‘occupational health and safety’. This was also often
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so in our cases. One explanation for this might be found in the way the meaning of this term has
undergone significant change in the decades since its use by radical activists and labour organisers as
a rallying call for the collective mobilisation of labour in the 1970s. Two parallel usages have become
commonplace since that time.
On the one hand, ‘occupational health and safety management’ has become almost synonymous with
‘safety management’ in the lexicon of the practices and procedures employers are obliged to follow
under process-based regulatory requirements. Safety practitioners, standards agencies and many
prevention services involved in the development and certification of these procedures and practices
have defined them quite narrowly. We point out above that the emergent risks of restructuring and
reorganisation originate mainly in a variety of forms of employment degradation and work intensification,
which create conditions effecting an impact on the risk profile of work in which new and emergent risks
associated with the structure and organisation of work have emerged. But reducing occupational health
and safety to a set of activities embraced by concepts of ‘safety management’, and often further
bureaucratising them with auditable ‘risk management’ procedures, monitoring activities and the like
that focus solely on matters that lend themselves to the measurement of ‘performance’ favoured by
current managerialism, risks removing much of which impacts on workers’ health (and sometimes
indirectly on safety) among emergent risks from the remit of the management of safety and health. This
reductionist focus on proximal events, such as physical incidents, behavioural patterns, housekeeping
standards and safe working practices, as well as safe plant and place standards and measurements,
effectively excludes scrutiny of structural and organisational elements of modern work practice that
impact on the working conditions and well-being of workers. When worker representatives are
appropriated by safety managers into this system, it also reduces or entirely removes the capacity of
representative participation on OSH to identify and intervene in emergent risks of the modern world of
work across a whole range of sectors. As we saw in previous chapters and in the national reports on
which they were based, this has meant that in practice a host of potential OSH issues, products of the
ways in which work and employment are organised and in which employers conduct business in
response to cost efficiencies and competitive pressures within markets operating along neo-liberal lines
in current economies of the EU, are widely perceived to be beyond the influence of worker
representation on OSH.
On the other hand, at the same time as these developments have taken place, and related to them in
some respects, quite a profound change has occurred in public thinking in some countries about safety
and health at work. As the structure of work has changed from an industrial to a service-based economy,
the influence of organised labour has reduced, and neo-liberal political prescriptions have become
increasingly accepted as the norms of public discourse, greater individualisation has occurred in many
elements of the employment relationship, with a parallel growth in management prerogatives. As a result,
as many researchers have noted, not only has there been an erosion of organised labour as well of
employment rights for many workers, but there has also been an increase in their responsibilisation in
relation to OSH matters (see, for example, Gray, 2009). At the same time, in countries such as the
United Kingdom, a combination of media influence and neo-liberal political strategies have served to
trivialise occupational health and safety issues in the public eye, directing public perception of workplace
risks away from their potential harm and instead towards the supposedly harmful effects of regulation
on personal freedoms. As Almond (2015) and others have noted, the wider intent of these developments
is aimed at considerably more than changing the nature and purpose of health and safety regulation
and its enforcement. They are part of a way of thinking intended to achieve cultural change in British
society in keeping with neo-liberal precepts, in which not only governance but also the media and key
‘thought leaders’ have sought to influence prevalent societal norms concerning the freedoms and
responsibilities of individuals in economic and social life. In this process, it appears that health and safety
regulation has been a convenient metaphor for what successive governments and their political allies in
the United Kingdom regard as obstacles to the progress of their agenda for change in the economy and
the working of British society more generally. As a result, this regulation has been the subject of a
concerted campaign to highlight its supposed excessiveness, while at the same time both trivialising the
seriousness of its purpose and suggesting it has an insidious effect on the freedom of citizens to behave
responsibly. In combination, these elements of its campaign have gone some way to creating a new
climate in which, as Paul Almond has put it:
… assumptions made about the value of individualized, rationalized, and business-oriented
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regulation have set the parameters for a series of subsequent developments that reflect this new
social reality. The emergence of newly ‘marketised' regulatory strategies … has been made
possible by the internalization of these new norms. Within this symbolic universe, individualism
and personal responsibility are seen as the fundamental basis of social and economic relations
and, as with the compensation culture narrative, individuals are presented as ’rationally
calculating, self-interested actors' who act in accordance with the economic calculation of their
own self-interest. Health and safety is thus reframed as a matter of self-interested exchange,
rather than a universal, welfarist social goal ….
(Almond, 2015:226-227)
There are a range of coercive drivers employed by governance in changing public perceptions of the
role of existing protections against work-related risks, in which processes of individualisation and
responsiblisation (Grey, 2009) have led to a fundamental shift in the ways in which they are perceived
and in the context in which policy discourse on work-related risks occurs in the United Kingdom (James
et al., 2015). It is within these contexts that worker representation on occupational health and safety
currently takes place and it would be surprising indeed if they had not had an effect on how such
representation is perceived and practiced in British workplaces. Indeed, in many respects the
representation of collective interest in protecting workers from harm would seem to be profoundly out of
step with the dominant discourse in the media and in political thinking. And it is within this construction
that experiences of workplace dialogue on OSH in the United Kingdom in the present study are situated.
How widespread this approach is in EU Member States more generally, was beyond the remit and
resources of the present study to determine empirically.
But if in the United Kingdom such approaches have been conveniently exploited by its current
governance in support of its economic policies to stimulate business growth, as the relevant literature
makes plain, it seems highly likely that broadly similar patterns will be found in other countries where
the aim of national economic policy is the same. Organised worker resistance to these processes is
clearly inconvenient at all levels and it is surely not lost on some employers that one small way in which
it may be avoided at the establishment level is by incorporating worker representatives into OSH
management systems that are operated by safety managers/prevention specialists employed in these
roles — as was clearly the case in many of the cases in our study, both in the United Kingdom and
elsewhere.

8.3.5 The impact of economic crises
The trends outlined in the previous subsection, which are largely the result of political and economic
policies that are not confined to individual Member States or indeed to the EU itself, but which operate
on a global scale, are widely seen as the consequences of globalisation of the economy more generally.
This has not been an entirely smooth process and, as is well known, it was subject to a particularly
serious crisis in 2009, an event which affected every Member State in the EU but which led to profound
changes in the political economies of some more than others. Representatives of these more profoundly
affected Member States are included in the present study and it is instructive to examine the extent to
which respondents in the cases there perceived their arrangements for worker representation on OSH
to have been influenced by these developments.
For example in Spain, the economic crisis was perceived by worker representatives to have had two
main effects, with companies putting their concerns with production and costs before those of dealing
with demands from representatives concerning OSH improvements and generally being less willing to
accede to the latter. As one interviewee put it when asked about the organisation of OSH issues:
We are so focused on the day-to-day that in the end we do not devote the time we should to these
kinds of issues.
Manager, small private services
The stress created by insecurity of employment, coupled with increased workloads, was claimed to
affect workers’ health. The greatest barrier to the improvement of OSH outcomes in Spain was currently
perceived to be the need of companies to improve production and productivity in order to keep abreast
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of global competition. This pressure was claimed to make employers more demanding of their workers,
requesting more and more extra hours from them for longer periods of time, as well as improved
productivity. As one Spanish safety representative from a large company put it:
We are experiencing a very delicate moment on many levels … the market is how it is; there are
increasing demands here and we have sensitive cases of bad health.
Safety representative, large private services
However, according to the Spanish report, the crisis has had a rather paradoxical effect in some
workplaces. Prior to it, a large proportion of Spanish workers were employed on temporary contracts.
These were the first to be dismissed as the crisis took hold, leaving workers on permanent contracts
feeling more secure. Indeed, nearly all of the workers in all of the Spanish cases were of the latter type.
This led to some unexpected initial benefits in terms of arrangements for the safety and health at work
of those remaining in employment, since permanent workers are in general better trained and more
experienced, including on OSH matters. Therefore, during the crisis the global rate of workers trained
in risk prevention at work improved. But this was short-lived since, with economic recovery, external
demand increased the pressure on employees, and the effects of this improvement have tended to
vanish.
Similarly in Greece, changes in legislation since the crisis in 2009, made in response to the austerity
measures subsequently introduced, have resulted in substantial changes to collective bargaining, which
have been generally unfavourable to the position of trade unions and workers. According to Lanara:
….[ the changes in industrial relations due to austerity measures] weaken [trade unions’]
institutional role and standing at all levels by depleting their bargaining power and curtailing
fundamental institutional tools and safeguards. [These changes] undermine the functioning of
trade union organizations and threaten the cohesion of collective representation. Furthermore,
workers and trade unions in a fragmented labour market characterized by great precarity and
flexibility now face an uneven playing field, since employers’ options are being excessively
reinforced.
(Lanara, 2012:8).
Labour market features such as job insecurity, job mobility, flexible working patterns, subcontracting and
the like, increased. Privatisation also got underway for several public organisations and the employment
status of civil servants became potentially insecure. Restructuring and downsizing places additional
workloads on employees and reduces time available for representative activities on OSH matters, as a
result of which such activities are not prioritised by hard-pressed unions and their representatives, and
the formation of health and safety committees is discouraged. The function of workers’ representatives
is also influenced by external factors such as recession and financial constraints, privatisation projects,
increase of subcontracting, job (in)security, trade union density, the power of trade unions in critical
sectors, and sector and size of companies. In some of the Greek cases that focused on large public
sector services such as hospitals or municipal administrations, there was a reduced presence of OSH
personnel and the budget for OSH was also reduced. One municipality even claimed to be on the brink
of bankruptcy. Workers’ representatives in these organisations, therefore, had little room to play their
role, and there was a strong focus on cost savings everywhere, with financial difficulties making workers’
representatives and management reluctant to demand more resources for OSH issues. Management
commitment to OSH was affected, since the available means were not sufficient to sustain standards
that were in place prior to the crisis. In the Greek establishments with worker representation, job
insecurity was reported by several trade unions. This was the case in organisations expecting further
privatisation or restructuring. In these situations established trade unions remained active despite the
economic crisis, but labour issues were the priority for workers’ representatives in many companies.
In most of the north-west European countries in the study, the crisis was perhaps not experienced quite
as sharply as in, Estonia, Greece or Spain. However, the processes of post-crisis reforms in these
countries are in many cases the same as those of work restructuring and reorganisation, with reductions
in protective regulation, trade union rights and the resourcing of regulatory enforcement that are
occurring, albeit at different rates, in all the countries in the study. These processes lead many embattled
trade union and workplace worker organisations to indicate that they have little time to focus on OSH
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because their primary focus is on the very survival of their jobs and their workplace organisation. All of
these processes are reductive of the position that previous research has established as a precondition
for effective worker representation on OSH according to statutory models, and are therefore of some
serious concern.

8.4 Concluding remarks
Some caution is warranted before claiming too much with regard to the quantitative representativeness
of the patterns of worker representation and participation on OSH that we have identified in our cases.
That said, we have nevertheless uniquely studied and compared a very rich and varied range of
practices on worker representation in this study, and in this chapter we have discussed how many of
their features can be linked to the influence of underlying determinants at the workplace and beyond.
These linkages remain valid despite our caveats concerning quantitative representativeness.
We have undertaken a comparative study and we have noted differences between regulation and
institutional arrangements for worker representation in different countries in Europe. However, what
stands out in our findings is not the differences between countries but the similarities in workplace
practices and the relations that determine them. This applies to both the nature of support or
preconditions for effective worker representation on OSH in different countries and the factors that
undermine it, which would appear to be converging towards a changed scenario for the representation
of workers on OSH in European countries generally.
In this respect, we think we have gone further than previous research in demonstrating the effects of
changes that have taken place since the regulatory provisions on worker representation on OSH were
first introduced. While they confirm much of what is already known from previous studies, our findings
can be distinguished in terms of the rich and varied forms of worker participation on OSH that they
portray. Also, they show that arrangements for representative participation identified by previous
research as being effective are now in evidence in only a reduced form, or not at all, in many
establishments. If we accept that our sample probably included a larger than average proportion of
cases in which respondents believed they had something positive to say about their arrangements for
worker participation on OSH, such a limited presence of arrangements deemed to be effective in
previous studies may be a surprising finding.
Yet perhaps this should not be so surprising, as our findings also confirm the existence of strong
connections between the nature of the practices that appear to predominate in approaches to worker
participation on OSH at the present time and prominent features of the current organisation of work and
employment. These features not only characterise labour relations, safety management and the
organisation of work and employment within establishments, but also other equally important
determinants of the position and practice of worker representation on OSH, which exert an influence
from outside the establishment. These include patterns and trends in the content and enforcement of
regulation concerning not only OSH specifically but also labour relations, working conditions, labour
standards and freedoms of business more widely. They further include long-term changes in the sectoral
composition of work, coupled with increased outsourcing and patterns of fragmentation in work
organisation and management, growth in numbers of small and micro enterprises, growth in temporary
and migrant employment, and generally more insecure work. In many countries there is not only major
decline in trade union density, but also a parallel reduction in levels of industrial action by organised
workers and so on.
We conclude that the patterns we have seen in the practice of worker representation on OSH in our
cases and the parallel changes occurring in all of these determinants are related. The latter changes
are emblematic of those that have occurred more widely across the neo-liberal political economies,
which nowadays predominate in the Member States of the EU. We further conclude that it is these
changes and the political support for them that have led to the reduced presence of preconditions
previously identified as important in the effective operation of workers’ representation on OSH. Under
these circumstances, our study provides evidence of a growing divergence between statutory provisions
and current workplace practices.
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Annex
Table A1: Supporting data for Figure 4.8

Both low

Representation in
combination with
management
commitment

3

0.000

1.00

Confidence limits

0.898

1.293

Low representation and
high
management
commitment

8.633

7.595

9.812

Both high

16.763

13.988

20.088

2

0.000

1.00

Medium

2.125

1.681

2.685

Large

2.598

1.194

5.653

2

0.000

1.00

Private services

0.673

0.593

0.763

Public

0.600

0.503

0.716

Belgium

Country

Odds
ratio

1.078

Private producing
Sector

pvalue

High representation and
low
management
commitment

Small
Size

Degrees
of
freedom

6

0.000

1.00

Estonia

0.617

0.402

0.947

Greece

0.440

0.340

0.571

Spain

5.129

4.243

6.201

Netherlands

1.264

1.026

1.556

Sweden

1.411

1.123

1.772

United Kingdom

4.101

3.423

4.912
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Table A2: Supporting data for Figure 4.9

Both low

Representation in
combination with
management
commitment

3

0.000

1.00

Confidence limits

1.201

1.918

Low representation and
high
management
commitment

6.580

5.843

7.409

Both high

13.517

11.798

15.486

2

0.000

1.00

Medium

2.200

1.816

2.666

Large

3.830

2.184

6.717

2

0.000

1.00

Private services

2.367

2.064

2.714

Public

4.129

3.453

4.937

Belgium

Country

Odds
ratio

1.518

Private producing
Sector

pvalue

High representation and
low
management
commitment

Small
Size

Degre
es of
freedo
m

6

0.000

1.00

Estonia

0.382

0.206

0.708

Greece

0.342

0.243

0.481

Spain

0.982

0.788

1.224

Netherlands

0.773

0.601

.995

Sweden

1.959

1.499

2.559

United Kingdom

0.794

0.642

0.982
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